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xi 
The purpose of this study was to develop a model to 
predict water extraction patterns and therefore salt dis -
tribution patterns in a one dimensional homogeneous soil 
profile for a specified root distribution . 
Water extraction was simulated as a function of the 
total potential and the root density at any level of the 
profile . 
Salt redistribution caused by irrigation was simula-
ted by assuming a partial and proportional displacement 
of the water i n each soil layer . 
A computer program was written for the model in For -
tran language and implemented on the Vax . To evaluate 
the performance of the model, test studies were carried 
out in the laboratory using two lysimeters and wheat as 
a crop . 
xii 
A neutron probe and the four - probe electrode method 
were used to follow the change in the soil moisture and 
the salinity in the profile during the growing season . 
Comparisons were made between the measured and simulated 
values of water content and salinity . Application of the 
model results and recommendations for further research 
were suggested to improve the performance of the model. 
(219 pages ) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Irrigation water. can be one of the main sources of the 
salts in the soil profile. Over an irrigation cycle, 
salinity of the soil water increases as soil water. content 
is reduced by evapotranspiration of essentially pure water. 
Soluble salts are transported in soils in the water phase, 
therefore their distributio n and removal are controlled by 
the water management. 




connection with leaching requirements 
for obtaining optimum crop yield. Several 
have been made to 
movement during the leaching 
effect of salinity on crop growth (14, 
48, 22). 
describe the salt 
process and the 
40, 60, 45, 46, 58, 
The largest quantity of water extracted from the root 
zone is in the region of greatest root activity. This 
region manifests maximum increases in the salt concentration 
which increases the water potential thus causing a shift in 
extraction of to regions where the water 
potential is 
water 
lower (56). This means that the 
plant tends to extract water to a uniform water potentiill 
2 
rather than a uniform water content. Thus the matric , 
osmotic, and gravitational potentials should be considered 
in determining irrigation needs and leaching requirements. 
This study will take into account the above potentials 
in addition to the root density to predict the amount 
of water extracted and salinity levels for each layer in 
a soil profile using a developed computer model, and to 




Several attempts have been made prior to the present 
study to describe the salt distribution pattern in a drained 
soil profile. Depending on the particular interest of the 
researchers involved results have varied. Because of the 
complexities of soil properties, the applicability of any 
one of the present existing models is limite0 (44, 52 , 57 , 
58 ) • 
Root extraction of irrigation water is the major 
mechanism causing accumulation of salt in the root zone of 
the irrigated soil and should be considered in any procedure 
proposed for controlling the salinity levels in the soil 
profile. 
The purposes of this study are to model the amount of 
water that is extracted from each layer in the profile as a 
function of the total potential and the root density at any 
growth stage, and to estimate the rate of change of 





The primary objective of the laboratory phase of this 
study is to determine the water extraction pattern and, 
therefore, the salt distribution pattern in a drained soil 
profile as a function of matric, osmotic, and gravitational 
potentials for a developing root distribution. 
The specific objectives of this study are: 
1. To develop a model to predict the dynamic 
soil salinity concentration curve that 
exists during the process of evapotranspir-
ation, and salt leaching, and to predict the 
equilibrium salt distribution within the soil 
profile. 
2. To predict the rate of desalinization in the 
soil profile during normal irrigation for 
different leaching fractions. 
3. To study the effect of evapotranspiration and 
root distribution in changing the salinity 
levels in the soil profile. 
4 . To compare the results predicted by the model 
with data from experimental lysimeter studies. 
5 
Objective l 
A computer model was developed to simulate root 
extraction of water from a one dimensional soil profile, 
taking into account matric, osmotic and elevation 
potentials. The soil surface was used as the reference 
level for the elevation potential. 
Extraction of water by the plants was taken to be a 
function of the total potential and the root density at any 
level in the profile. The profile was divided into any 
desired number of layers. The root system was initially 
assumed to have a parabolic shape (y = ax 2 ) for a specified 
root depth, so that root density could be approximated at 
any depth at any growth stage. 
From the water retention curve for the soil, matric 
potential was calculated at any moisture level, and the 
osmotic potential was calculated at any salinity level from 
the relation, 1jJ
0 
0.36*ECe, thus the total potential 
(matric, osmotic,and gravitational) was found at any depth, 
soil moisture, and salinity level. After deciding on the 
management allowed deficit which is primarily dependent 
upon the type of crop and crop growth stage, the volume 
of water that was be extracted from each layer was 
found and the amount of irrigation for a specified 
leaching fraction was fixed. The profile after 
each irrigation was assumed to be at field capacity 
and the total potential computed at each 
6 
layer, then the extraction for the first unit of water 
from each layer was 
contribution of both 
calculated taking into account the 
the root density and the total 
potential. The extraction for the second unit of water 
extraction was calculated for the remaining moisture in 
the profile and so on for the rest of the amount removed 
from the profile by the roots for evapotranspiration. The 
extraction for each layer was found by summing the 
extraction for each unit of water removal from that layer. 
To simulate redistribution of the salt in the soil 
profile caused by irrigation, it was necessary to assume 
partial and proportional displacement of the water in each 
soil layer. After water extraction and adjustment of the 
salinity for each layer, the amount of water leaving each 
layer during irrigation was found. It was assumed that 
salt does not move vertically in the soil profile during 
evapotranspiration extraction of water. 
By assuming that the amount of water displaced in each 
layer is a function of both the total available soil 
moisture and the amount of water which left that layer, the 
salinity of the water that drains from a layer and the 
salinity of that layer was determined. 
To quantify the previously described salinity model, 
a computer program was written in Fortran 77 
Language and was 
computer. 
implemented on the VAX 11/780 digital 
7 
Objective 2 
For the achievement of the second objective of this 
study, the two 200 em deep lysimeters which have been 
previously constructed will be used. To measure salinity 
changes in the lysimeter 4 stainless electrodes were equally 
spaced around the lysimeter at ten depths, 5, 15, 35, 55, 
75, 95, 115, 135, 155, and 175 em. The electrical 
conductivity of the soil at each depth was measured using 
the 4 probe technique and the moisture content was 
measured by a neutron probe using an access tube placed in 
the middle of the lysimeter. 
Tap water of measured salt concentration was 
the surface for irrigation applied to 
d etermined leaching fraction and the 
at a pre-
changes in 
concentration and moisture in the lysimeter soil column 
were recorded periodically. The amount and concentration 
of the drainage water were also measured. 
The depth and concentration of drainage water, together 
with the rate of change of salinization were found for 
each leaching fraction. The data were used to verify the 
computer model developed to predict leaching effects. 
Objective 3 
Wheat was grown in the lysimeters. The crop was 
irrigated and fertilized periodically. A lighting system was 
utilized to produce a 24 hour growing day to ensure a 
8 
rapidly growing crop. 
plants. 
Each lysimeter contained 26 wheat 
The following measurements were made periodically: 
1. Amount and concentration of the irrigation 
water. 
2. Amount and 
water. 
concertration of the drainage 
3. Volumetric moisture content from the neutron 
probe readings at each depth (20 em 
increments). 
4. Pressure head in the column from 
tensiometer readings at each depth (20 em 
increments). 
5. Salt concentration in the profile from the 
four-probe readings at each depth (20 em 
increments). 
6. Total weight of the lysimeter from the 
hydrostatic manometer readings. 
7. Total evapotranspiration from the change in 
the total weight of the lysimeter. 
8. Evapotranspiration in each layer from the 
changes in the moisture content. 
9 
CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Salinity Control and Leaching Requirements 
Salinity control using leaching as a management tool 
has been of interest for many years in the attainment of 
optimum crop yield. Several attempts have been made to 
describe the salt movement during the leaching process and 
to describe the effect of salinity on crop growth (14, 
45' 31' 53, 58, 40, 22). Several investigators have 
suggested that maintenance of proper soil salinity does not 
have to involve the entire soil profile. Keller (30) 
indicated that leaching efficiency is improved by 
decreasing the water application rate . 
In arid areas, salinity control is one of the major 
objectives of drainage installed to enhance agricultural use 
of land ( 61). Crop growth and yield are 
effected by salinity due to the effect that osmotic 
potential has in decreasing the water potential gradient, 
(3). Thus uptake of soil water by the plant can 
be drastically reduced due to the higher osmotic 
pressure of saline soil water (15). 
Soluble salts are transported in soils by the water, 
therefore their distribution and removal are controlled 
10 
by the water management. Reeve et al. (47) found 
that flushing water over the surface as a reclamation 
procedure was ineffective; however, the application of one 
foot of water for each foot of depth of soil removed 
approximately 80 percent of the initially high salt content 
in the profile. 
Drainage requirements for salinity control should be 
based on leaching requirements, salt-balance, and capillary 
rise concepts (61). Salinity expressed on a 
dry-soil basis is an unsatisfactory measure, 
since it ignores the water retention capacity of the soil 
and hence does not indicate the volume of water in which the 
salt is dissolved (59). Under saline conditions, 
irrigation should not be based on plant observations 
(wilting) but on knowledge of the total soil water potential 
in the root zone. This fact fits in well with the modern 
concept of osmotic adjustment with increasing salinity in 
the soil solution (29). 
Irrigation water is one of the main sources of the 
salts in the soil profile. Over an irrigation cycle, 
salinity of the soil water increases as soil water content 
is reduced by evapotranspiration. If the soil water becomes 
too depleted between irrigations, the effect of soil 
salinity is increased and damage is intensified (62, 63). 
Since salts in the soil can be removed effectively only by 
11 
leaching, internal soil drainage becomes the key to 





basic method for reducing 
to a desired level. Leaching 
drainage is adequate to 
control. Leaching 
excessive soil 
will be effective 
remove the excess 
The desired level of solute concentration depends upon 
the salt tolerance of the crop. The volume of the water to 
be leached depends primarily upon the position of the salt 
in the profile, the initial soil moisture content, type of 
soil, method of irrigation, and the quality of the 




in crop productivity from 
been termed as the leaching 
excess soil 
requirement 
The average root-zone salinity is affected by the 
degree to which the soil water is depleted between 
irrigations. The average soil-water salinity will be greater 
in soils that are irrigated less frequently than in soil 
irrigated more frequently. The application of excess water 
to promote leaching may be done by increasing the amount of 
applied, the frequency of application or both. The choice 
may depend upon whether irrigation can be prolonged without 
damage to the crop and whether prolonged irrigation is 
pract i cable. The amount of leaching water required can be 
12 
reduced by leaching with intermittent applications of 
water (37, 42). Ir rigation frequency may have to be 
increased to provide the needed wate r for leaching and 
although this may increase irrigation costs, it may also 
provide additional benefits by maintaining higher soil water 
potentials during the shortened irrigation cycle. When 
salinity is a factor, this can be even more important 
because osmotic, as well as matric potential, decreases as 
the soil becomes drier. Soil 
during the growing season can 
salinity which increases 
be reduced to desirable 
levels with fall irrigation and winter natural 
drainage periods. The rate of salinization is higher in 
the finer textured soil. Much damage may occur to both 
crop and the soil due to prolonged application of applied 
water and may counter the t-ne purpose for whi ch it 
was applied. Lowering the water table in a saline 
area is important in reducing salt movement into the 
root zone. 
Several independent 
measure the leaching 




irrigation waters of different salt concentration. Bower et 
al. (7) and Bower et al.(8) reported studies on alfalfa 
performed in outdoor lysimeters, Bernstein and Francois (2) 
reported studies performed in green house lysimeters. Field 
13 
plot experiments were conducted from 1973 until 1982 by 
Hoffman et al. ( 24 ) Hoffman and Van Genuchten (23 ), Jobes 
et a l. ( 2 7 ) established the leaching req uirements of nine 
crops under hi g h frequency irrigation. 
Many models have been developed to describe the salt 
movement in the profile. Dielman ( 13 ) derived a 
simplified leaching equation from the salt-balance equation 
de ( 0 f ) C kyl+fyyl=G ·, y l-~-,-kf yyl Gk where sw 0x v +Cdw = iw0 iw 
D5 the depth of the soil 
dCsw the change in concentration of salt in the soil 
water 
dDdw the change in the depth of water draining from a 
given soil depth 
Sv the vol umetric wat e r content 
Ciw the concentration of salt in irrigation water 
Cdw the concentration of salt in the drainage water 
Diw the depth of infiltrated water 
(1) 
The following assumptions were made to facilitate 
the solution of equation (1): 
1) 0 dw = fC SW dDdw = fdC 5 w where f < 1 and is 
call e d the leaching factor . 
2) K 
where K is the proportionality constant 
14 
After substitution a nd integration, equation (1) become 
l n ~o - ECeq 
- EC 
eq 




Terkeltoub and Babcock (57 ) reported a simple method 
for predicting salt movement through a soil profile. They 
a ssumed that a soil c olumn is divided into se c tions 
separated by an impermeable plate. The upper section was 
wetted to fill the soil moisture deficit from initial 
moisture (%B) at Z meg/L to field capacity (%A) with 
irrigation water concentration Y meg/L. 
of the resultant solution is 
R B(Z) + (A - B) Y A in rreq/L 
The concentration 
The above procedure will be repeated for the second 
section which has initial moisture %C and salt concentration 
of X meg/L. The concentration of the resultant solution in 
the second section is 
p C(X) + (A - C) R 
A in rreq/ L 
proceeding in a similar manner for the rest of the p ro file 
to the nth section. 
15 
Van Der Molen (60) described the desalinization of 
saline soils in the Netherlands by solving the differential 
equation 




0 [ e r fc P-l 
..I2P 
N - 22N e rfc P+l 
.-;; 
N ) 
C concentration of ions in the soil moisture (mg/ml) 
(3) 
C0 initial concentration of ions in the soil moisture 
(mg/ml) 
V volume of water passing through the soil (ml/cm2) 
X pd weight of soil below soil surface per unit area (g 
of dry matter/cm2) 
d distance from the surface 





ax apf = O.Ol4Ad 
A lOOa = moisture content of the soil (ml/100) 




number of theoretical plates above depth d 
for values of N 4 the second term in 
equation (3) is very small and may be neglected 
erfc n J e - u du 
0 (error function complement) 
for the case of homogeneous saline profile with large 
va lues of N, equation (3) ma y become 
B P- 1 B 0 erfc vN (4) 2 v'2P 
where 
B salt content of the soil (g/100 gm of dry matter) 
B 0 initial salt content of the soil (g/100 gm of dry 
matter). 
The above equation gives a deviation of more than 20 
percent for light soils, and larger deviation should be 
expected for the case of heavy soils. 
W.R. Gardner and R.H. Brooks (16 ) attempted a 
mathematical approach to predict the desalinization of the 
soil profile during the leaching process. Laboratory and 
field studies were made to test the validity of the 
theoretical results. 
The following notation is used: 
a =mobilization rate parameter (cm-1) 
17 
B =equilibrium ratio of concent ration of theimmobile 
salt to concentration of mobile salt 
c concentration of mobile salt (meg/liter) 
c 0 initial concentration of mobile salt (meg/liter) 
C average salt concentration in soil solution (meg/ 
liter) 
c* concentration of leaching water 
f fraction of soil volume filled with water 
q concentration of immobile salt (meg/liter) 
q0 initial concentration of immobile salt (meg/liter) 
S dimensionless parameter, proportional to pore space 
in given depth 
t dimensionless parameter, proportional to volume of 
leaching water 
V volume of leaching water entering unit area of the 
soil (cm3/cm2) 
Z depth (em) 
c c + q 
Cf ( c + q) f 
from the mass conservation equation for one-dimensional flow 
1 
- f lsi av ( 5) 
assuming that the amount of salt mobilized by mixing during 
flow is proportional to the concentration of immobilized 
18 
salt in a unit volume of soil less than the amount of 
immobilized salt in that volume. 
251 
dV ~ (q - Be) 
at equilibrium 251 dV 
hence q = B 
c 
qO sc0 
co ( 1 + B) co 
The initial boundary conditions 
q qo 
s c co v c co (l+B)c0 
c = c = 0 
define t a(V-fZ)/B 
s = afZ 
are: 
0 
z = 0 
where fZ is the pore volume above the depth Z 
that must be leached 
V - fZ is the amount of leaching water 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8 ) 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
The solution of equations (1); (2) in terms of t and s 
is 
c/c 0 = 1- J(s,t) 
= J(t,s) 
where J(x,y) is defined by 





I 0 is a modified b e ssel function of the first kind from 
equations (7) and (8). 
c c 0 [l-J(s,t)] + q 0 J(t,s) 
c 0 [l-J(s,t)] + BJ(t,s) 
hence 




C - C* 
c0 - C* 
(1 - J (S, t )) 
1 - J(S,t) 
( 1 4) 
This analysis assumes that the soil contains some water 
initially. The theory presented ( 1 6) was compared with 
experimental data from laboratory soil columns and a field 
plot. Agreement between theory and experiment was found to 
be satisfactory. 
Soil Water Potential 
Water potential is formally defined as the amount of 
work that a unit quantity of water in an equilibrium soil-
water (or plant-water) system is capable of doing when it 
moves to a pool of water in the reference state at the same 
temperature ( 2 0 ), In unsaturated soil, energy must 
be expended to remove water, so the soil water 
potential has a negative sign. The potential gradient, or 
20 
rate of decrease of potential energy with distance, is the 
driving force causing soil water flow. Thus, water will 
move from a wet soil whe re the potential is near zero, to a 
dry soil where the potential is lower (a larger negative 
value) (54 ) . 
The total soil water potential is expressed as the sum 
o f three main component potentials. 
where 
'4! is the total soil water potential 
wg is the gravitational potential 
wm is the matric or pressure potential 
'4!0 i s the osmotic potential 
Gravitational Potential 
Gravitational potential is the difference in elevation 
of the point in question and the reference point (usually 
the soil surface or the water table is assumed as a 
reference), so it is independent of the soil properties. 
Matric Potential 
Matric potential is a dynamic property of the soil 
which is related to the attractive forces of the soil 
particle surfaces, for the water, the influence of soil 
pores, and the curvature of the soil-water interface. Thus 
it is a function of both water con tent and soil type. 
21 
Matric potential to about 100 KPa can be measured by using 
a tensiometer. The tensiometer does not meeasure the 
osmotic potential. 
Osmotic Potential 
Osmotic potential is the portion of the total water 
potential which is related to the soluble materials such as 
salts in the soil solution. The osmotic potential does not 
effect soil water flow, but is very important in the uptake 
of water by plants through semipermeable root membranes. 
Osmotic potential can be found by the approximate 
relation ( 20 ) • 
where 
~s is the solute potential (bars) 
R is the universal gas constant (82 bars cm3/mol K) 
T is the absolute temperature (K) 
cs is the solute concentration (mol/cm3) 
Other approximate relations have been established 
(46). 
~o - 0.36EC 
where 
~0 is the osmotic potential (bars) 
BC is the conductivity (dS/m). 
22 
Miscible Displacement 
When water containing a different salt content from the 
soil solution is passed through a body of soil, the 
concentration of salts in the outflow or drainage material 
will gradually change in a manner that depends upon the 
kinds of processes that occur in the soil. The process of 
replacing the soil solution with another having a different 
salt co ncentration has been referred to as miscible 
displacement, because the solutions are completely 
miscible with each other (56). The term miscible 
displacement is presently used by research workers to 
describe the process of flow through porous media when 
encroaching fluid is completely miscible with the 
encumbant fluid ( 3 5). The presence of blind 
pores through which there is little or no flow causes a 
portion of the saline water to be retained. If a saline 
soil is displaced by fresh water, some of the saline water, 
therefore, is bypassed and mixing occurs. As the flow 
continues, the mixing with the initially bypassed solution 
continues and leaching is 
been shown ( 4, 5, 6. 
accomplished 
39, 40, 41, 
(16). It has 
10) that 
hydrodynamic dispersion, molecular diffusion, mixing caused 
by microscopic variations in velocity distribution of fluid 
in the pores, chemical reactions or exchange, and physical 
a bsorption all influence the displacement process. 
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Molecular Diffusion 
Diffusion is known to be a transport phenomenon where 
there is an equal distribution of energy between all 
molecules of the system which create an observable drift 
from places of higher to places of lower concentration. 
Diffusion has been applied to the random molecular motion by 
which water is transported ( 28 ) • The interrelations 
between the rate of flow of the diffusing substance and the 
concentration gradient responsible for this flow are related 
to diffusion. Fick's first law is one of the empirical 
relations describing a steady state system. 
J - D de dX 
where 
J is the diffusion of flow per unit of cross section of a 
substance contained in a mixture. Therefore, it is the 
amount of that substance passing perpendicularly 
through a reference plane of a unit area during a unit 
X is the space coordinate chosen perpendicular to the 
plane of reference, L. 
C is the concentration of the diffusing substance M/L3, 
and 




The phenomenon of collision of moving water molecules 
against the matrix of the media causes changes in direction 
of the individual elements of the fluid resulting in a 
mixing of molecules when a fluid is moving through porous 
media has been termed as hydrodynamic dispersion. 
Scheidegger (5 2 ) presented a theoretical analysis of 
placing a quantity of salt at a point in a fluid flowing 
through porous medium and assuming that the salt spreads out 
in a cone-shaped path. Taylor (55 ) described dispersion 
as being due to changes in velocity distribution when he 
investigated the transfer of soluble matter through a single 
tube of constant radius. If a fluid is moving through a 
capillary tube of constant radius the average flow velocity 
can be expressed as follows; using the parabolic equation 










v- is the ve l ocity at the radial distance r from the 
center of the capillary tube, L/T 
V0 is the maximum velocity at the axis; L/T 
a is the radius of the capillary tube , L; and 
r is the radial distance from the center of the capillary 
tube, L . 
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If the tracer at time t=O is distributed along the 
distance X the concentration C is 
C f(X, r) 
Then after the time t the concentration becomes 
C f(X-Vt,r) 
In Taylor's (55 ) experiment the mean value, C, 
of the concentration over a cross section of a tube was 
measured and defined as 
c 2 ~ Cr d r 
Breakthrough Curve 
The Breakthrough c urve concept was introduced by 
Danckwerts (11) as a ratio of the relative effluent / 





without considering the physical and the chemical mechanisms 
involved in the miscible displacement. 
Where 
C0 is the initial concentration of the effluent 
C is the effluent concentration any time thereafter 
q is the rate of fluid inflow at steady-state moisture 
V0 volume occupied 
t tim 
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Biggar and Nielsen ( 4) showed that when 
(1 - dt = 1 
and 
c dt ~ !~ o/q (1 - c ~ p 0 o/q 
then the original fluid occupied exactly one 
pore volume. 
The effect of longitudinal dispersion occurring during 
miscible displacement has been presented by Nielsen and 
Biggar ( 39 , 40) when they obtained a breakthrough curve 
from Oakley sand, Aiken clay, and glass beads at different 
moisture contents and velocities. 
Scheidegger (52) and Day (12) attempted to describe 
statistically the solute concentration in porous medium during 
miscible displacement. They considered solute transfer 
taking place as a result of a hydrodynamic mechanism not 
involving molecular diffusion. Upon integration the solute 
concentration distribution in the effluent (breakthrough 







X is the distance 
V is the average velocity (flux divided by proportion of 
soil volume occupied by water) 
D is the factor of dispersion 
Lapidus and Amun d son (34) used a different equation 
descriptive of solute movement by molecular diffusion and 
velocity through porous material 
D ac v ax 
The solution of the above equation subject to the 
conditions 
c X = 0 
c 0 X>O 
c 0 X X 










+ erfc exp 0 
Bear (l) considered displacement as a second rank 
tensor, where the effects of molecular diffusion were 
neglected. He assumed that the concentration distribution 
resulting from displacement was normal. 
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Root Extraction 
Consumptive use is the major transport and accumulation 
mechanism of excess salts in the root zone of 
saline soil. 
A non uniform distribution of salt in the soil profile 
is com mensurate with the water extraction characteristics of 
plant as governed by the water potential and the volume o r 
depth of root activity (56) • Nimah and 
Hanks (44) modified the equation of water flow for 
transient case 
a8 a aH 
-at az (K ' 8 ) az 
by co nsidering water flow in the presence of an actively 
transpiring plant, the . above equation becomes 
a8 
at 
A(Z , t) 
where 
[K ( 8 l aH az ] + A(Z , t) 
[Hroot + (Press·Z) - h(Z ,t) - S(Z , t)] · RDF (Z) · K (8) 
t::X • L\Z - - -( 15 ) 
A(Z,t) is the term describing the rate of plant root 
extraction of water. 
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Hroot is an effective water potential in the root at the 
soil surface (em). 
PRES is a root resistance term equal to l + Rc, where 
Rc is a flow coefficient in the plant root system 
assumed to be 0.05. 
h(Z,t) is a soil-water pressure head (em) 
S(Z,t) osmotic potential (em) 
RDF(Z) is proportion of total active roots in depth 
increment Z 






is the hydralic conductivity at depth Z(cm/hr) 
is the volumetric water content (cm3/cm3) 
is the distance measured as depth from surface 
increasing in downward direction (em) 
is the hydralic head (em) 
is the time (hr) 
is the distance between plant roots at the point in 
the soil where h(Z,t) and S(Z,t) are measured. X 
is arbitrarily assumed to be one (em). 
The value of Hroot was obtained, using the bisection 
iterative procedure 








EC has units dS/m 
( 58) • S(Z,t) is defined using 
SALT is concentration of salt (me/L) 
Since S(Z,t) has units of em water, then 
S(Z,t) OP (em) OP ( atm) * 1000 
(0.036) SALT * 1000 
36. SALT 
Substituting and rearranging equation (3) gives 
A ( Z,t) 
[Hroot- (h(Z,t) - (36•SALT) - (Z.PRESS)] ·RDF(Z)·K( 8 ) 
t,x • t, z 
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Molz and Remson (38) studied the water uptake on a 
field scale by using two simple methods of calculating the 
extraction term in equation (3). First they assumed that 
extraction was a function only of depth and approximated by 
40%, 30%, 20%, 10% the total consumptive use for each 
successive quarter of the root zone. 
Secondly they assumed that the uptake rate is 
proportional to the product of the effective root density 
and the soil water diffusivity. However, they did not take 
into account the differences in potential between the soil 
and the plant. 
Raats (46) used mathematical analysis for the case of 
steady flows of water and salt in uniform soil profiles. He 
assumed an exponential uptake profile using dimensionless 
depth as a function of the dimensionless rate of uptake. 
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Four Electrode Salinity Probe 
The relative abilities of materials to conduct 
electricity when a voltage is applied are expressed as 
conductivities; conversely, the resistance offered by a 
material to current flow is expressed in terms of 
resistivity. The resistivity of a material is defined by 
the mathematical expression of Ohm's law, a law which states 
that electric field strength at a point in a material is 
proportional to the current density passing that point 
( 3 2 ) 
Four electrode probes have been used originally by 
geophysicists to measure the resistivity of earth and rock. 
Kirkham and Taylor ( 33 ) found a highly significant linear 
relationship between specific conductivity and water content 
by weight when they tested this method to measure soil water 
content. 
The principles of the four-electrode are well known, 
and have been discussed by Wenner (64) Jeans (25 ), 
McCorkle ( 36 ), and Kirkham and Taylor (33 ). Shea and 
Luthin ( 53 ) summarized this method as installation of four 
electrodes in a line at uniform depth. A known current (I) 
is fed through the primary circuit connecting the outer 
electrodes, and the potential drop (E) is measured across 
the secondary circuit connecting the center electrodes. 
Ohm's law is then used to calculate the resistance between 
the center electrodes. 
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The four-probe device has been used successfully to 
assess soil salinity to a depth approximately equal to 
the electrode spacing "a" when the soil moisture level is 
near field capacity. The volume of soil measured 
is approximately 
Shea and Luthin (5 3 ) found a good correlation between 
specific electrical conductivity and soil salinity when they 
used the four-probe method to measure the soil salinity. 
Rhoades and Ingvalson (50 ) used this method in the field 
to assess the bulk soil salinity at near constant soil water 
content. 
Gupta and Hanks (18 ) used this method under laboratory 
conditions to measure the dynamic salinity at different 
water contents. They developed regression equations to 
estimate saturation extract salinity at different water 
contents. 
Halvorson and Reule (19 ) used this method to estimate 
salinity of water samples in the field. They obtained a 
linear relationship between EC25 values determined using a 
commercial laboratory bridge and cell, and those determined 
using a four-electrode conductivity cell. 
Rhoades et al. (48) presented a method for 
calibrating soil salinity against soil electrical 
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conductivity in which an appropriate cell constant is 
determined for each four-electrode cell. 
Neutron Probe 
The atomic age has provided a tool for estimating the 
amount of water in a body, such as the soil (17) . 
The neutron probe is a source of fast or high energy 
neutrons and a detector of slow or thermal neutrons that is 
lowered into an aluminum or steel or plastic tube that has 
b een placed in the soil (9). The fast neutrons are 
slowed down by collisions with the nucleus of matter in the 
soil and then absorbed by the soil matter because hydrogen 
is chiefly responsible for thermalizing the neutrons and 
since the mass of the nucleus of hydrogen is the same as 
that of a free neutron, the presence of hydrogen will 
result in a high field of thermal neutrons and the rate at 
which thermal neutrons are detected is proportional to the 
number of hydrogen nuclei present in the vicinity of the 
source and detector, provided that the rate of emission of 
high energy neutrons and the geometry of the area through 
which the neutrons are scattered are constant (i.e. none of 
the neutrons escape into the atmosphere). 
Since the amount of hydrogen associated with water in 
the soil is generally much greater than that associated with 
clay, organic matter, or other soil particles, the thermal 
neutron flux is proportional to the amount of water in a 
bulk volume of soil. In soils there are few elements that 
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are effective in thermalizing neutrons as Lithium, 
beryllium, boron, and carbon, but they are increasingly less 
e ffective as the atomic weight increases. In soils, these 
latter elements occur in small to insignificant amounts, but 
hydrogen occurs in large amounts as a component of water 
( 56 ) 
In this soil water measurement method, neutrons are 
thermalized within a relatively large sample of soil in the 
field, hence, it has all the advantages as well as any 
disadvantages of a large sample. This method is purely 
empirical and depends upon development of a good calibration 
curve that relates the count rate of thermal neutrons to the 
water content ( 26) • 
Calibration of the Neutron Probe 
The neutron probe must be calibrated so that the 
readings or count rate is related to actual soil moisture. 
Soils have different chemical and physical properties that 
may affect the probe readings, and therefore calibration 
curves must be developed. 
Field Calibration 
A field calibration requires the probe, a volume 
sampler, a scale and a drying oven. The procedure is to 
Install the access tube in a representative point in the 
soil. Take probe readings in the tube and volume samples in 
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pairs around the tube. Take them at the same depth and 
within a foot or two of the tube. 
Seal the volume samples in a sample can or plastic seal 
bag immediately after removing from the soil. Be careful 
not to compact the surrounding soil when taking the samples. 
Ideally 20 such measurement pairs should be taken over a 
range of moisture conditions. 
An alternate method is to use a sampler of smaller 
diameter than the tube and take volume samples at each depth 
while making the hole to install the access tube. Then take 
probe readings at the same depths. This has the advantage 
that the calibration is performed on the tube to be used for 
scheduling. 
Another alternate, popular with irrigation schedulers, 
is to only take two measurement pairs, one pair at field 
capacity and a second at a soil moisture condition near 50% 
depletion. Weigh the soil samples wet and dry (24 
hrs at 105 deg C in a vented oven). Calculate 
the moisture by dry weight and the soil density 
and then combine to determine the soil moisture 
content in inches per foot as follows: 
inches Ws - Wd (gm water) Wd (gm soil) l (cc water) 
per ------------------ x ------------ x xl2 
foot Wd (gm soil) V (cc soil) (gm water) 
Using linear graph paper plot the probe readings in 
count ratio, versus the volume samples in inches per foot. 
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Fit the graph to a straight line. For a scatter 
diagram of 10 to 20 reading pairs do a linear regression on 
a hand calculator. For only two pairs use the following 
equations to determine the slope and intercept. 
MH - ML 
slope A 
RH - RL 
intercept B = ML - A x RL 
then: m (A X r) + B 
where: 
m moisture in inches per foot 
r count ratio 
MH high moisture value in inches per foot 
ML low moisture value in inches per foot 
RH probe count ratio at the high moisture value 
RL probe count ratio at the low moisture value 
Laboratory Calibration 
For a laboratory calibration two known calibration 
points are needed. A high calibration standard might be a 
barrel of sand saturated with water (typically 0.32 bm/cc. 
i.e. 0.32 grams of water per cubic centimeter of soil or 32% 
water by volume or 3.84 inches of water per foot of soil). 
A low standard of dry sand would be 0.0 gm/cc. 
Place the probe in one of the two known moisture 
standards. The display will prompt for the known moisture 
density of the standard. 
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When the count is completed move the probe to the 
second moisture standard. The display will prompt for. the 
moisture density of that standard. Solve the two equations, 
the two unknowns (slope and intercept) can be found. This 
is how the factory calibration was determined. It will be 
applicable for. sandy soils with no significant minerals or. 
organics. It can also be used for. relative measurements, 
e.g. measuring a field before and after. a known irrigation 
will allow determining how much was applied versus how much 
the probe measures before and after, thus calibrating the 
probe to that field. A new calibration equation was found 





In order to compare the results predicted by the model 
with experimental studies, two 200 em deep lysimeters were 
used. The lysimeters were contructed of 38.1 em inside 
diameter white P.v.c. low pressure irrigation pipe and had 
a drainage outlet pipe in the bottom (Figure 1). 
The basic design of these lysimeters is described by Robbins 
and Willardson ( 51 ), 
A 5.08 em diameter aluminum access tube was installed 
in the center of the lysimeter for the measurement of the 
moisture content with a neutron-probe (CPN, #796, Model 503, 
S.N., H 30043212). Figure (2) which has a calibration 
equation: 
R 
-0.0087 + 0.178 s 
Rstd 
where 
volumetric water content 
count rate in the soil 
Average count rate in the shiel 
Tensiometers 
White PVC Pipe 










Drainage outlet ~r~~f~~~§i~E~n=d~c:a~p~~ Platfo•m ~'-- Plaste' of Pads 
Automotive lnnertube 
Fig. 1.--A Schematic Diagram of the Lysimeter System. 
-~·'" 
.. , ~~·,-: 
Fig. 2.--A View of the Top of the Lysimeter 
Showing the Neutron Meter. 
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A flexible plastic manometer tube was attached on each 
lysimeter to measure any changes in weight of the lysimeter 
resulting from water loss through evapotranspiration or 
water added through irrigation or upward flow from the 
water table which was maintained at a constant level 
near the bottom of the lysimeter with the use of a 
mar riot bottle. 
A dummy tube was also installed on each lysimeter to 
compensate for any temperature variations in the water 
column. 
The soil which has been used in the experiment was a 
silty loam soil (Millvile salt loam). Its moisture 
characteristic data are given in Table l and the 
resultant curve in Figure 1. 
Ten tensiometers and ten sets of four-probe electrodes 
for measuring conductivity were installed in each lysimeter 
for the measurement of pressure head and salinity, 
respectively. The spacings of these tensiometers and 
electrodes were 20 em along the column except the top two 
which were spaced at 10 em. 
em. 
Tensiometer Construction 
Plastic tubes of 3/8 inch O.D., 1/8 inch I.D. and 5 
inches in length were connected to a tensiometer 
1 1/2 inches length, 3/8 inch O.D. and l/4 inch of the 
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Table 1. Characteristi c Data for the Millville Silty 
Loam Soil 
WAT CONT MAT HEI\D CONDUCT I DIFFUSIV 
O. OOE+OO 
-.25E+07 0.10E-10 0 .24E- 04 
0 . 20E-01 
- .13E+06 0.10E-09 0.24E-04 
0. 40 E- 01 
-.64E+0 5 0 . 30E-09 0.28E-03 
0 . 60E- 01 
-29E+05 0 . 28E- 08 0.38E- 03 
O. BOE- 01 
-.9 5E+04 0.22E- 07 O. BOE- 03 
0.10E+OO 
-.48 E+04 0 .19 E- 06 0.17E-02 
0 .1 2E+OO 
- .27E+04 0 . 91E-06 0.36E- 02 
0 .14E+OO 
- . 72E+03 0.59E- 05 0.1 5E- 01 
0. 16E+OO 
-. 39E+03 0.45E- 04 0 . 30E-01 
0 .1 8E+OO 
-. 30E+03 0 .18E- 03 0 .47E-0 1 
0 . 20E+OO 
-. 24E+03 0 . 52E- 03 0. 77E-01 
0 . 22E+O O 
-. 20E+03 O.l9E-02 0.15E+OO 
0.24E+OO 
-.17E+0 3 0.2 4E-02 0.23E+OO 
0.26E+OO 
-.14 E+03 0 .4 5E- 02 0 . 34E+OO 
0 . 28E+OO 
-.1 2E+03 0 . 78E-02 0.51E+OO 
0.30E=OO 
-.1 0E+03 0 .1 3E- 01 0 .76 E+OO 
0 . 32E+OO 
-.84E+02 0 . 21E-01 0 .11E+01 
0 .34E+OO 
-.69 E+02 0.34E-01 0.16E+01 
0.36E+OO 
-. 56E+02 0.53E-01 0.23E+01 
0 . 38E+OO 
-.44E+02 0 . 83E-01 0 . 33E+01 
0 .40E+O O 
-.32E+02 O.l3E+OO 0.48E+01 
0 .42E+OO 
-.22E+02 0 .22E+OO 0. 71E+01 
0.44E+OO 
-.12E+02 0. 70E+OO 0.14E+02 
0. 46E+OO 
-.34E+01 0.12E+01 0.25E+02 
0 .48 E+OO O.OOE+OO 0 .1 2E+01 0.29E+02 









0.10 +----..,..----..... ----...... ----.....,r------,....----,.....----'T""----.,....----"'T"'----..,..-----f 
0.0 250.0 500.0 750.0 1000.0 1250.0 1500.0 1750.0 2000.0 2250.0 2500.0 2750.0 
MATRIC POTENTIAL (CM) 
Fig. 3.--Charactaristic Curve for Mil lville 
Si lty Loam Soil. 
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plastic tube O.D. and using epoxy as a glue to ensure air 
tightness. A small flexible plastic tube l/8 inch 0. D. was 
attached to the other e nd of the plastic tube, and white 
silicon was used around the connection to ensure an air 
tight connection (Figure 4). The small plastic tubes were 
connected to a manometer system for the measurement of the 
matric potential. 
Salinity Measurements 
An electrical generator-resistance meter (megger, 
earth-tester null balance, Catalog No. 63241, S.N. (1813) 
was used 
consisted 










each other around the circumference of 
the lysimeter Figure 6 Each set of electrodes was 
spaced vertically at 20 em except the top two which were 
spaced at 10 em. 
Evapotranspiration Measurements 
Total evapotranspiration from each lysimeter is 
measured from the hydrostatic manometer readings,which have 
been calibrated to give the corresponding 
evapotranspiration for each unit drop in the manometer 
readings. Any loss of water due to evaporation and 
transpiration causes a decrease in the total weight of the 
lysimeter. 
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Fig. 4.--A View of the Tensiometer. 
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Fig. ·5.--A View of the Four Electrode Probe. 
Fig. 6.--A View Shows the Layout and Spacing 
of the Screws. 
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Evapotranspiration at each layer in the column is 
measured by the neutron-probe readings at each depth. 
Neutron Meter Calibration 
The neutron meter readings indicate 
equilibrium water content 
part of the column, water 
is present in 




cc irrigation on lysimeter #1, some drainage occurred in the 
lysimeter 1 that raised the water table slightly. This 
means that the soil profile is at equilibrium, i.e. at field 
capacity. 
the water 
The elevation of the water table with respect to 
manometer board reading was found, and the 
elevation of three middle points (5,6,7) was found, and the 
elevation difference between the water table and the 
measuring points was taken as the capillary pressure at 
those points. From the water retention curve, the volume 
and the water content (Pvl at those capillary pressures was 
found. Using linear regression, the neutron meter 
calibration was found for the intermedient points (2 to 9). 
Other calibration constants were found for points 1 and 10. 
See Appendix (C) for details. 
Four-Electrode Probe Calibration 
To evaluate the relationship between four-electrode 
probe resistance readings (Rt) and soil 
various water contents, acrylic cylinders 
salinity 
with a 5 
at 
em 
internal diameter and 12 em in length were cut to fit into 
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moisture pressure cells (tempe pressure cell cat #1400). 
Six stainless steel electrodes for conductivity measurements 
were inserted in the middle of the plastic column. The 
electrodes were spaced at equal distances from each other 
around the wall of the cylinders (18). The cylinders were 
then fitted into the moisture pressure cells. The fritted 
plate in the moisture pressure cell had a bubbling pressure 
of about one atmosphere. The cell constant (K) for the 
cell was determined by filling it with a solution of known 
electrical conductivity at 25° (Ec25 ) and measuring the cell 
resistance (Rt). Six replicate readings were made and 
averaged. Four adjacent electrodes are involved in each 
individual reading, each electrode being connected to the 
resistance meter by insulated 12-gauge wire. The inner pair 
of electrodes measure soil resistance when a constant 
current is passed between the outer pair. All four wire 
leads were moved one electrode spacing between each reading. 
Cell resistance was measured with a Megger null balance 
earth tester (battery powered, catalogue No. 63241, serial 
No. Cl813). The modified moisture pressure cell, along with 
the resistance meter (4-probe array) is shown in Figure 7. 
The following equation describing (K) was developed by 
Rhoades et al. ( 48) . 
Fig. 7.--The Modified Pressure Cell with 
the Four Probe. 
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where ft is the appropriate temperature factor for 
correcting resistance and conductivity data (see Table 15) 
(59) 0 
After the cell constant was determined, the moisture 
pressure cells were then carefully filled with soil 
maintaining a predetermined bulk density. The soil was 
saturated from the bottom (to eliminate air entrapment) 
with water of a known electical conductivity (ECw) and 
desaturated to the desired volumetric water content using a 
special pressure plate outflow device. Cell resistance (Rt) 
was measured and apparent soil electrical conductivity (ECa) 
was determined for the cell with a known cell constant by 




The procedure was repeated for four levels of salinity (ECw) 
(ECw=l.76, 2.81, 6.71 and 12.8 dS/m) at three different 
moisture contents. (9v=0.48, 0.15, 0.13). The soil was then 
oven dried and the corresponding electical conductivity of 
the saturation extract at 25° (ECe) was determined 
according to the procedures described by the u.s. Salinity 
Laboratory ( 59 ) 0 
Table 2 presents Rt, ECa and ECe for each ECw at the 
desired water content. ECe was plotted against ECa for each 
applied pressure (moisture content) (Figure 8)o The 










0.36 0.86 1.36 
LEGEND 
o = VOL.MC L.T 0.143 
o = VOL.MC L.T 0.31 OR G.T 0.143 




Fig. a.--Change of ECa with ECe at Different Moisture Content. 
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Ta b le 2. Fo u r - electrod e Probe Data 
Pressure Rt EC EC a e 
psi ohms d S /m dS/m 
EC 1. 76 dS/m 
w 
0 166 0 .47 
7 . 5 199.6 0.39 
15 222.4 0 . 35 5.1 
EC 
w 
2.81 dS / m 
0 116.2 0.67 
7. 5 131.9 0 . 59 
15 155 . 7 0 . 50 5.98 
EC 6 . 71 dS / m w 
0 64 . 3 1.21 
7.5 91.6 0.85 




37 . 8 2.06 
7.5 62.3 1.25 
15 81.1 0.96 9 .2 9 
l) at 15 psi, ev = 0 .13 
ECe = 7 ECa + 2.57 
2) at 7.5 psi, ev = 0.15 
ECe = 44.866 ECa + 3.19 
3) at saturation, ev = 0.48 
ECe = 2.56 ECa + 4.095 
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These equations were used to determine the 
ECe which corresponds to a given resistance (ECa) and 
water content (from the neutron probe readings). 
Lighting System 
A lighting system which consisted of nine 91.5 em 
flourescent lamps fixed on a plywood board was used. The 
system was adjusted to the required height by the use of 
four pulleys and cords. 
Wheat seeds were sown at 1 em apart in rows 5 em apart. 
The water table was maintained at a constant level 185 em 
below the soil surface, and the lighting system was turned 
on 24 hours a day. The wheat seedlings, a total of 20 per 
lysimeter, were irrigated and fertilized periodically. The 
following measurements were made periodically: 
1. Temperature 
2. Amount and concentration of the irrigated water 
3. Amount and concentration of the drainage water 
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4. Volumetric moisture content from the neutron- probe 
readings at each depth (20 ern increments) 
5. Pressure head in the column from tensiometer 
readings at each depth (20 ern increments) 
6. Salt concentration in the profile from the four-
probe readings at each depth (20 ern increments) 
7. Total evapotranspiration from the changes in the 
total weight of the lysirneter by reading the 
hydrostatic manometer. 
8. Evapotranspiration in each layer from the changes 
in the moisture content. 
9. Readings for the dummy manometer 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For the purpose of verification and the 
evaluation of the model, test studies were carried out in 
the laboratory using two cropped lysimeters. 
Evapotranspiration, soil moisture content, and the salt 
distribution were measured 
the prediction. 
and then compared with the 
Evaluation of the model 
was 
computer 
made by using a series of different soil and 




Evapotranspiration was measured using the neutron probe 
technique. The soil moisture content was determined at 5, 
15, 35, 55, 75, 95, 115, 135, 155, and 175 em depth during 
the growing season before and after each irrigation. The 
neutron meter was calibrated for use with the lysimeters as 
indicated in Appendix c. 
The accumulative evapotranspiration was checked by 
using a hydrostatic weighing system. The manometers were 
calibrated during the laboratory tests and calibration 
factors were checked frequently. The results indicate that 
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one millimeter change in manometer reading corresponded to 
1.22 mm and 1.29 mm depth of evapotranspiration for 
lysimeter No. l and No. 2, respectively as shown in Figures 
9 and 10. 
At the end of the tests, soil samples were taken from 
5, 15, 35, 55, 75, ·95, 115, 135, 155 and 175 em depths. 
It was found that the initial soil moisture content 
in the profile of lysimeter No. 2 was less than that of 
lysimeter No.1. The soil in lysimeter No. 1 was more 
compacted( p = 1.73 gm/cm3) than the soil in lysimeter 
No.2, ( p = 1.56 gm/cm 3 ), which suggests the possibility 
that lysimeter No. 2 had better areation which resulted in 
the higher evapotranspiration and thus could be a factor 
in the better crop growth observed in lysimeter No. 2 
(see Figure 11). Figures 12 and 13 show the 
accumulative evapotranspiration for lysimeter No. 1 and No. 
2 from which the daily ET rates are 1.29 em and 1.34 em, 
respectively. 
Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the moisture content 
fluctuation during the irrigation season at 5, 15, and 35 em 
depths, respectively for lysimeter No. 1 and Figures 17, 18, 
and 19 for lysimeter No. 2. It can be seen from the 
above figures that the drop in the moisture 
moisture between irrigations decreased with depth, 
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Fig. 10.--Manometer Readings Versus Water Added for Lysimeter 2. 
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Fig. 14.--Change of the Moisture content at 5 em Depth during the 
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Fig. 15.--Change of the Moisture Content at 15 em Depth during the 
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Fig. 16.--Change of the Moisture Content at 35 em Depth during the 
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Fig. 17.--Change of the Moisture Content at 5 em Depth during the 
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Fig. lB.--Change of the Moisture Content at 15 em Depth during the 
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Fig. 19.--Change of the Moisture Content at 35 em Depth during the 
Irrigation Season for Lysimeter 2. 
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surface and the root density in the upper layers. The 
change in the manometer readings at the end of the 
irrigation season was -12 mm and -18 mm for lysimeter No . 1 
and lysimeter No. 2, respectively, which is the change in 
the soil moisture potential during the season and equivalent 
to a decrease of -1.46 em and -2.32 em of water, 
respectively. In comparison, the change in the soil 
moisture which was found by using the neutron probe 
at the end of the irrigation season was -1.2 em and -2.61 em 
for lysimeter No. 1 and No. 2, respectively. The change in 
the reference manometers was 0.4 em/day due to the 
evaporation. The total irrigation for the season was 12.28 
em for both lysimetters and the drainage was -3.73 em for 
lysimeter No. 1 and -6.32 em for lysimeter No. 2 calculated 
using the above data and the water balance. The 
evapotranspiration was found (Tables 3, 4) as follows: 
ET I - D + A S 
where 
ET = evapotranspiration 
I Irrigation 
D Drainage which is positive for downward movement 
and negative for upward. 
A S = Change in the soil moisture storage in the root 
zone, whereAS is positive for increasing soil moisture and 
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negative for decreasing soil moisture storage. The total 
evapotranspiration found by the water balance was 17.18 em 
for lysimeter No. 1 and 21.2 em for lysimeter No. 2 (Tables 
3, 4), while the total water extraction found by the neutron 
probe measurement (Table 5, 6) was 18.63 em for 
lysimeter No. 1 and 21.95 em for lysimeter No. 2, which 
shows a good agreement between the two methods for 
calculating ET. 
Salinity Measurements 
Salinity was measured by using the four electrode 
method. The four probe calibration cell constant was found 
by using a plastic pipe of the same material and diameter as 
the lysimeters which contained and a solution of known 
electrical conductivity (Figure 20). 
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Table 3 . Water Balance for Lysimeter No . l 
Date I cc D cc I + D t. s cc ET cc ET em 
Jan 26-86 2000 
Feb 7-86 2000 -50 2050 -824 2874 2-52 
Feb 19-86 2000 -530 253.() -556 3086 2. 7l 
Mar 4-86 2000 -995 2995 +6 2989 2 .62 
Mar 14-86 3000 -825 2825 -125 2950 2.59 
Mar 29-86 3000 -1050 4050 -288 4338 3.80 
Apr 10-86 -800 3800 +444 3356 2.94 
Total 14000 -4250 18250 -1343 19580 17.18 
Table 4 . Water Balance for Lysimeter No . 2 
Date I cc D cc I + D 1!. s cc ET cc ET em 
Jan 26-86 2000 
Feb 7-86 2000 -250 2250 -1173 3423 3.00 
Feb 19-86 2000 -750 2750 -762 3512 3.08 
Mar 4-86 2000 -1300 3300 -494 3794 3.33 
Mar 14-86 3000 -1350 3350 -87 3437 3.01 
Mar 29-86 3000 -1950 4950 -705 5655 4.96 
Apr 10-86 -1600 4600 +243 4357 3.82 
Total 14000 -7200 21200 -2978 24178 21.2 
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Table 5 . Measured ET in em for Lysimete r No . 1 
Jan 26 Feb 7 Feb 19 Mar 4 Mar 14 Mar 29 
Layer Depth to to to to to to 
No. ern Feb 7* Feb 14* Mar 4* Mar 14* Mar 29. Apr 1o· 
1 5 1.24 1.24 1.16 1.01 1.59 1.20 
2 15 0.95 0.79 0.66 0.62 1.34 o.88 
3 35 0.35 0.26 0.17 0.13 0.26 0.22 
4 55 0.17 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.09 
5 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WT 0.04 0.46 o.88 0.72 0.92 0.88 
Total 2.75 2.84 2.96 2.57 4.24 3.27 
*Irrigation 2000 ee 
·Irrigation 3000 ee 
Table 6 . Measured ET in em for Lysimeter No . 2 
Jan 26 Feb 7 Feb 19 Mar 4 Mar 14 Mar 29 
Layer Depth to to to to to to 
No. ern Feb 7* Feb 19* Mar 4* Mar 14* Mar 29. Apr 10. 
1 5 1.24 1.16 1.16 1.04 1.63 1.32 
2 15 0.95 o.85 o.88 0.79 1.41 1.08 
3 35 0.48 0.31 0.31 0.22 0.52 0.26 
4 55 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.26 0.09 
5 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WT 0.22 0.66 0.26 1.18 1.71 1.40 
Total 3.06 3.15 2.74 3.32 5.53 4.15 
*Irrigation 2000 ee 
·Irrigation 3000 ee 
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Fig. 20.--Calibration of the Four Probes. 
Bulk electrical conductivity 






each irrigation during the season. One limitation 
on the use of the four probe method is that 
moisture should be near field capacity. 
the soil becomes dryer, 
soil and the 




the contact between 
becomes questionable 






Figures 21 and 22 show the varying salinity level at 
the 15 em depth for lysimeters No. 1 and No. 2, 
respectively. It can be seen that the salinity of lysimeter 
No. 2 is higher than that of lysimeter No. l. This is 
considered to be due to the higher ET from lysimeter No. 2 
compared with lysimeter No. 1. 
Also, it can be seen that the salinity in both 
lysimeters decreased after March 14 due to the increased 
amount of irrigation (3000 cc) compared with the previous 
irrigations ( 2000 cc). 
Figures 23 and 24 show the change in salinity level 
during the irrigation season for lysimeters No. 1 and No. 2, 
respectively at about 20 em depth. It can be seen that 
salt accumulates below 20 em depth in both lysimeters. In 
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Fig. 21.--Change in the EC at 15 em Depth during the Irrigation 
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Fig. 22.--Change in the EC at 15 em Depth during the Irrigation 
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Fig. 23 . --Comparison o f the EC at the Begmning a nd 
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Fig. 24.--Comparison of the EC at the Beginning and 
the End of Season for Lysimeter 2 . 
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irrigation with Logan, City tap water which has an 
electrical conductivity of 0.4 dS / m. 
Verification of the Model 
In this study, a model was developed to predict the 
water and salt distribution patterns in a drained soil 
profile as a function of matric, osmotic, and gravitational 
potentials for a specified root distribution. A computer 
program was written in Fortran 77 language and implemented 
on a Vax digital computer. 
Appendix A. 
The listing can be found in 
The input data were obtained from the laboratory 
lysimeters. The volumetric moisture content was measured by 
the neutron probe and the electrical conductivity was 
determined by using the four electrode probe before and 
after each irrigation. The root system was assumed to be 
completely established when the evapotranspiration reached 
its highest value, and that was following the irrigation on 
March 29. The model was verified against the data obtained 
from the lysimeters. 
Figures 25 and 26 show the measured and the simulated 
water extraction with depth for the periods March 14-March 
29 and March 29-April 10, respectively for lysimeter No. 1, 
and Figures 27 and 28 for lysimeter No. 2 for 
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Fig. 25.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig . 26.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 27 . --comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 28 . --comparison between Measured and Simulated 
ET (March 29-April 10) for Lysimeter 2. 
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figures that the predicted water extraction agrees 
with the measured values. 
Figures 29 and 30 show a comparison between measured 
and simulated moisture content for lysimeter No. 1 on March 
29 and April 10, respectively, while Figures 31 and 32 show 
the same data for lysimeter No. 2. 
Figures 33 and 34 show a comparison between the 
measured and the simulated electrical conductivity of the 
soil moisture for lysimeter No. 1 on March 29 and April 10, 
respectively and Figures 35 and 36 for lysimeter No. 2. 
From the above figures it can be seen that the predicted 
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Fig. 29 . --Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 30.--comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 31.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fi g. 32.--comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 33.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 34 . --Comparison between Mea sured and Simulated 
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Fi g . 35 . --Comparison between Measured and S i mulated 
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Fig. 36.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
EC on April 10 for Lysimeter 2. 
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The above comparisons were made when the root system 
was well established and the root function used was 
z. 0.78 
Ri 0.44 ( 1 - ~) 
D 
Zi the depth of the ith layer 
D the depth of the root zone 
The above parabolic function approximates a 40, 30, 20, 
and 10 percent root density for each quarter of the root 
zone, starting from the soil surface for a well established 
root system. 
The model was used to estimate the root density in 
different growth stages at different levels in the profile 
by using the available evapotranspiration, moisture 
content and salinity data. 
The root function from which the root density at each 
depth was found for the period February 7 to February 19, 






Figures 37, 38, and 39 show a comparison between the 
measured and simulated values of water content, water 
extraction, and electrical conductivity when the modified 
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Fig. 37.--comparison between Measured and Simulated 
ET for a Primary Stage(Feb.7-Feb.l9) by 
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Fig. 38.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
MC for a Primary Stage(Feb.7-Feb.l9) by 
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Fig. 39 . --Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
EC for a Primary Stage (Feb . 7-Feb.l9) b y 
using the Modified Root Function . 
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Sensitivity and Limitations of the Model 
Themodel predicted data in close agreement with the 
measured evapotranspiration, soil moisture content, and 
electrical conductivity when the crop had a well-established 
root system. Both the soil and irrigation water used in this 
study were non saline, (ECe = 0.85 dS/m and ECiw = 0.4 dS/m, 
respectively. 
When the model was 
the early stages of growth 
applied during 
of lysimeter No. 2 
one of 
for the 
period February 19 to March 4, the model predicted high 
values for the water extraction (see Figure 40) and 
low values for the soil moisture content as shown in 
Figure 41 and low values for the electrical conductivity 
of the soil (see Figure 42). This was probably due to 
an invalid root functionwhich assumed a well established 
root system. 
In order to use the model in the primary stages of 
growth, the root function was modified to describe the root 
density at each depth in each growing stage by using the 
available data for the water extraction, moisture content, 
and the salinity at that stage and depth. 
The model was also applied to different values of the 
soil and water parameters to simulate various conditions. 
When irrigation water of 1.2 dS/m was used in the model 
instead of water of 0.4 dS/m, Figure 43 shows how the salt 
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Fig . 40 . --Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 41.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 42.--Comparison between Measured and Simulated 
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Fig. 43.--Predicted Salt Distribution using Different 
Water Salin i ty . 
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When the leaching fraction was reduced to 0.05 and 
zero, the model predicted the salt distribution as shown in 
Figure 44. Thus, the model can predict the salinity 
level in a profile after any number of irrigations with any 
leaching fraction. Also, the model has potential use for 
scheduling leaching of a soil profile to a required 
salinity level when the initial salinity of the soil 
and the salinity of the irrigation water to be used are 
known. 
The model was then applied to the condition of using 
different management allowed deficits, MAD, to determine how 
the water extraction patterns were affected by dryness. 
Figure 45 shows that the predicted water extractions 
were too low with the higher MAD, while in Figure 
46 shows that the predicted soil moisture content is too 
high with the lower MAD. 
These data show how the model responds to drier 
soil and the role of changing the soil moisture 
content in predicting water extraction from the 
profile. 
The sensitivity of the model was then tested by 
changing the moisture level, MAD, and the power of the root 
function (b), by 10 percent to see the factor which 
affects the prediction of the water extraction, 
moisture content, and salinity. This is shown in Tables 7, 
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Fig . 46.--Predicted Moiture Content using Different MAD. 
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that the water extraction is most affected by changing the 
moisture content, then by the MAD and then by the power of 
the root function (b). 
Table 8 shows that the predicted moisture 
content is most affected by the change of the MAD 
at 5 em, 15 em depth and by the change of moisture content 
at 35 em and 55 em depth. The change in the power of the 
root function has almost no effect. From Table 9 it can be 
seen that the predicted EC is most affected in the upper two 
layers. 
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the model 
is more sensitive in drier soil. It was also noted earlier 
that both the neutron probe and four probe measurements 
become more variable in drier soils. 
Table 7. 
When e 
Change in Predicted Water Extraction in Percent 






















Table 8. Change in Predicted Moisture Content in Percent 
When e 
' 
b, and MAD Were Increased by Ten Percent. 
Depth e b MAD 
5 -11 -2 -31 
15 0 0 -14 
35 8 0 -3 
55 10 0 -1 
Table 9. Change in Predicted EC in Percent When e , b, 
and MAD Were Increased by Ten Percent. 
Depth e b MAD 
5 -6 l -10 
15 2 l 3 
35 0 0 0.4 
55 0.5 -1 l 
Application of the Model 
developed can be used to predict The model 
the amount of water that can be extracted, the 
volumetric moisture content, and the salinity level 
at each layer in the profile for a 
drained soil profile for specified root 






The simulated results compared reasonably well with the 
experimental laboratory data. 
The model can be used to predict the salt buildup in 
the profile and the salinity of the drainage water after any 
number of irrigations, 
leaching fraction of 
dS / m were used with 
as shown in Figures 47 and 48 when a 
0.1 and irrigation water of 0.8 
lysimeter No. 2. This allows 
prediction of the leaching fraction that is necessary to 
avoid the salinity hazard which is a function of the salt 
tolerance of the specified crop. The number of irrigations 
with specified salinity for a given profile at which an 
equilibrium state of salt balance can also be predicted 
is shown in Figure 49. 
Depending on the information available, a schedule can 
be determined for reclamation of a given profile of the 
desired salinity level by predicting the number and the 
amount of irrigation cylces required. In addition, the 
model can be used to find the root density and development 
at any stage by using the available data concerning the 
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Fig. 47.--The Change in the EC of the Moisture Content 
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The primary objective of this study was to develop and 
t e st a model that predicts the water extraction pattern and, 
therefore, the salt distribution pattern in a drained soil 
profile as a function of matric, osmotic, and gravitational 
potentials for a specified root distribution. 
The model simulates root extraction of water from a one 
dimensional homogeneous soil profile as a function of the 
total potential and the root density at any level in the 
profile. The root system was assumed to have a parabolic 
shape at any growth stage. 
Salt redistribution in the soil profile caused by 
irrigation was simulated by assuming a partial and 
proportional displacement of the water in each soil layer, 
and that the amount of water displaced in each layer is a 
function of both the total available soil moisture and the 
amount of water which left the layer. 
A computer program was written in Fortran 77 language 
and implemented on the Vax ll/780 digital computer for the 
model. 
The model was used to predict the amount of water 
extracted, volumetric moisture content, and salinity level 
113 
for a soil profile. To evaluate the performance of the 
model, two lysimeters 38.1 em in diameter and 200 em high 
with a wheat crop were used. 
A neutron probe and the four electrode probe method 
were used to follow the change in the soil moisture and the 
salinity in the profile during the growing season. Both the 
neutron probe and the four electrode probe were calibrated 
for use with the lysimeters. Results from the computer 
model compared reasonably well with the laboratory data. 
The model was applied to different soil water plant 





1. The model is able to simulate the evapotranspiration, 
volumetric moisture content, and the salinity level for a 
homogeneous and cropped soil profile. 
2. The model can be used to find the root distribution and 
density at any stage by using data on ET and moisture level. 
3. The model can be used to predict the number of 
irrigations after which the profile reaches a state of 
equilibrium using a specified leaching fraction. 
4. The model can be converted into a manual method which is 
workable using a calculator in the conditions of the 
developing countries. 




RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
1. The model should be tested with different laboratory and 
field data to improve its performance and limitations to the 
different conditions. 
2. Additional study of the model should be conducted under 
layered so i l conditions. 
3. The irrigation water used should be of a greater range 
in electrical conductivity including high and low EC. 
4. Extreme values of leaching fraction should be used. 
5. Evaporation from the soil surface should be calculated 
separately in order to have the exact amount of the root 
extraction. 
6. Study the root development and activity during the 
growing season and try to relate that to the crop 
coefficient values in the different growth stages. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A Computer Program 




• This program 'SALT' was developed to predict the water 
• extraction pattern and the salt distribution pattern in a 
• drained soil profile as a function of matric, osmotic, and 
• gravitational potentials for specified root distribution and 
leaching fraction 
Developed by 
Adel Taha Yassin 
Department of Irrigation Engineering 




The variables In the program are defined as follows 
• OMFC Volumetric moisture content at field capacity 
• MCi Moisture content for each layer in percent 
• OM Volumetric moisture content 
• OMPWP Volumetric moisture content at permanent wilting point 
• MAD Management allowed deficit 
• LF Leaching Fraction 
• Dli Thickness of lth layer 
• VOL Total volume extracted before next irrigation 
• ROOT! Root density for ith layer 
• ECFCi Electrical Conductivity of ith layer at field capacity 
• ECI Electrical Conductivity of the irrigation water mmhos/ cm 
• ECD Electrical Conductivity of the drainage water mmhos/ cm 





Depth of the ith layer in Cm from soil surface 
Matric potential in Cm 
Osmotic potential in Cm 
Total potential in Cm 
• EQ17 Ratio of total potential to potential at each depth 
• EQI8 Summation of the total potential 
• EQ22 Ratio of EQ17 to EQ18 for each depth 
• X Constant of proportionality 




REAL DEPTH ! ROOT DEPTH 
REAL DI(lOO) ! Thickness for each layer 
REAL OMFC ! Moister content at field capacity in percent 
REAL MC(lOO) ! moisture content for each layer in percent 
REAL OMPWP ! Moister content at permanent wilting point 
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REAL ECFC(lOO) ! ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AT FIELD CAPACITY 
! IN mmhos/ cm 




REAL FC(lOO) ! Volume of water at field capacity for ith layer 
REAL TOTAL_FC ! Volume of water at field capacity for the whole profile 
REAL PWP ! VOLUME OF WATER AT PERMANENT WILTING POINT 
! FOR Wl-1 LE PROFILE 
REAL MOIST ! Moisture before next Irrigation 
REAL VOL 
REAL UNITS ! TOTAL VOLUME EXTRACTED FROM THE PROFILE 
REAL AMOUNT ! AMOUNT OF IRRIGATION 
INTEGER I, J 
INTEGER N ! Number of layers 
INTEGER U ! number of units 
CHARACTER MORE 
INTEGER IRRI 













REAL ETI(lOO) ! extraction for each depth for all the units 
REAL ET ! Summation of ETI(I) 
REAL DISPLACEMENT(IOO) 
REAL OUT FLOW(lOO) 
REAL ECL(IOO) 
REAL ECD(IOO) 
DATA ECD / 100 • 0.0/ 
DATA EXTRACT/ 0.0/ 
........................................................................... 
Beginning of the program body 
........................................................................... 
OPEN(IO, FILE= 'SDLT.OUT', ST A TUS=' NEW') 
........................................................................... 
Read the values of input variables 
........................................................................... 
TYPE '(A)', '$Enter the number of layers : ' 
ACCEPT', N 
C Determines the total. depth of the profile also 
DEPTH= 0 
DO I= I , N 
TYPE 10, '$Enter the thickness of layer ' , I, ' in em : ' 
ACCEPT ', DI(I) 
DEPTH = DEPTH + DI(I ) 
END DO 
10 FORMAT (A, 12, A) 
DO I= 1, N 
TYPE 10, ' $Enter the depth of layer ', I, ' from the soil 
2 surface in Cm : ' 
ACCEPT ', YZ(I) 
END DO 
C Calculates the root density at each depth 
I = 1 
ROOT(!)= 0.44 ' ( (1 - YZ(I)/ DEPTH) " 0.78 ) 
DO I" 2, N 
ROOT(I) = 0.44 ' ( (1 - YZ(I)/ DEPTH) " 0. 78 ) 
END DO 
TYPE '(A)', '$Enter the value of OMFC in % : ' 
ACCEPT ' , OMFC 
DO I= 1, N 
TYPE 10, '$Enter the value of MC for layer', I, ' in%' 
ACCEPT ', MC(I) 
END DO 
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TYPE '(A) ', '$Enter the value of OMPWP in % : ' 
ACCEPT ' , OMPWP 
TYPE 10, ' Enter', N, ' values of ECFC in mmhos/ cm : ' 
ACCEPT ' , (ECFC(I), I = I , N) 
TYPE '(A)', '$Enter the value of Leaching Fraction : ' 
ACCEPT', LF 
TYPE '(A)' , '$Enter the value of ECI in mmhos/ cm : ' 
ACCEPT', ECI 
TYPE '(A)', '$Enter the value of MAD : ' 
ACCEPT', MAD 
........................................................................... 
Computational part of the program starts here 
........................................................................... 
C Computes the volume of water at Field Capacity and 
C Permanent Wilting Point at each la yer 
TOTAL_ FC = 0 
PWP = 0 
DO I= 1, N 
FC(I) = MC(I) ' DI(I) 
TOTAL_FC = TOTAL_ FC + FC(I) 
PWP = PWP + (OMPWP ' DI(I)) 
END DO 
WRITE(10, ') 'TOTAL FC =', TOTAL FC 
WRITE(10, ') ' PWP = •-: PWP -
MOIST= MAD' ( TOTAL_FC- PWP) + PWP 
WRITE(10, ') 'MOIST = ', MOIST 
VOL = TOTAL FC - MOIST 
WRITE(10, ') 'VOL = ', VOL 
UNITS= VOL 
WRITE(10, ') 'UNITS = ', UNITS 
AMOUNT = (1 + LF) ' UNITS 
WRITE(10, ')'AMOUNT=', AMOUNT 
C To take care of the last fraction of the UNITS 
C U is greater than or equal to UNITS 
U = INT(UNITS) 
IF (U .LT. UNITS) THEN 
u = u + 1 
END IF 
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C Following loop is executed as long as the value of MORE is Yes 
C i.e. it is executed as many times as the number of irrigations 
C is required 
IRRI = 0 
MORE= 'Y' 
DO WHILE ( (MORE .EQ. 'Y') .OR. (MORE .EQ. 'y') ) 
C For each irrigation value of extraction for each depth is 
C made zero 
DO I= I, N 
ETI(I) = 0 
END DO 
C Following loop is executed for the number of units 
DO J = 1, U ! for each unit 
C Computes volumetric moisture content for each depth after extraction 
IF ( J .EQ. 1) THEN 
DO I= 1, N 
OM(!) = ( FC(I) - EXTRACT ) I DI(I) 
END DO 
ELSE 
DO 1 = 1, N 
OM(I) = ( FC(I) - ETI(I) ) I Dl(l) 
END DO 
END IF 
C Computation of Matric, Osmotic, and gravitational potentials in em 
SUM YT = 0 
DO I~ 1, N 
C Following equation comes from the characteristic moisture 
C content for millivlle silty loam soil 
IF ( (OM(I) .GT. 0.36) ) THEN 
YM(I) • 512 - 1866.667'0M(I) + 1666.667'0M(I) .. 2 
ELSE IF ( (OM(I) .GT. 0.24) .OR. (OM(!) .LE. 0.36) ) THEN 
YM(I) • 710- 3116.667'0M(I) + 361l.ll'OM(I) .. 2 
ELSE IF ( (OM(I) .GT. 0.16) .OR. (OM(!) .LE. 0.24) ) THEN 
YM(I) = 1790 - 12750'0M(I) + 25000'0M(I) .. 2 
ELSE IF ( (OM(I) .LE. 0.16) ) THEN 
YM(I) = 49230 - 635250'0M(I) + 2062500'0M(I) .. 2 
END IF 
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YO(I) = ( 360 • ECFC(I) ) • ( MC(I)I OM(I) ) 
YTI(I) = YZ(I) + YM(I) + YO(I) 
SUM_ YT = SUM_ YT + YTI(I) 
END DO 
C Computes potential ratios 
EQ18 = 0 
DO I= 1, N 
EQ17(I) =SUM_ YT I YTI(I) 
EQ18 = EQ18 + EQ17(1) 
END DO 
DO I= 1, N 
EQ22(I) = EQ17(I) I EQ18 
END DO 
C Computes the constant of proportionality 
TEMP= 0 
DO I= 1, N 
TEMP = TEMP + ROOT(I) • EQ22(I) 
END DO 
X= 1 I TEMP 
C Computes the EXTRACTION for each depth 
C Also takes care of the last fraction of the unit while 
C computing the EXTRACTION 
IF ( (U .GT. UNITS) .AND. (J .EQ. U) ) THEN 
DO I= 1, N 
EXTRACTION(I) ~ X * ROOT(I) • EQ22(I) • (UNITS - (U-1)) 
END DO 
ELSE 
DO I= 1, N 
EXTRACTION(I) = X • ROOT(I) • EQ22(I) 
END DO 
END IF 
DO I= 1, N 
ETI(I) = ETI(I) + EXTRACTION(I) 
END DO 
C Writes the intermediate results for each unit into the output file 
WRITE(10, 100) 'YZ ' , 'ROOT', 'OM ' , 'YM ', 
' YO ', 'YTI ', ' EQ17', ' EQ22', 'EXTR', 'ETI' 
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DO I= 1, N 
WRITE(10, 200) YZ(I), ROOT(l) , OM(I), YM(I), 
2 YO(I), YTI(I), EQ17(I),EQ22(1), EXTRACTION(I), ETI(I) 
END DO 
100 FORMAT (lX,SX, lO(A, 6X)) 
200 FORMAT (IX, 10(F10.4)) 
WRITE(lO, ') 'SUM YT = ', SUM YT 
WRITE(10, ') 'X= •;-x -
END DO ! for each unit 
C Computes the extraction fo r the whole profile 
ET = 0 
DO I= 1, N 
ET = ET + ETI(I) 
END DO 
WRITE(10, 300) ' ET = ', ET 
C Computes the OUT_ FLOW at each layer 
OUT _FLOW( I) = AMOUNT - ETI(l) 
DO I= 2, N 
OUT_ FLOW(I) = OUT_ FLOW(I-1) - ETI(I) 
END DO 
DO I= 1, N 
WRITE(lO, 300) 'OUT FLOW = ', OUT FLOW(I) 
END DO - -
300 FORMAT (IX, A, Fl0.4) 
WRITE(lO, 300) 'LF' UNITS = ', LF ' UNITS 
........................................................................... 
Computation of the salt distribution pattern 
........................................................................... 
TEMP= ECI 
DO I= 1, N 
DISPLACEMENT(I) = ( 1 - ( ETI(I) I FC(I)))' OUT_ FLOW(I) 
ECL(I) = ( MC(I) ' DI(I) ' ECFC(I) ) I ( FC(I) - ETI(I) ) 
ECD(I) = ( DISPLACEMENT(!) ' ECL(I) + 
2 ( OUT FLOW(I) - DISPLACEMENT(I) ) ' TEMP ) I OUT FLOW(I) 
ECFC(I) ~ ( (ETI(I)'TEMP) + (DISPLACEMENT(I)'TEMP) +-
2 (ECL(I) ' ( FC(I) - (ETI(I)+DISPLACEMENT(I)) )) ) I FC(I) 
TEMP = ECD(I) 
END DO 
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C Write the intermediate results for each irrigation into file 
PRINT • 
WRITE (IO, •) 
PRINT 100, 'ETI ' , 'ECD ', 'ECFC' 
WRITE(lO, IOO) 'ETI ', 'ECD ', 'ECFC' 
DO I= I, N 
PRINT 200, ETI(I), ECD(I), ECFC(I) 
WRITE(IO, 200) ETI(I), ECD(I), ECFC(I) 
END DO 
C Enquire if want to continue for more irrigation 
IRRI = IRRI + l 
TYPE • 
WRITE(lO, •) 
PRINT 400, 'So far you hue completed ', IRRI, ' irrigations' 
WRITE(lO, 400) 'So far you have completed ', IRRI, ' irrigations' 
400 FORMAT (IX, A, I2, A) 
TYPE '(A)', '$Do you want more irrigation? (Y / N) : ' 
ACCEPT '(A)', MORE 
TYPE • 
WRITE(IO, •) 




SAMPLE OUTPUT AFTER MARCH . 14 FOR LYSIMETER NO. I 
TOTAL FC = 17.25000 
-
PWP::: 7.800000 




YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4 134 0.2700 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2500 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2600 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2800 
SUM 
-
YT = 3268.899 
X::: 3.0 19618 
yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1191 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2259 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2557 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2779 
SUM YT • 3493.838 
X= 3.118238 yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1728 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2004 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2505 
55.0000 0. 1022 0.2753 
S UM YT = 3777.086 
-
X= 3.223947 
vz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1307 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1 739 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2445 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2722 
SUM 
-
YT = 4139.312 
X ::: .1.340421 


























Yi\f YO YTI 
131.7498 244 .8000 381.5498 
156.5276 295.2000 466.7277 
143.7777 l123.2000 130 1.9777 
120.4443 943.2000 1118.6443 
YM YO YTI 
200.5099 301.6893 507 . 1991 
190. 1777 326.6493 531.82 70 
149.2183 I 142 .28 75 1326.5157 
122.8100 950.4860 1128.1960 
YM YO YTI 
279 .2432 382 .4717 666.7150 
230.4261 368.2452 613.67 14 
155 .8684 I 165 .7800 1356.6484 
125.6876 959.3630 1140.0507 
n 1 YO YTI 
364.3922 505.80.16 875 . 1958 
277 . 1493 424.2944 716.4437 
163.8836 1194.5336 1393.4172 
129.1583 970.0964 1154.2546 
So far yo u hue completed I Irrigations 
EQ 17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
8.5674 0.4079 0.5091 0.5091 
7.0039 0.3335 0.3610 0.3610 
2.5107 0.1195 0.0869 0.0869 
2.9222 0.139 1 0.0429 0.0429 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
6.8885 0.3590 0.4627 0.97 19 
6.5695 0.3424 0.3828 0.7439 
2.6338 0.1373 0.1030 0.1899 
3-0966 0. 1614 0.0514 0.0943 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.6652 0.3162 0.4214 1.3932 
6. 1549 0.3435 0.39 7 1 1.1410 
2.7841 0.1554 0.1206 0.3105 
3.3131 0. 1849 0.0609 0.1553 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
4.7296 0.2772 0.1 117 1.5109 
5.7776 0.3386 0.1247 1.2657 
2.9706 0.1741 0.0430 0.3536 
3.5861 0.2102 0.0221 0.1773 
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SAMPLE OUTPUT AFTER FEB. l9 FOR LYSIMETER N0.2 
TOTAL FC • 16.00000 
-PWP = 7.800000 
MOIST= 12.72000 
VOL= 3.280000 
UN ITS"" 3.280000 
AMOUNT • 3.280000 
YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2300 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2200 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2500 
55.0000 0.1021 0.2700 
SUM YT • 4169. 183 
-
X= 3.221529 
yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4 134 0.1804 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1993 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2435 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2669 
SUM YT • 4532.931 
-X= 3.341598 
YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1358 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1773 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2360 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2632 
SUM YT = 5007.492 
-X • 3.474799 
yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.0961 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1542 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2274 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2589 
SUM YT = 5662.672 
-
X= 3.627347 
ET = 3.2800 




FLOW= 0.757 1 
O UT FLOW :z 0.2494 
-
OUT FLOW • 0.0000 
















YM YO YT I 
184. 1943 446 .4001 635 .5944 
199.1110 666.0000 880.1110 
156.5276 1216.8000 1408.3276 
131.7498 1058.4000 1245.1499 
YM YO YTI 
265.3039 569.1877 839.4916 
232.3191 735.2518 982 .5709 
165.2300 1249.3859 1449.6160 
135.4373 1070.8152 1261.2526 
YM YO YTI 
353.3545 756.0610 lll4.4155 
271 .0229 826.6286 1112.65 IS 
175 .6 455 1289. 1940 1499.8395 
139.8480 1085.7374 1280.5854 
YM YO YT1 
443.9270 1068.7 912 1517.7242 
315.2036 949.9792 1280.1829 
188.0557 1337.9404 1560.9961 
145.1101 1103.6589 1303.7690 
So far you hut completed I lrrlcatloos 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
6.5595 0.3726 0.4962 0.4962 
4.7371 0.2691 0.3108 0.3108 
2.9604 0.1682 0.1304 0.1304 
3.3483 0.1902 0.0626 0.0626 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.3996 0.3227 0.4458 0.9420 
4.6133 0.2757 0.3304 0.6412 
3.1270 0.1869 0.1504 0.2808 
3.5940 0.2148 0.0734 0.1360 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
4.4934 0.2766 0.3974 1.3394 
4.5005 0.2771 0.3451 0.9865 
3.3387 0.2055 0.1719 0.4527 
3.9103 0.2407 0.0855 0.2214 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ET1 
3.73 10 0.2314 0.0971 1.4365 
4.4233 0.2743 0.0999 1.0864 
3.6276 0.2250 0.0550 0.5077 
4.3433 0.2693 0.0280 0.2494 
134 
135 
SAMPLE OUTPUT AFTER MARCH .19 FOR LYSIMETER NO.I 
TOTAL 
-
FC • 16.85000 
PWP = 7.800000 
MOIST= 14 .13500 
VOL::: 2.715000 
UN ITS • 2.715000 
AMOUNT"' 2.715000 
vz ROOT OM YM YO YTI EQ17 EQ11 EXTR ETI 5.0000 0.4134 0.1500 156.5176 134.0000 395.5276 7.9827 0.3810 0.4755 0.4755 15.0000 0.3586 0.2500 156.5276 244.8000 416.3176 7.5839 0.3620 0.3919 0.3919 35.0000 0.2407 0.2600 143.7777 1004.4000 I 183 .1776 2.6686 0.1174 0.0926 0.0926 55.0000 0.1022 0.2700 IJ1.7498 975.61)00 1162 .3499 2.7164 0.1297 0.0400 0.0400 SUM 
-
YT = 3157.383 
X = 3.019319 
vz ROOT OM YM \'0 YTI EQ 17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 5.0000 0.4134 0.2024 227 .0-H4 288.9651 521.0065 6.4909 0.3381 0.4349 0.9 104 15.0000 0.3586 0.2239 193.1464 273.3679 481.6143 7.0218 0.3657 0.4081 0.8000 35.0000 0.2407 0.2554 149.5897 I 022.6057 1107 . 1954 2.8014 0. 1459 0.1093 0.2019 55.0000 0.1022 0.2680 134.0977 981.8808 1171.9785 2.8855 0.1503 0.0478 0.0878 SUM 
-
YT = 3381.795 
X= 3.111670 
YZ ROOT OM YM YO YTI EQ 17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 5.0000 0.4134 0.1590 305.8189 368.0144 678.8334 5.3946 0.3004 0.2851 1.1955 15.0000 0.3586 0.1967 236 .7 195 3 11 .1812 561.9008 6.5056 0.3623 0.2983 1.0982 35.0000 0.2407 0.2499 156.6505 I 044.9675 1236.6 t 80 2.9613 0.1649 0.0912 0.2930 55.0000 0.1022 0.2656 136.9404 991.1224 1183.6628 3.0938 0.1723 0.0404 0.1282 SUM 
-
YT • 3662.015 




FLOW • 1.5195 
OUT 
-
FLOW • 0.4212 
OUT 
-
FLOW • 0.1282 
OUT FLOW= 0.0000 
LF. UNITS= 0.0000 
ETI ECO ECFC 
1.1955 0.8413 0.5731 
1.0982 0.9264 0.9168 
0.2930 2.8..-22 2.7950 
0.1282 2.1775 2.7775 
So far you have completed I Irrigations 
SAMPLE OUTPUT AfTER MARCl-1 .29 FOR LYSIMETEJ'i. NO.! 
TOTAL FC • 15.89000 
-PWP = 7.800000 
MOIST"' 13.05850 
VOL= 2.831500 
UNITS • 2.831500 
AMO UNT= 2.831500 
YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1400 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1300 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2400 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2620 
SUM YT • 3633.909 
-
X • 3.020909 
vz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0. 1879 
15.0000 0.3586 0. 2069 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2355 
55.0000 0. 1022 0.2598 
SUM YT = 3898.838 
-
X • 3.127370 
YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.141 I 
15.0000 0.3586 0. 1822 
35.0000 0.2401 0.2301 
55.0000 0. 1022 0.2572 
S UM YT • 4238.795 
-
X • 3.141431 
ET· 2.8315 
OUT FLOW= 1.4915 
-O UT FLOW= 0.4506 
-OUT FLOW "' 0.1469 
-
OUT FLOW= 0.0000 
















YM YO YT! 
169.9999 244 .8000 419.8000 
184. 1943 349.2000 548.3943 
169.9999 1206.000 I 1411 .0000 
141.3143 1058.4000 1254.7144 
YM YO YT! 
251.8442 31 2.6491 569.4933 
219 .67 41 388.1061 612 .7803 
176.3 15 1 1229. 1079 1440.4231 
143.9683 1067. 1730 1266.1412 
Y>l YO YT! 
342 . 1942 416.4722 763 .6664 
262 .0736 440.8833 717.9569 
184.0564 I 257.9165 1476.9729 
147. 2221 1077. 9768 1280. 1990 






EQ1 7 EQ22 
6.8462 0.3624 
6.2604 0.3314 





2.8699 0. 1627 









0.37 16 0.7 174 






0.0517 0. 1469 
SAf\IPLE: OUTPUT ,\FTER 1\1.-\R C II .! ~ FOR LYSI~IE:TER N0.2 
TOTAL FC = 16.85000 
-





yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2700 
15 .0000 0.3586 0.2500 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2500 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2700 
SUM YT = 3552. 155 
-
X= 3.037512 
yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2167 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2280 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2454 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2677 
SUM YT • 3800.855 
-
X • 3.143310 
yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1687 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2043 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2400 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2650 
SUM YT = 411 7.729 
-
X= 3.256107 
YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1253 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1793 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2336 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2617 
SUM YT = 4529.472 
-
X= 3.380293 
ET = 3.6200 
OUT fLOW= 1.9324 
-
OUT FLOW .. 0.6317 
-
OUT FLOW= 0.2128 
-
OUT FLOW= 0.0000 
















Yf\ 1 YO YTI 
131.7498 273.6000 410 .3498 
156.5276 403.2000 574.7277 
156.52 76 1195.2000 1386.7275 
131.7498 993.6000 1180.3499 
n• YO YTI 
204.1287 340 .8311 549.9598 
187. 1058 442 .0868 644.1926 
162.6205 121 7. 5494 1415.1699 
134.4386 1002.0936 1191.5322 
Y l\1 YO YTI 
287 .0157 437.9258 729.9416 
224 .0119 493.4284 732.4403 
170.0371 1245.1394 1450.1765 
137.7094 1012.4614 1205.1708 
n t YO YTI 
376.0746 589 .3447 970.4194 
261 .2602 562.1636 844.4238 
178.9712 1278.9950 1492.9662 
141.6505 1025.0 I 23 1221.6628 
So far you hut compltttd I Irrigations 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
8.6564 0.4242 0.5326 0.5326 
6.1806 0.3029 0.3299 0.3299 
2.5615 0.1255 0.0918 0.0918 
3.0094 0.1475 0.0458 0.0458 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
6.9112 0.3698 0.4805 1.0131 
5.9002 0.3157 0.3559 0.6857 
2.6858 0.1437 0. 1088 0.2005 
3.1899 0.1707 0.0548 0.1006 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.6412 0.3220 0.4334 1.4465 
5.6219 0.3209 0.3747 1.0604 
2.8395 0.1621 0.1270 0.3276 
3.4167 0.1950 0.0649 0.1655 
EQ17 EQ22 E:XTR ETI 
4.6675 0.2783 0.2411 1.6876 
5.3640 0.3198 0.2403 1.3007 
3.0339 0. 1809 0.0913 0.4188 
3.7076 0.2210 0.0473 0.2128 
137 
138 
SA~IPLE OUTP UT AFTE!l J AN.26 FOR L\SIMETER N0.2 
TOTAL FC • 17.45000 
-PWP = 7.800000 
~IOIST :: 13 .59000 
VOL:: 3.860000 
UN ITS • 3.860000 
A~IOUNT = 3.860000 
I' Z ROOT OM I'M YO YTI EQI7 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2700 131.7498 360.0000 496 .7 498 6.4404 0.3635 0.4796 0.4796 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2500 156.5276 453.6000 625.1276 5.1178 0.2888 0.3306 0.3306 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2700 131.7498 878.4000 1045.1499 3.06 II 0.1728 0.1328 0.1328 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2800 120.4443 856.8000 1032.2444 3.0993 0.1749 0.0571 0.0571 
SUM YT = 3199.272 
-
X"' 3.191986 
yz ROOT OM YM YO YTI EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2220 196.0101 437.759 9 638.7699 5.4132 0.3206 0.4368 0.9164 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2280 187.1778 497.4544 699.6322 4.9H3 0.2927 0.3460 0.6766 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2634 139.6528 900.5385 1 075.19 13 3.2160 0.1905 0.1511 0.2839 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2771 123.5957 865.6190 1044.2147 3.3114 0.1961 0.0661 0.1231 
SUM YT = 3457.808 
-
X • 3.295900 yz ROOT OM YM YO \ 'TI EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.0000 0.4134 0. 1784 268.9968 544.9783 818.9750 4.6155 0.2820 0.3971 1.3136 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2049 223.0101 553.4510 791.46 11 4.7760 0.2918 0.3565 1.0330 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2558 149.0377 927.14201111.1797 3.4018 0.2079 0.1705 0.4543 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2738 127.3 180 876.0593 1058.3773 3.5715 0.2182 0.0760 0.1991 
SUM YT = 3779.993 
-
X • 3.406267 
yz ROOT OM YM YO YTI EQI7 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1386 347.3078 701.0801 1053.3879 3.9754 0.2465 0.3090 1.6225 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1811 263.9474 626.0615 905.0089 4.6272 0.2869 0.3120 1.3450 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2473 160.1170 959.0965 1154.2135 3.6282 0.2250 0.1642 0.6186 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2700 131.6957 888.3808 1075.0765 3.8952 0.2415 0.0748 0.2739 
sur.t YT = 4187.687 
-
X • 3.525621 
ET = 3.8600 




OUT FLOW= 0.2739 
-
OUT FLOW= 0.0000 
LF. UN ITS. 0.0000 
ETI ECD ECFC 
1.6225 1.2404 0.5440 
1.3450 1.7049 1.5943 
0.6186 2.6353 2.5881 
0.2739 2.5089 2.5089 
So hr yo u hue compleled I Irrigations 
.. 
SAMPLE OUTPUT AFTER ~ I ARCH.14 FOR LYSIMETER N0.2 
TOTAL FC = 16.85000 
-
PWP = 7.800000 
i\ 101 ST:: 13 .13000 
VOL= 3.620000 
UN ITS= 3.620000 
AMOUNT= 3.620000 
yz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2700 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2500 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2500 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2700 
SUM YT = 3559.355 
-
X= 3.039446 
vz ROOT 0>1 
5.0000 0.4134 0.2 170 
15.0000 0.3586 0.2279 
35.0000 0.2 407 0.2454 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2677 
SUM YT = 3808.828 
-
X= 3.144665 
vz ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1691 
15 .0000 0.3586 0.2041 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2399 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2650 
SUM YT • 4126.543 
-X= 3.256998 
YZ ROOT OM 
5.0000 0.4134 0.1258 
15.0000 0.3586 0.1791 
35.0000 0.2407 0.2336 
55.0000 0.1022 0.2617 
SUM YT= 4539.209 
-
X= 3.380780 










OUT FLOW"" 0.0000 
















VM vo \'TI 
131.7498 177.2000 413.9498 
156.5276 403.2000 574.7277 
156.5276 1195.2000 J 386.7275 
131. 7498 997.2000 I 183.9498 
VM YO VTI 
203.8029 344 .9813 553.7842 
I 87.2608 442.29 12 644.5521 
162.6500 12 17.6588 1415.3088 
134.4434 1005.7394 1195.1829 
V>f YO YTI 
286.3234 442 .730 1 734.0535 
224.3076 493 .8638 733.1714 
170.0947 1245.3553 1450.450 I 
137,7163 1016. 151 7 1208.8680 
"HI YO YTI 
375.0206 594.8354 974.8560 
267.6810 562.8884 845.5694 
179.0566 I 279.32 I 8 1493.3783 
141.6574 1028.7484 1225.4059 
So far yo u hue completed l Irrigations 
EQI7 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
8.5985 0.4222 0.5305 0.5305 
6.1931 0.3041 0.3314 0.3314 
2.5667 0.1260 0.0922 0.0922 
3.0063 0.1476 0.0458 0.0458 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
6.8778 0.3685 0.4790 1.0095 
5.909J 0.3166 0.3570 0.6884 
2.6912 0.1442 0.1091 0.2014 
3.1868 0.1707 0.0549 0.1007 
EQ17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
5.6216 0.3211 0.4323 1.4418 
5.6283 0.3215 0.3754 1.0639 
2.8450 0.1625 0.1174 0.3288 
3.4136 0.1950 0.0649 0.1656 
EQ 17 EQ22 EXTR ETI 
4.6563 0.2777 0.2406 1.6824 
5.3682 0.3201 0.2406 1.3045 
3.0396 0.1813 0.0915 0.4102 
3.7042 0.2209 0.0473 0.2129 
139 




Tirre: 4:oo ? 
Temperature: _ _...Z'-'-1-'-' ""--__,~---------
Lysirreter No. I Lysirreter No. ?.. 
Layers Main Manorreter 3\1.8 Main Mal10!1Eter 2._3'\_.l:_ 
and Ref. Mancxreter z.q+.+ Ref. Mancxreter 2.83.4 
Depths Water Table Vol. 23_00 Water Table Vol, I')S"o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rmtloscm Count a em Probe rmtloscm Count 8 .r 
Sltield I'\'8S{, 14\!33 
1 5 349 J.3 C>. {, '6 5'1-~3 o.J') 32. tt 3'2.. 0•94 5~ho O·l) 
2 15 :L:to Ill J. g-) I) o3) 0·\'1 2 ..qo "13 l·n 1'347...6 0·'2.. 
3 35 l')b '\"\ ,.{,) lb&'\o 0·2) l"+o 9b I' (:,a ib't't+ 0 . z..<t 
4 55 132. '\"\ J.b) 1328) 0•2.'1 1)1. "\-=! \.b2. 1(\ol) "'. 2.1-
5 75 Joo 133 2.21. 2..ob35' 0·30 II 0 1-3 1.22. I ~-'144 o.(.'j 
6 95 82. 81 1·3) 2..1bb0 o.3l I oo q 1.12. 2o't9) 0·30 
7 115 t) iZ. I ·2D 22.?.1:'6 0·)) 91 £1- 1·12.. 2o'l3b 0·3\ 
8 135 1'l 5'3 0·'68 2Ltl2.. o:~3 i-5" b\ I. C> 2. 2.2.2. lb 0·33 
9 155 68 33 o.))' 2.)2L1. 0·3~ {,g '5o 0·'63 22. /lo') 0·31 
10 175 5b q 1·12. 2.~514 O.)b) S"J 6£ t.\o 25'3'\"\ o.31 
Shield I~~(, 2.. 1'\-1-&lt 
Comrrents: 
Date: 3"cu) . 
Time: 4 :oo ? 
Terrperature:_-==--'>~---------
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. :2.. 
Layers Main Manorreter 7., ~. Main Manometer 2.'l9., 
and Ref. Manometer ?<>+.""'> Ref. Manorreter ..2113·0 
De_f>thS Water Table Vol. 21-:l-5" water Table Vol. 143o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. Press. Four EJ: -1 Neutron Press. Four EJ: -1 Neutron em 
em Probe mmhosem Count e" em Probe nmhoscm Count e.,. Shield 1'\-~.0,0 \ '18&1 
1 5 3oS" '\O 1·16 (,;~ bb o.\~ 34-:l 42. I ·2'\- bt2.~ 0 ·ll-
2 15 ::u5 llo I ·~'>3 13'13'1 0·2.\ .2.1') 92. I· 5'3 I ·'f2.38 0• 2.1 
3 35 15t '\8 I· b3 I b &(,3 o.z_) 15'1 4'> \ .)?, Wl-~1'> o ·Z-5 
4 55 137.. '\'I \.b5 I ))'\-b) 0·2.1 144 91 \. b£. t1Z3t o.U, 
5 75 too 133 z. .2_1.. Z.obiO 0·30 flo 12 1- 2.o 19'>11 0-2.9 
6 95 32. 32. \.31 ;t_~Sib o.3Z.. loo bb \ • \0 z._o4'3t 0·30 
7 115 1) 12.. I .z_o 2.2. 33"' o-33 91 bl I ·1'2. Zloi'Z. 0 '31 
8 135 i5' 53 o.gg 226'\4 o.33 1"> b7.. \•03 2.2.133 0 ·33 
9 155 (,-z. 33 o.<n 23'\10 0·35 1"> 51 0• g..,- 27..{,2./!. Do'~') 
10 175 ')I n I ·'f\ 2 '1-Z u, 0·3t 51 6£ \.)o 2)5'\-0 0·31 
Shield l'lt'\0 1'1t o5" 
Ccxments: 
Date '-ll-'"'-'c=.L-'-L--l-J.J...<,__ ________ _ 
Tirre: 5; 3o 
Temperature:_..:..:L_:L_·_,_ __________ _ 
Lysirreter No. I Lysirreter No. 
_2 
Layers Main Mananeter 
_3_12..:, Main Manorreter 3oo.z. 
and Ref. Mal10!T'eter 2._q • .., Ref. Manorreter Z.!l'l .o 
Depths Water Table Vol. 2?). water Table Vol. 143o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. e m Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron 
em Probe flTTtloscm Count ~ em Probe mnhosem Count e.,. 
Shie ld 1'\o <- 3 14~~") 
1 5 11-o 23 o.bg ql3'\ 0·2.4 I qs- o32. "·9~ ~1.'1) Q. 2.1. 
2 15 I %o bb 1· '\'\ 15"12>\ 0·23 18o o6b I , 'I 't 1)311 0·23 
3 35 1'5"1 1o9 "3·21 16'032. 0·2.) 15t ob '\ ;t..o3 lb ~~ o ·2) 
4 55 132 lo2 :::,. 00 IZ"Z.55 0·2.i 144 oi4 )...18 1189& 0·2b 
5 75 \oo 133 3·'\\ 2-oS"'H "·3o 110 ob2.. I· 32. 194~3 o·2'\ 
6 95 ~'2.. 81 2..·33 2. I 1-18 "'-32. I oo o53 I .')f, Z..oboZ. o-3o 
7 115 l-) l\ z..o~ 2Z.Z9o 0 ·33 CJ.\ 0 42. l·l.L\- 2111-'l D-31 
8 135 l-) 51 1•)0 2.2 "JI:t 0 ·33 l-') o43 \•2.b z.2.24t 0 ·33 
9 155 b'l.. 3\ D·'\\ 233&& 0.)) 63 e'\-b 1·35' :2.3oll3 0·3'\ 
10 175 s-b b1.. \. 82. ZL\55£ o-3b 5"1 o56 I.{,) Z.)lo') o-311 
Shield \43'\0 148'){, 
Comrrent s : ih~ .,.1,,\J<.. r~.u\;"-') S wc...-c lo.\<:..,.1'\ <>.~kr looo c..c_ vJc.f'<. o..dd.cJ '\o e. ... c.\., \•y:,(WI~r 
o,<;, 1<..-;j<(Ciol'\ 
Date: Jon _ 3 g 6 
Tirre: 4 ·oo P~1 
Ten-perature'--="-=-"--·_,_'------------
Lys irreter No. I 
Layers Main Manometer ",\2..0 
and Ref. Manometer l_'\bS 
Depths Water Table Vol. Z.o6o 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. em Press. Four Ex:: -1 Neutron 
em Probe rrmhosem Count 
Shield 1'\'illo 
1 5 )'tO 3o o.) l"\'.3 
2 15 \&q. 
'H \.2_'] 15'3-'ll 
3 35 I'H 'H 2·fb \1-Z.'I) 
4 55 132 c,::, 2·'H I 2.3'\ '\-
5 75 
"' 
\2.3 3.=1(:, Zol2.\ 
6 95 i) t'\ 2·111 Z. I q~) 
7 115 b g.D 13 2.\) 2..2'\Zo 
8 135 b?,.o ':>4- 1-J<\ 22n9 
9 155 b2. 33 0 ·41 23l\3& 














Corments: 1oe.o CC... a....\.dc..d. lo Mo.r,·o~ 'o~ \1 S'""';\o·- N c., 
t5"oo '• '• '• .2 
Lysirreter No. 2 
Main Manometer Z.._'l_'l_._&_ 
Ref. Manometer 2. gz ,o, 
water Table Vol. 12.2.5 
Tensio 
Press. Four Ex:: -1 Neutron 
em Probe rmt1osem Count e"' 
•48\o 
'3o') L\-0 O•b1 ilo3 0 ·1'6 
I &1\ bl. I , &2 1 ))~0 0·2.3> 
1'1-'T i'J 2_ .2.\ 1-::)338 o.z.6 
I:, 2. ~/t z.n I 8 2.o2. 0·2.t 
1\0 b3 \-3) I 9 '+:'>1 o. 2.'J 
\oo '\-b \. ?>) 2.o55& o-3o 
q, 53 \. s-t, 2 1 2."\!\- o.?,l 
1'> 53 1-i\ 2.2. :)oo 0·3JT 
(,g £t) \ ·3'2.. 2.3o (,o o-3'5 
Sl S5 I· b Z. Z)I'H o.>)i 
1'1-g'J/) 
Date: J o.n 3- l'iob 
Time: c;·. Pn 
Terrperature: _ _,Z..,;2=---.:• '------------
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. 2. 
Layers Main Manometer 
...31L-.1.. Main Manometer ",oo. ') 
and Ref. Manometer 2. ~ • ., Ref. Manometer 2.'32.·3 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
_3_o_f,o Water Table Vol . ;c +")o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four IX: -1 Neutron Press. Four IX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count 9 Probe ITI11hosem Count e.,. em 
Sh i eld I '\'6?>') 1'\:)~,') 
1 5 l't't 21 o-b'Z. "1-=\-13 o-Z.b I oo 32 0 "\'\- 81'>'1-"1 0·23 
2 15 It. o ~3 I .2_(', I bl 8o o-2.~ !i-O (I I -+~ I {:,":)ol O·l.\ 
3 35 I'):\ 9'> 2.·1-"1 I '1- z.g I o-2) 144 l-" 2.· I & (f31\, o-2.6 
4 55 1?2.. 3t 2.- 1!-i 12>2'\6 O·Ct 132 SJ\- 2-~ ~ 1 &of>) o-2.1 
5 75 \oo 12j_ 3·i"\ 2.o b\5 o-)c 1\o b4 I • 36 I"\ S'3'f o-2.~ 
6 95 '62 13 2-1) 2. 1'il~ o-32. ~I 4) I -32 Z. o 5''\o o-31 
7 115 l-5' t2 z. \2. 2.2)'15 o-3') 91 53 I.Jb 2. 1\) 2 o·3\ 
8 135 (,3 s~ l.)b 2.2.1\) '\ o:>,tt 1'5 5'9 1 -t~ 2..1'11-) o-33 
9 155 bZ. 33 0·"\i Z)Zoo 0-3) (,g 114 I ·29 2 2. 'jb3 o-3£t 
10 175 Sf; S"J I,":\'\ 2 L\b92.. o.?,b 41 S'l)- 1.)'1 2.5'3 16 o-3& 
Shield 1'\ 35'> 1'\tll 
Corm-ent s: 
~te :~~--~6'~-~~~9u3ubL-__________ ___ 
Tire:~~-------------------­
Terrperature : __ -":?~:1.---"_,C~---------------
Lysireter No. \ 
Layers Main Hanorreter ''1 · ~ am Ref. Manorreter,--~~ 
Depths Water Table Vol. 2 q ., "\ 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. Press. Four EC -1 Neutron em 
em Probe lmlhosem Count 
Shield 1'\ +% 
1 5 240 3b e·'\O 1-(,o't 
2 15 loa '73 I.)£ I) 3Z.3 
3 35 144 85 z..)o Itt liZ 
4 55 13 2. 91 z.. 6Z IBH9 
5 75 C1·1 132. 3·&& 2..o_io1 
6 95 lb') l-4 2. -,z z.1U6 
7 115 15. {:,<) ' ·"1 1 2.2.2.B1 
8 135 &8 53 J.)(, 2ZIS\& 
9 155 b2 32. D·'H Z3 i39 
10 175 )~ b'6 2._,oo 24 b\b 
Shield l't8 'il il-
Comments: 
Lysireter No. ..2 
Main Hanorreter -, 0 0 . ., 
Ref. Hanorreter Zll . Z. 
water Table Vol. 
_.2. '/)0 
Tensio 
Press. Four EC -1 Neutron 
ev em Probe rmtlosem Count e.,. 
1'\- 6 11-
o.lo 2-=to 4~ l ·o1 i 3 ob o •\9 
0-2.3 I "}o 1=! z._.z.(, ( {,o \0 o-Z.1 
•·2.b 14'+ l.) 2· 21 lt ZL\b o.z.(, 
o.n 13 2. fb 2-24 184'11 o.zl 
o.3\ llo bb 1·'14 I~ b9 2. O·Z.9 
0·32 q, 43 ' · 4 I 2.ob3(. o-3 1 
o.)3 en s-6 I· {.5' 2. 13o g 0·31 
0·311- l) '5") \ . b z. 2.22.5'9 o.33 
0-35 68 ')J \So 2Z.(I.o5 o-31\-
o.3i, c;, 63 I ,gj 2.)3% o.n 
1'\.-Vto 
Date: ,\o.o 8- 19Sb 
Tirre: 2 : 3o y t-1 
Temperature:_~2=2._" -""""----------
Lysirreter No. I Lysirreter No. 2 
Layers Main Manometer ~12..· Main Manorreter _3_oo,_t 
and Ref. Manorreter "-"~-· Ref. Manometer 2._3o. 4 Depths Water Table Vol. Z SS'o water Table Vol. .2._2<-5" 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count e em Probe mmhoscm Count e.,. 
Shie ld 11\"'\-'18 l'\%o& 
1 5 3'\) s-o "·83 bll'l) 0• \'\ 3 '\) 1-o 1·11- (,{;Z.\ D· l~ 
2 15 21) t,o l·tb 14)3\ o-2.1 1!\) 92.. 2-11 14b4l o ·Z.L 
3 35 '~"' \ 0 \ 2. -\1 1~3tl O·lb 14+ ~' 2-3Z il-'\14 o·lb 4 55 132 92 2..11 18353 o-z.t 13l 33 2- '\-'1 il':,5)o o.z.i 
5 75 
'l\ \Z.t 3-l~ 2o812. "·31 1\0 i-o 2..- 0 b 19~63 o·l1 
6 95 gz. 8o 2..3) 2. 13~c; O•)L 9\ b3 I -~5" Z.o KZ.I o-3\ 
7 115 l-5' bD 1-':tb zz5ob o-33 91 b) \.3) Z.. llb1 o-3 \ 
8 135 l) '41\ 1-24 z.z1+'5' 0•33 t'l 59 I ·+"-\ 2.2. 45'8 o-3) 
9 155 bl.. 3o o.g2, 23b38 "·35' (,g 49 1·'\'1 2.3 Z3) o-34 




Date: d<>-1'\- 8- 1'18 b 
Tin-e: '2: o c i? 1'1 
Ten-perature :_.==2.:..:2.::._0____,....__ ________ _ 
Lysin-eter No. I Lysin-eter No. 2 
Laye r s Main Manorreter 'z_.P, Mai n Manorreter 3oo._g 
and Ref. Manon-eter 2__'\~- Ref. Manareter Z. &o · 4 
Depths Water Table Vol . 'LR5a water Table Val. .2_32. 5 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: - 1 Neutron 
em Probe rrmhoscm Count e" em Probe rmhoscm Count e.,. Shie ld 1'1-'6"=\4 141-b 1-
1 5 I :j-a Zl- D·-=\9 9o)o o-2-~ ! go 22.. o-b') ~2, 11'\ c.z3 
2 15 1"1) b2 1·/\2 llt9b3 0 .z_2_ I So 8(, 2-53 I :)b i1\ o-Z-3 
3 35 1'\-tt I of, 3- 12.. lt3b\ 0 .z£, ll\'1- 1-£ 2-2. '\ il'\'11- o:z.{, 
4 55 12.o leo 2-'\ 1\ l '6bZ:Z.. o. zg 132 g(, 2.53 1 ~298 o.n 
5 75 too IZ.b 3·11 Z.o)lfl o-3o 1\o l-1 2.-0 9 Z.oo "'t o-z.~ 
6 95 32.. t9 2_.32 Z l'\10 o.j2. Cj\ (,Lj- I· 86 .2..o~<> 0 -3 1 
7 115 1S bi \.l'\ Z.Z. bi-1 0·)3 "'I (,z. I · 3 Z. 2.1 Z..'\t 0 ·31 
8 135 15 4) I ·3Z Z.'Z.b:)'\ o-33 l-) be Lib 2.2. /fiLj- 0·33 
9 155 bl 31 0
·"11 2.3 41\-'\ a-)5 t,g 46 1·41 2..3o66 o-3'1 
10 175 . c;-6 b) 1-35 Z. l\i-o3 o-3{, 5 1 66 I · 9 't 25"obb o-3i 
Shield l'\-b1-3 14-H'I-
Comrrents: 
Date: , \ o..n 9 _ gr, 
Tirre: 5: o o Pt-1 
Terrpera ture: 2. '2.. • ) • C 
Lysirreter No. \ Lysirreter No. 2 
Layers Main Manorreter 
_31_Z.. b Main Manorreter ~oo.£ 
and Ref. Manorreter 2._'14. 4 Ref. Manorreter 2~D 
De_['ths Water Table Vol. 2.__&_Zc5" water Table Vol. ~::Z''.)o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four Ex:: -1 Neutron Press. Four Ex:: -1 Ne utron 
em Probe mmhoscm Count eu- em Probe mmhosem Count e., 
Shield IH'I3 1'\"'\2~ 
1 5 2L\-o :l.b o.)g tb55 o-2. ;Li}D 31 o.(,q 1 5bb o.z_ 
2 15 l&o 31 \-o9 l)bo) o.z3 \1-o 13 )_.I') 1bool 0·2'1 
3 35 144 t& 2.-Z-9 11-16 o-2.(, I 'til- b\ 1 ·19 1-=\539 o-z(, 
4 55 12o f-g Z..-2..9 l&i-l-3 o.z.g 132 82 2-ll-1 I Z39\ o-Z.1 
5 75 91 I Z..'\ 3 ·1-1 2.o19'\- o-31 1\ o bl I · 3 2. l'l'flb O·Z.'l 
6 95 82. 11 Z.-Z. (, 2\93\ o -32. 
"'' 
bZ 1- z 2. Z.oi-'\1 o-31 
7 115 t) bt 1·9'1 2.2b l3 0 ·33 91 b3 I· 3) 2-1o9) 0 ·31 
8 135 t,g 4t \·36 23 13t o-3~ 1S 53 \.)(, 2'2.)&(, 0-33 
9 155 £z. 3\ "·91 2.) {,(,o o-3'> (,g ~3 I .z.(, 2.3 ooo o-3~ 
10 175 <;"(; bl.\- I· 3Z '2.1\-5' II D-3b .::)1 So 1·'1-t [25"ob I o.n 
Shield i'T'lll(, 
C01ments: 
Date: ,\o.l') \o - 3b 
Tirre: 3: 3o f't1 
Terrperature:_.-!2:.:2-=-·_,_ _________ _ 
Lys irreter No. I Lysirreter No. 2 
Layers Main Manorreter 
"- 15' Main Manorreter 3oz.. 4 
and Ref. Manorreter Z-94 Ref . Manorreter 2."'1'1 -b 
Depths Water Table Vol. Z &Z..o Water Table Vol . z..z._z_ s-
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count 8 Probe mmhoscm Count Elv-em 
Shield \'r\-lb II\ l-l-1 
1 5 14'\-
.2 3 O·b& '1-=\bO o.:z_6 \ 2..0 24 o.::j-1 I o1 31 o·Zl 
2 15 1\0 2o o.) 9 I"Ji--'\8 0 -l~ loo 2l- o-'t~ 2..o2.'Z-t 0·3> 
3 35 
"11 1-o Z -ob 2_of,Z J 0 -11 1\ 0 q.g I . ttl 1'\ i-o'L O·l.1 
4 55 1\0 9C> z-b5 I~ 9'19 0 -2-9 12-o 11 z.. Zb 1&045 O·LK 
5 75 
"11 12.t ~-1'\ Z-<>6&5 o-31 loo {,1 1·91 2oo6 1 o-:So 
6 95 t') l-4 2-\8 Z- 1'1D3 0-33 9\ s-g 1-il Z..oZz..t o-31 
7 115 i-5' 63 I. 35" z_z_)z.') "·33 '11 ")) I . b Z. 2_ 11.&\ o-3\ 
8 135 b8 5:2. 1-)~ zz. 1-b6 o-3~ l'' 5'> I ·bl V-31) 0 ·33 
9 155 b2. 31 0·'\1 Z-3S"'ot o-3) (,g 4-) I · 3 2. 2.3 oto 0•3<) 
10 175 51 b3 \·'iS 24-'l io o·3t 4l- c;g l ·il Z.:>z~ 1 0 ·38 
Shield tq.;zz. 1H1{:, 
Corrvrents: 
Date: J11<\. 1\. 3b 
Tire: Z ~ :,o P ~1 
Ten-perature: .2 3 • C --~~~-------------------
Lysirreter No. \ Lysi!T'eter No. 2. 
Layers Main Mano<reter :, I'+ • IS Main Manorreter :,oz_.-z_ 
a.OO Ref. Mano<reter 2_'\3•5' Ref. Mano<reter -z_ 01-'1· z_ 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
.28'2-5' Water Table Vol. 
..Z..Llo 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rmtlosem Count 8v em Probe ntrhosem Count e.,. 
Shield 1 '\8o l\ I'\-"':\-'\'\-
1 5 I'J-:t 2.3 0. "6 ~53'j D •L) \'\II- zC: o-t't "3'1-3 "' Z.b 
2 15 12..o 24 0 ·1-\ 18!\)z_ o.,g \I o 32.. 0.~4 I~ 3 il-3 0 ·'-9 
3 35 lao bb I . ~ '+ Z...olj"\4 "·3o I\ 0 '73 l.)b l~t4l "''-~ 
4 55 l\0 83 2-- 44 l4Z.lli- o,z_~ ILD l-4 2... IZ I Z~')3 0. z_ /1, 
5 75 II I Zj 3 ,£2_ z.o 8 6L 0 ·3\ \00 '5"8 1·-=11 Z.o \l'\ o.:>,o 
6 95 1) 1-3 z. 1) 2..2-l:S t- o-3) <t\ S"'\- IS"\ ,2-1 \4"\ "· 3\ 
7 115 l'l 11 2.o9 zzs-o9 0-33 ~~ b2. 1·32.. l_o~ 3o o .:, I 
8 135 68 c;o I '"' t 27..'1)2 o-~ iS bO 1-~ 2..2..443 0·3' 
9 155 62 3 1 0 ,<1\ 2.))3 b o,)5 63 4LT l ·l1 Z'S \31. O·?A 
10 175 S"l bz 1·3Z.. "-4\31 o-3t 51 £3 I -8) }... )Zb\ 0·31-
Shield I 't131\ 1"\-8o'\-
Comrrents: 
Date: ,\o.o 
Time: ____ _._ 
Temperature: 
Lysimeter No. \ Lysimeter No. .2 I 
Layers Main Manometer '14 .1. Main ManOIT'eter 3oi·S' 
and Ref. Manometer 2_q2._, 2. Ref . Manometer 2_~~ 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
.J_Iloo Water Table Vol. :z_ I 6o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. f'our Ex: - 1 Neutron Press. f'our Ex: -1 Neutron 
em Probe mmhosem Count e em Probe mmhoscm Count e.,. 
Shield I '\-8o'l 14-~0 
1 5 2 I) 2t o. 11 8 1)8 O•Zi 19') I& ol-)3 z>Ao£t O·LL 
2 15 l ')b 2 8 0. 62 1Gbi3 o·lS lit-'\- 32 0. '1'1- r=t 3)b o.'Z.b 
3 35 IZ..o s-") I ·t£t I "\l3) 0·2.8 I\ o 4b 1·35' 1~1?.4 0·2.9 
4 55 l l o 8b 2..5'3 191iq O·LB 12...0 G;=t \ ·91 I "1 <>92. o.1.8 
5 75 91 111 3 ·'\'t 2- \ 2o't "·3 \ 100 S"l I·S"'o Z.o lfZ) o.:,o 
6 95 l) 14 2 .\3 zz_o9'f 0·3) 91 "+I I · z_ I l_o 9b ) 0·3\ 
7 115 15" i\ 2., o9 2.2bLo 0 ·33 91 43 \.2.6 2- 1190 0·31 
8 135 bL. ')) \.)o 1. 5 )39 o·35 15" -s-t l·b8 2.'Z..bl\0 0·')) 
9 155 bz_ 31 0 ·91 z.~'llt 0,3') (;,g Itt \ ·33 2.)\bt 0 ·3'\ 
10 175 .;, bl I, 8Z... zSoZ.Z. o.)t 51 58 l·tl z.')Zb) 0·31 
Shield ltlSt 14'2lo'\-
Comments: 
Date: J"' '\ . 16' - \ 9 ~ b 
Time: 3 :So p ~''1 . 
--------------------
Temperature : 
Lysimeter No. I 
Layers Main Manometer 3L3· (, 
and Ref. Manometer 2.--'l \ ·-'i 
Depths Water Table Vol . z_(Soo 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four EC -1 Neutron No . em Probe mmhosem Count em 
Shield 11t Z II 
1 5 2_~0 33 0 .&) 1ttbi 
2 15 
'=\-<> 32. ". q 'f \ S'"\ZS 
3 35 \ ?_o i-z. 2 · 12. I '1 \ o (, 




3 . 35' 2. 10 o::, 
6 95 l-5 1Z. 2 -1 2. L2 ilZb 
7 115 £6 b3 \. 3) zz "f\9 
8 135 £2 5 1 \ So ~334-i-
9 155 {,z_ 33 0
·9t Z.)95L 
10 175 c;{, bt I ·iT 2.4£1-9 
Shield ilt-~9 
Conurents: 
Lysimeter No . 
Main Manometer 
Ref. Manometer 
Water Table Vol . 
Tensio 
Press . Four 
eor em Probe 
o.l. 2£\0 ~6 
<>-'LL\- I =to 43 
0 ·28 I 'Z.. o S3 
0·2/! I l.o +o 
o•3\ \ 00 bO 
o .3) 9\ bO 
o-31\- 'll b) 
o-35 b'b 5 i-
o-35' bL_ Lt=+ 
0·3b Si s-o 
'-
_3oo • '> 
~-' 
? -==\.~ 




I• 'Z.b \ b3)\ 
t Sb 1 Cjo \\ 
2. • o{, lq 1\3 
I • :t £ ."2." ).1\-0 
' -i b z_ 1\ 6' 
I . 35' 2 1L_b) 
I. f,~ 2.2 8'\Z 
1· 3 ~ 2.3~ bb 
\ ·1- ' 2.)'2. 13 
I L\0 \\ 
I 
e" 
o · l_O 
o-Vt 
0 -2. '6 











T i rre ' ---~'-'-....,_,_ 
Temperature: _,;2"---2'-'------'-~-----------------
Lys i rreter No . \ Lysirreter No. 2 
Layer s Main Manometer 
_3J2_ . ~ Main Manorreter '3 """. z 
and Ref. Manorreter 7q 
' 
Ref . Manorreter 
.2.. b· 3 
De.J>ths Water Tab l e Vol. 
_.2_l!_7,.., Water Table Vol . :z._ I g S" 
Laye r Depth Tens io Tensio Press. Four EC --1 Neutron Press. Four EC --1 Neutron No . em 
em Probe rrmhoscm Count e em Probe ITT11hoscm Count 8 v-
Shie ld 1'\i gz. I 't&o '\-
1 5 3o S" 33 D · 8\ b99o o. \/1 2 --:j. O q~ I ·36 1c3~ 0· \9 
2 15 I '1 ') 38 I , o) l)o S"b o.z-z. 18o c; q I .')~ 15"(,)4 6 .z 3 
3 35 13 2 
-:tl 2 · 0 9 I Z'JZ I o-l~ I Z.o b"j 2-o3 I '3 )9(, 6-lg 
4 55 J2.. o Sz. 2 ·41 1(\Z, (,Z. 0 .z.g IZ.o 84 z.. 'f.f I"! ll o r-"l..B 
5 75 
'11 I I II- 3 ·3'5 Z. ll b l o-3 1 l oo b\ \.1 9 Z.o 'l <So o-3o 
6 95 ""} ) 11 2.. 0 ~ 2.21)4 o·33 91 S 3 t. y£ Zo'\13 0·3 1 
7 115 68 bz. \. n 2.2. 'I I 3 o.34 82. bO J, ':}£, 2 14 II o -32. 
B 135 b& )I 1 .5o Z)S IO 0·34 i-5 ~3 1· ) £ 22 (, z.S 0 • 33 
9 155 62.. 33 0 ·9t 2.)1\31 o-35 £(1 Lt't I ,z..q z3 o <> 3 o-3'\-
10 175 S" l 65" I· 91 24132. 0·31 S"i 6 z.. I ,gz. 2 5"1 22. 0·3t 
Shield 142> 40 14l Zz 
Comrrents : 





Lysirreter No. I Lysirreter No. 2 I 
Layers Main Manorreter 3 1Z.·b Main Manometer 3oo .z. 
and Ref. Manorreter ~gg. I Ref. Manorreter z_ "4 .g 
Depths Water Tab l e Vol. 2..8oo Water Table Vol . 2. 1+ ') 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press . Four EX: - 1 Neutron Press. Four EX: - 1 Neutron No. e m 
em Probe mmhosem Count ~ em Probe nmhoscm Count e,. 
Shield 14 3oo 14 &o3 
1 5 Z-1o 4o 0 ·93 llo') C> ·11 2l-O bD I • 4 l4.q1 c.>-\4 
2 15 13o 4o 1•1 11 I 5"3 oll 0·2.3 l~o lJI \ . ') Sio?, <>·Z.3 
3 35 132 13 2. ·I') I ?,313 0•'2t 132_ b \ \, i'l 133 £1 3 o.z_-:j 
4 55 l 2...o 82- 2..4\ 12.14Z o.z.g 12.o l2 2. \1. \ ~~')3 O·LZ 
5 75 LJI 12.. 1 :,.')(, 2._o-:jT+ 0·31 loo bZ. t.3 2 2_o log o·3o 
6 95 1) tl 2. ·09 2.2. "'t6 0·33 9 1 s-1 I. 6g Zo'Tio 0 ·31 
7 115 bo b3 I • 3) L2'l2..o o·3 4- 8Z. s-1 I •bb 2.\'1-:>b 0•3 z._ 
8 135 GZ t;z.. 1· '>3 Z..) l oZ o·34 1) <ii 1 .t.z z_z.')t:;"<'j 0·33 
9 155 bz. 32.. o.Cjq.. f2.. ~'392- 0-35 b& 4-1 1·33 '2...3 oL.'j 0 ·Y\-
10 175 S'l b3 I · ZS' 2')o~3 O•fl· 'ti- 62 I , gz._. Z.) '\~0 0 •33 




Lysi~ter No. I 
Layers Main Manareter 
___3_ 1\c.'\._ 
and Ref. Manareter ;u . ..,-
Depths Water Table Vol . Z.__fu:,_o 
Layer Depth Tens i o Pres s. Four a: -1 Neutron No . em Probe mmhoscm Count em 
Shield 1'\ l> ol\ 
1 5 3 '19 3''\ j.L\o 5'1151 
2 15 2 1) 5 1 1·)0 1",81-l 
3 35 I'\-~ 82. Z.- '1 I ltl\1 ) 
4 55 12.o 33 2.-'1'\ 12>1 5) 
5 75 91 12.1 3 ·1'1- 2o b9b 
6 95 32. l-3 2 .1 ) z.z_oo' 
7 115 63 b3 I · 35' 2.1...1\1 
8 135 {,g C) ?.. l· 'l3 Z3o5'l 
9 155 b'L '33 o-91 Z.))o \ 
10 175 5'1 b3 1-3 ) z')o fD 
Shie ld l'\%b2 
C01ments: 
Lysi~ter No. 2. 
Main Mancxreter 2.9 9.4-
Ref. Mancxreter z-:n ·I 
Water Table Vol . 2- 00 
Tensio 
Press. Four a: - 1 Neutron 
e em Probe rmtloscm Count e,. 
I '1 3o') 
0 .\') 3 '\ C 91 l ·bZ b l 2.3 O .\ b 
0•2.1 \'I ) 
-=\ o z. -0 (, 1'1- g (,') O•Zl 
o.z.b IH 1-" 2-2.1 I i4 2. 1 o.z{, 
o-U 12o 1 3 2· 1) 1 8'1-~3 o.zg 
0-31 I OO b3 I · !S Z.o i Z.t ojo 
o-32. 
"' I -:>1 1-66 2. 11 b4 o-3) 
o-3'\- gz. <Jg HI 2.15'32. o -32. 
o-V\· b 3 S"b I · b) ZZ.'.H o o-3 ~ 
0·3) {, g Lf-b 1· 35 23 0\1- 0·3'\ 
o-31 6'1 b\ 1·19 Z) i ) b o -3 i 
1'\ !l,o6 
Date: 3o.n 2-6- &£ 
Ticre: 3 :3 o 1'1 · 
Ten-perature: 2-4 ° C 
Lysicreter No. I Lysicreter No. 2 
layers Main Manometer ~1",.0, Mai n Manometer ?:.oo.l( 
ard Ref. Manometer 2,tl._1, Ref. Manometer 7 ~"<,. 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
_.Z'i(oo water Table Vol. 2.. 1 0 0 
layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EC -1 Neutron Press. Four EC -1 Neutron 
em Probe rrmhoscm Count e., em Probe ITITlhoscm Count e.,. 
Shield 1'\ %&& 141% 
1 5 1'1'\ 2o 0 .')9 "1'1~~ o.z.(, 13 2 34- I \(p . .33 o .z.=l 
2 15 15'1 3\ o-9\ q. O\& 0·2.5 151 43 l·l'b fl-ooo o·2-) 
3 35 132 Z(, z_ .53 12, \11,1\- o-ii 144 ~3 2- 4tt- ll-rt3 o·U 
4 55 132 8(; ZS3 12 5o& o.z.~ 12.-o '3 \ .:<·38 l~ol) o·'Z8 
5 75 9\ I Z..9 3:-:t'\ Z.o l3'\ o.3) [oo bl I • 32. :Lo:t3i 0·30 
6 95 gz. 1-3 2.. I') 2.\95b o-32 ~I 5'1 I .i,g 2_ 11 bO o-31 
7 115 (,g b3 I • 35' 2.2.8 41 o.3'\ "\\ ')g 1·11 2. 1332 <>-31 
8 135 £g 5"2 1.5'3 23 \b~ 0·31\; 1) 5b l•b5 2.2.b £'=t o-33 
9 155 bz. 33 D· "\t 2.3 )o(, o.)S' {,!, 4-b 1-35' 2) 18\ <>·3 \ 
10 175 ,_;-, 63 \.'3) 2)153 o:~i 5'1 bl I ·1-9 2) I z.g 0·3t 
Shield 14'6o2.. 
Date: Jo.. (\ . Z. 8 - I Cj '6 b 
Ti~: ____ b_:~~1: ________________ __ 
Temperature: ___,z=---l-•___,c_"'-------------------
Lysi~ter No. \ Lysimete r No. 2 I 
Layers Main Manorreter '2, I 7~ • '\ Ma in Manometer 3 00· 4 
and Ref . Manorreter 2 \( ·' Ref. Manometer ?__ fZ~ . 4 Depths Water Table Vol . .2-l',oo Water Table Vol. '2..o_Z__<i 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press . Four EX: - 1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhosem Count e em Probe mmhosem Count eif 
Shield l'-t b3 '\ l't l\ 't l. 
1 5 2. 15 32- O•S i !S" 3 o·2. \ ...215 s-i \ ·"\3 i '\ 2- 4 O•L\ 
2 15 l)o 31 o- '\1 I 5 '\ b'\ 0•24 li 0 "13 I · ~I lb51 4 o.£J\ 
3 35 13 2 i3 2 .1 ) 1 63'1 ~ o-21 132 1-l 2 -1 2 I g 35'> D•? -=t 
4 55 \2.0 i-4 z. 16 18M2> o·<-& /Z.o 1-G 2.. 2-'\ 13 Sf, 4 o:zg 
5 75 
"I 1 2- f 3, .':jq Z\U9 o-31 I o o £ 1 l._l"' 2ol'\3 o-3° 
6 95 lS l-3 2· 1) 2.2. 13b o-3) <JI c;-? l· bl.. 2\o lj o·3\ 
7 115 t:,g 6 L\- \ ·8 3 z.z_zl,o 0 ·'34 3'L s3 l ·l l '2.\')o2 o .'3,l 
8 135 t,z 5"3 l.)b 23 116 o.)q 1 ) '::>b \ . b) z...z6z3 o-33 
9 155 6?. 33 O·'Jt -z313Z. o.t,'5 68 '-+1~ \. 3 3 2.'L 931 " ·31\-
10 175 ')/ ") I· 85" 25olo o.3) 5""! '::>3 1·1 \ 2)2 o'-\ o.n 
Shield 1432o 1'-IZH-
Convrents: 
Date: chi') 3 o-
Tirre : 1:3 o 
Ten-perature'----""'~-"="'-----------
Lys irreter No. I Lysirreter No. 1... I 
Laye rs Main Manareter 31Z-·_j Main Mancxreter 3oo 
an:l Ref. Manometer 2/\'). /1, Ref. Manareter 2'+·b 
Depths water Table Vol. f,oo water Table Vol. 2_ , -._ ') 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. an Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron 
an Probe <mtlosan Count e.,. an Probe IT11'hosan Count e.,. 
Shield '\-?:,:,~ 14 ~ob 
1 5 2+o 4o o-ll"\ ~ 1\'i 0 ·\~ 2'1-o 1.2. I. (, "\ f\')7.. o. \~ 
2 15 I '1) 33 0·"\1 \ '1 '6 Ill G~ \ 8o ~ I ,s-(. 1 c;~s(; 0·'2) 
3 35 \3'2. bl 1·91 181i1 o.z-=j \32 l-3 2.. ·1) 1(1,3)'\ o.z+ 
4 55 I Z.o i-'l 2-3'2. J(\io(, o.zg 12o llf 2..12-'1 \ ~/I I 2. o,z.g 
5 75 9\ 12. b 3·il Z. lc Z.b o-31 \00 c;q ' .i ~ 2..oZ.o'Z.. 0·30 
6 95 1) -=}2 2.. , I 2. 2.2.. 192. <>33 '11 S't I , t,g 2.12 c;3 o::,\ 
7 115 l) b'Z.. I· 3 l. zz+3o 0 ·33 '02. ")8 l ·tl 2.1)33 o::,L. 
8 135 bo S3 I')£ 2.~2.~'1 0 ·34 £3 .::;(, I .l,<; 22{',b"\ 0 .:,tt 
9 155 bl. 33 0 9i 2 ') ~2..1 <>·35 t,g Ltl- I • 33 23o~'Z. o.O,L\-
-10 175 5' 1 b3 I·~S 
25' ""' 
0
' 31 S'l b\ I ·i ~ 2.5 1 3b o.-:,1 
Shield 1'162.4 litS3i 
CO!llrents: 
Date: ~"- 'o . \ - 19 '(,{., 
Time: 1:3o \"1--1_:_• ________ _ 
Temperature: 2.4 ,')""" C 
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. 2 I 
Layers Main Manometer 31'-· Main Manometer ~'I 'I· b 
and Ref. Manometer 7 il '>·I Ref. Manometer Zel-o.C\ 
Depths Water Table Vol. z ~co water Table Vol. Z o ')o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. ern Press. Four EC -1 Neutron Press. Four EC -1 Neutron 
em Pmbe mmhoscm Count e" em Probe TllTlhoscm Count 8.,. Shield 11\-1-'1& 1!\ '6')4 
1 5 3.1)5 l)~ J.ll bll-~1 o.q ) liS" 90 I. Zl\- ~~ \ 1- O•\i 
2 15 I 9S 43 \ .o8 1'\'>"\t <>·22. I 9') b) \. 6~ \'\04- 2 0 •22 
3 35 1'\'\- 83 Z· li'T lilo~ • ·2b 132 ti z_.z__£ ta-\Lt 2 0·21 
4 55 \ 2.0 33 2 -4'\ IC,£L\Z 0 ·<-3 JL__o --H 2.....z 1 I 38'16 D•L% 
5 75 
"\I 12b s~~ 2 o'l'\\ 0·3\ \00 t,z_ l·6Z.. ).Oj-'\'\- <..""> , 30 
6 95 
-=tS 12 2.\2. 22.1. 8 & •·3) '1\ so ~<-i I 
-z..o"' '\-S 0·3\ 
7 115 b6 ~It \ ·'06 2..1. g 9"1 0 .-~ '+ '32. s"1 l • =t '+ z.f -11) <>·32 
8 135 E,o 
.;-3 \·S'b 23 \o.,- o.yt -=j-5 '7 '+ \.)9 Z2~S 0·3~ 
9 155 b/S 33 o-~l 2)\'18 0 ·3t b() '-\-b l ·35 '23<>&) 0·3'+ 
10 175 Sl (:,3 \ .?>5 z rz. =t-9 0·31- St b'L I · 8 z_ Z') 31~ 0 ·3t 
Shield 14'b)2 11\":\'\o 
Comrrents: 
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. 1._ I 
Layers Main Mano!Teter 3 ... Main Mancxreter 2 qq . 
ar£1 Ref. Manometer z~ Ref . Mano!Teter ? o.Z 
Depths water Table Vol. 28co Water Table Vol. 2o 1\.c 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EX:: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX:: -1 Neutron 
em Prd:le rmnosem Count e em Prd:le rmtloscm Count e., 
Shield 1'\253 14?.3'1 
1 5 349 b1 1·1 2 ')g)) 0 .f) 3qo 103 l·i'- bl.ob 0 • 1(, 
2 15 2J\O 49 I' o9 1341\b O·'Lo 2. 15 (,g 1.5'1 1'?"1 1\ o. z.l 
3 35 1~4 8b 2. .5'3 li489 O·Lb 143 1'1 z.. '32. \i?>l') o . zk, 
4 55 I 32. 3b z.S3 I 85"\'L o-21 J20 l4 z. . I(\ l&'b-=ll o.zg 
5 75 
"'I \ Z.(, 3-il 2 \o:S "·31 \ OO 63 1·3) Z.o 4t5" o-3o 
6 95 15 tl 2-12 223 1\ o.)3 91 <:>1 1. 1:,((, 2 \lli 0 ·3\ 
7 115 15 bb 1·94 ZZ i\Z o·33 
"'I S'8 I ·tl 2 11.. 3(;, C>•3 l 
8 135 6& "7'"3 l ·)b 2 32.&3 o.J4 E,g s-i HZ 2.2~31 0.3 ~ 
9 155 (,z. 3tt \. 0 z.s nb 0.3) bz 43 \ ·41 Z) II O o,3'\ 
10 175 S'l 63 I· 35' V\U'\- o·)t S"l bl I -19 ZS' \1~ 0-31 
Shield I'\-83Z 11\-115~ 
Corrrrents: 
Date: 1-eb.c;-!qf){, 
Time: 3 ·. oo p ~j_,_ 
Temperature : _ _,2'-=l'-~" -'---'~--------
Lysimeter No. I 
Layers Main Manorreter 3 13· 1 
and Ref. Manometer ?, 22.."1 
Depths Water Table Vol. 23o o 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. em Press . Four EX: - 1 Neutron 
em Probe rTUT!hoscm Count 





2 15 2+o 55" I •2..2 1323\ 
3 35 \ Lt4- g3 z.S9 Pr4 3~ 
4 55 \32. 86 2.5'3 11,L\-b& 
5 75 9 1 121- 3--Vt Z.o'j~2 
6 95 l-5' l-2. 2. \2 22o')O 
7 115 1S b4 '. zg z.z.::t )9 
8 135 bg '53 \ ,){, 23 I )~ 
9 155 {,L. 33 0-"\l 2 ))3(, 
10 175 Sl bit I · 3& Z-49\i 
Shield IL\-3bb 
Comrrents : 
Lysimeter No. ::z. I 
Main Manometer 3 00. 
Ref . Manometer ~ 
Water Table Vol . , q 0 
Tensio 
Press. Four EX: - 1 Neutron 
8 .,- em Probe nmhoscm Count E>.r 
I-'\~) 
O ·\~ 3 L\9 \2"\- - ~(~o 6 o .\ ) 
o .\~ Z. to 
-=tll- I .(/\ \3 ?_ oo 0 ·19 
O·lb \'Ill 8L 2· ~I 1il\)O D·J..b 
o-z+ 120 1-'6 2-29 I '31 I l\ o.z_g 
0
·31 \oo b2 \ . '6 2.. LO ! ~S 0·30 
o.3:, 91 S'i- \. b 'b 2o9o) o.3 \ 
0
·33 91 5'8 1-i\ 2. \'+ 21 o-31 
o. 3'+ -=\) 5 1- 1 ,(,z Z.2b3b o. 33 
o-3') b3 4f 1-3 6 23o 4 'S' o.:,q. 
0
·3t <J' l b\ \ .~q 25'14\ o.3l-
14 ~29 
Date: Ce.b. 3- - 1'\Rb 
Ti~=----~~~-~~~------------------
Lysi~ter No. I Lysi~ter No. 2 
Layers Main Manometer 
_3_ L._K Main Manometer "',oo.'> 
and Ref. Manometer 'z.z_.o Ref. Manometer :',o\1,. o 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
..1..2.5:o water Table Vol. ")':t_ 0 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron em 
em Probe ITIT'hoscm Count 9u- em Probe nmhoscm Count e.,. 
Shield l<\1q') \4- 'i!U 
1 5 l-.l.e> \b) 1-12.. <?133 o-1'\- +z.o 143 ;l. ·36 '742.3 "·l't 
2 15 21--o bO 1-33 12. &lb 0-\~ 2:jo &4 l·:si 12. 'l z~ O•l'\ 
3 35 1'>1 92 2-l\ 11190 o-zs I '5'i 'II z._(,z I b 8,o3 o.zs 
4 55 132 ;q 2Sb 1)\L.So 0·21- 132 \1) zSo 183t(, o-ii 
5 75 91 ILl 3 -~L\ 2o¥9 o-?,o llo {,2_ I· 82 Z oo'I'J 0-2.9 
6 95 l-=> 1-Z :Z..- 12 2_2..o33 o:33 9\ c::;-+ I · b'6 2..1\-:\,L. o-3\ 
7 115 1) b 4 ,.g~ 2Ht6 o-33 32. c;-g 1-l\ 2lbl~ 0-32. 
8 135 b8 S"3 \.s-{:, 2)291 o.)l\- T5' 5b 1-65 2.2. :}o I o-33 
9 155 bZ 32 o-9 4 23316 o.)l\ bZ 4i 1- 3& 2.'2.&'63 o.H 
10 175 . 51 61\ 1·'66 21\-&93 0 ·31 5'! b'L I . j(, 2. 2.)Z.go 0 ·31-
Shield l!\-85''\- I'-\-"J, '\') 
Comments : 
Date: L"'-6.3- 1986 
Tirre: 5; 45" F 1'1 • 
Temperature: ~2='-4-'-0-'C"""'-----------
Lysirreter No. I 
Layers Main Manometer ~l'l·"> 
and Ref. Manometer 32Z.o 
Depths Water Table Vol. l__li5o 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron em 
em Probe rrrnhosem Count 
Shield U'I-~ZS 
1 5 15i- .23 c.&g ~4-b'\ 
2 15 18c 39 I · IS" I'S'"4-1-3 
3 35 l)t '13 2.t£t '"qn 
4 55 132. 85 2So I ~.53o 
5 75 9\ 12.'1 -s.+tt- Z.o 'lob 
6 95 82 1-o z.of, 2.1 '\5") 
7 115 {,g b) I . &<J z.ll-5'1 
8 135 ~8 s-3 I·Sb 23135' 
9 155 bL 3Z. 0· '\4 235o't 




Main Manorreter 3o\. & 
Ref. Manorreter ",oK· 0 
water Table Vol. :;t. l-'>o 
Tensio 
Press. Four EX: -1 
e.,. em Probe rrrrhoscm 
0 ·2) 11-o 4o I' I g 
O·l3 I 8o 54 I.')'J 
o·lS' l 'li '11 z i6 
O·i:) 132 39 2..· b2. 
o- ~ I IIO 6z.. I· 62 
<>•32 Cj' ss I. b2. 
0·3 '\ 82. s-t. I. b) 
0·34 i'5' 5) l·b'Z.. 
0.)5 b'6 L\4 I· Z.9 
o.s,. 51 'S'"l- I. 66 
Comnents: 
:.Looo CC.. "''"'e occlded l- E'.o...C." I 'JS;>'Yielcr C<S \rr\':\o..>:tof'\ . 








2...o <>l0 ~-Z.1 
Z.o<Jb{, 0·31 
2. 11\-"\ z. o-32. 
2.2 i'S'"f. 0 ·33 
l3oll~ 0-3'\ 
2')2. 10 o.J1 
l't'ii2S' 
Date : !<6. 8 - I'\ 36 
Time : 4:oop~1 
Ten-perat ure '----=2.=-"T_,__·_,_~---------
Lysimeter No. \ Lysimeter No. :2... I 
Laye rs Main Manometer 31'\-•0 Main Manometer 3 01. q 
ard Ref. Manometer 
_2_2.\•_3_ Ref. Hanometer 3 0 .4 
De_I>ths Water Table Vol. 2 2o Water Table Vol. I ~ oo 
Layer Depth Tensio Te nsio 
No. an Press. Four EC -1 Neut ron Press. Four EC -1 Neutron 
an PrOOe rmttosan Coun t 9or em PrOOe rrntlosan Count e., 
Shield 143:,5 148~1 
1 5 '3o '> 28 0 . (, 2 l- o% 0 ·1 3 2 1-0 c;-z.. I ·3 0 ~oS""o 0· \'l 
2 15 1'1 s- 31 I • 09 l't"-i-"13 0• 2.2 1'60 ?£ , .b) 1)2'11 o. 23 
3 35 144 '1 I 2..' b8 ll· s.qo o:J...{, 1'14 q o z..-6 5 il-316 o . z_l, 
4 55 132 8l z_,) {, l&Lit.o 0.2.1 132 3g 2.5"'1 18430 o- 2."1 
5 75 
'11 I Z. & Y tb ;:l..ol'\9 0 · ~ 1 \10 b \ L1'J Z oo it o- Z'I 
6 95 "15' l-l .2.. ·1 2 2"2 loo o.",) 
"'I s<~ I .b3 2 o(l'\'\- 0·31 
7 115 t, g {;,) I ·91 2-2 i91 0 ,3'\- 9\ S""g 1.1\ 2. 124!5 0·)\ 
8 135 £3 S 3 ISb 2.Z8Z.o o. 3'1 15 5'i I· 63 2."2.lHo "'·33 
9 155 67... 3 7... o . ql\ 23 56~ 0·)5 {;,8 4i I ·33 :z.Z-193 0 ,31j 
10 175 5\ 63 I • 3c;" Z..) I Z.(, o.·n tJ""i bl- \ . 81_ 2) 3Z.& o.}=j 
Shie ld I 4 '3o( 14835' 
C0111rent s: 
Date : f'.,- l:o. 1\ _ 
Time: 4: oo 
Te mperature : _ __;2=-::I--'----- -----
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No . ;.L I I 
Layers Main Manorreter ~~~~g Main Manorreter '3o-o. I a nd Ref. Manometer Ref. Manometer 
"Ob•6 Depths Water Table Vol. -7 t...,.,.t'> Water Table Vol. l b'"\-0 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EC - 1 Neutron Press. Four EC -1 Neutron No. e m 
em Probe mmhoscm Count e em Probe rTITihoscm Count Elv-
Shield 1'\-=\2.(, l'\-g4\ 
1 5 34) t:;z. I· Ob (:, )5B o. q ">:, '\') I I o 2 .2.4 {, ', S"Z o- \i 
2 15 21) 44 \. lb I '\3o5" O·LI Z I) l-3 1·81 I ltZ'>3 o-2\ 
3 35 144 89 2.. (, 2.. ltZ9{, o-Zb I <tt-1- 8\3 z.S9 11 33) O·Lb 
4 55 132 83 2-· qq I 3'1-'t I C>·Z1 JLD 33 2.·'>/ \~)9\ o.JZ 
5 75 91 121 3·11\ Z.o''l't"t <>·31 110 bZ. I• 32.. 1'1"! 33 o·Z'\ 
6 95 t-5" 11 2. ·09 22._ol. ) 0·33 "''I 5 1 \ , bO z.o61-\ 0·3\ 
7 115 1S"" 63 \ .'CS 22555 0·33 '11 s-z 1·1' Z.o'134 o·)\ 
8 135 68 5"3 I.)(, 223bZ. <>·3~ iS" :;-6 I,(,) 2.232>) o .33 
9 155 £z 3z. o·94 2.35"36 0 ."J5 68 43 I.~ I 2.2 '\4\ 0·34 
10 175 S"l b3 1•8) 2 c; oz{, o.)t <;I bZ. I . 32. 2~1~') 0·31 
Shield 141 "15 11\-TLb 
Comments: 
~te : __ ~~~~--~~L--------------­
Ti~=----~~~~~-----------------­
Temperature '-...c...:=t-~----------------
Lysi~ter No. I 
Layers Main Manometer 
.311_.(, 
ai'£l Ref. Hanorreter 3.1.9..·0 
Depths Water Table Vol . 2 ~bO 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. !'our EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Prd>e rr:attosan Count 
Shield I 1\- g ll 
l 5 34" I oq. 113 l)6q(, 
2 15 Z1o 5"1 1.26 l3 ol\'\-
3 35 15"-:) 8"1 l-(,2 11\i-b 
4 55 132.. 61 2.- s"b 1~2)1 
5 75 9\ \'\1) 4·35 lo'l.'\L 
6 95 82. tL 2-12. Z.l&)i 
7 115 1) b4 1·30 2.'2.'\-'\) 
8 135 (,g 5 2. IS3 22Z3g 
9 155 63 33 O·n 23)Z&) 
10 175 Sl b3 I ,g') Z.)oto 
Shield 148f't 
Comrents: 
Lysi~ter No. 2 
Main Hanorreter 3oo . 3 
Ref. Manometer 3oS· 
Water Table Vol. \bOO 
Tensio 
Press. !'our EX: -1 Neutron 
e em Prd>e rnrhosem Count e., 
1\&o 1. 
0 ·\) iZ..o 2 =! 8 -- SAH <>-II\ 
0 ·19 2.'\0 n 2 ·\6 I 3 '\I(, 0 .zo 
"'·2) 144 12-o 3 S3 l12.bl o.2_(; 
D·Zi \32. 93 2 -14 I &ft.zl\- o-21 
0·3\ 1\o 6q. 1 ,zz '"~33 0. 2.9 
o-32 9\ '>9 1·1'1 2 \ob\ 0 ·31 
D·33 9\ L)g l.iJ 2. II "'f. 0·31 
D .3 ~ tS" 51 IS9 22(;50 0 ·33 
O·V\ 68 4/S I .if I 23\30 o.3'\-
0 3t 5""1 l::,z. I ·Z2. 2512-t 0.3-:t 
14612 
Date '---+-'=-'.L..L-'-2....:.-'-..ll.l~-- ---­
Ti~ : _ _ -L~~+-~~-------­
Temperature '---=="--'---'="'------------
Lysi~ter No. , 
Layers Main Manometer 
"'2- ·5 
arrl Ref. Manometer 3\R. <; 
Depths Water Table Vol. 2c;oo 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four EJ:: -1 Neutron No. an 
an Prcbe ll'lThosan Count 
Shield 14"115 
1 5 "1 Z..o 12.8 - 53 15" 
2 15 21o c;z. 1· 1(, IZS6 \ 
3 35 I 1.\'\ g~ z., il't 113ob 
4 55 \3 2 81 2-33 131'11-
5 75 
"\I 1'\ Z. 4·13 2o 641 
6 95 ~') -=to 2.. 0 (, nz.n 
7 115 {,g t,z_ I •3Z. 22 tH 
8 135 &<', ':>I \.)o 2.2..330 
9 155 bz. 32 0•91\- 2.343'\ 
10 175 Si bZ.. '·31 2..4"'.\9 
Shield I'T 1'1 \ 
COITIT'ent s : 
Lysi~ter No. :2 I 
Main Manorreter .,.,., ., 
Ref. Manometer :>, o4--+ 
water Table Vo l . C::2-o 
Tensio 
Press. Four EJ:: -1 Neutron 
8-'L em Prcbe ITITtlosan Count e.,. 
\ <\ao~ 
0. 1'\ 3 LI"\ 32.2.. ~ <;<; b L 0 ·I') 
0• \" 2.1-o '1L 2.. 0 4 1 ')L'Z..o 0· 19 
o.'2b IS"i- ! 2..0 3S'3 I (, go~ o.z c:; 
0·21 13'Z.. en .. 2· 11 ll\ 33 '\ O•i:j 
0•3\ \0 0 bz. \' 3'Z.. 2o o5'5 o.3o 
0 •33 "'I 58 l·ll 2.\Z.'l \ o.3\ 
o·3 4 82.. S"8 l·t\ 2. 18 ~ 3 0·32 
0·)4 15 5 1 \.(,g 2..2 (,')g 0 '33 
0
·35 (,z. 4Z I ·ill 233 1£1- o.j5 
0
'3t '71 6 7.... I· 8'Z.. 2.5' 100 0.)~ 
14115 
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. :L 
Layers Main Hancxreter 3 \2· o Main Hancxreter .z_q~.,. 
arrl Ref. Manometer 
_::,_I_±.S Ref . Hancxreter 3o-~.~ 
Depths Water Table Vol. 2 '+2 Water Table Vol. '<.?<; 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron 
em Prd:le lmtlosem Count e em Prd:le rnmosem Count e., 
Shield 14 "15"0 II\- %2.2. 
1 5 ~ I b\ ~ lJoiS 0· 13 - 3-6-3 - /~z:\4 o. I'> 
2 15 3°5 6Z l:yz. 12.7. 90 o. \& 3oS" I oZ. z .1l 12o3b 0 ·13 
3 35 151 'H 2 .":t I \':to )b 0·2'5 IS"l liS" 3 ·~3 I (;6 13 o;z) 
4 55 132. 8S 2 .s \ I ~3'1 {, D·2i g') "13 '2. ;"14 IZI(,Z.. o,2_i 
5 75 91 14 i- 4·32. Z.oi 2.4 o.31 1\0 b\ I ·1'1 19£'i3 0 ·7.9 
6 95 8z. 
'13 Z..\) Z.\9~2. 0 ·32 '\I S""3 \S£ C.ol,).{, 0 ·3 \ 
7 115 15' bb I. 9't z.7.S3t D·33 q) 5 tt IS9 Z. \ z.5o 0·3\ 
8 135 6z s-z 1S3 2.2 11.2.9 0·3'+ 1Z .:;~ I .)b zz. 3~0 0 ·33 
9 155 62 33 0·91 2. ))16 0.3) b'6 .q-(, I ,3) 23 o2.9 o.)'~ 
10 175 S"l b3 I. Z 5" 2.1t9'l3 0 •3t Sl b\ I· =l9 z 51o\ 0 •31 
Shield 14313 
Comrents: 
~te : __ ~~-e~b~-~~~~3~3~b ____________ __ 
Ti~=----~~L-L~~-------------------­
Temperature ' ----""--'---"-~-----------------
Lysi~ter No . 
_l 
Layer s Mai n Man~ter 
..3.. • ...K_ 
and Ref . Man~ter 
_3_lL"± 
Depths Water Tab l e Vol. 
..z.:u....o 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. Press . Four El: --1 Neutr on em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count 
Shie ld 1 '1-i- ~~ 
1 5 
-
1'6 1\- - '-\ '6 13 
2 15 3 4) l-o 1-11 II l\9~ 
3 35 It-o '19 )_ ·'I\ I (, b \4 
4 55 132 n :2.-)b l &z. 5'8 
5 75 t oo 146 4- · 3 ') 2-o4oS' 
6 95 15' t;L .:t. -•2 22 \ol 
7 115 15' {,? I ·91 2.:Z.. ) ~I 
8 135 t,g 5'1 I ·'lo 22. '\ ~ 0 
9 155 b'Z. 32. 0-~4 Z))'jt 
10 175 ')I b;L I · 82. z )ooo 
Sh ie ld I 't ~ 36 
C~nts: 
Lysi~ter No . 2. 
Main Ma~ter 7 QQ ~ 
Ref. Ma~ter :">o-:i. 
water Table Vol . I l <) 0 
Tensio 
Press. Four El: --1 Neutron 
e em Probe rrmhoscm Count e.,. 




495\ o .\3 
O· li 'S lf ) II\ I , o 5" 1\l:>b 0 .q 
o-2'\ 11-o 11 2_ 3-29 I t,-z.qz, O·L-'\ 
o ·Zt 13 '2. 98 2-S'6 I goo <> 0 ·2.1-
c> ·3o 1\o £3 1 -~5 ljS"n o.Z."J 
o-33 leo 5'9 ,. ·v-1 z.oS"q(, 6 -30 
o-33 
"' 
5''3 l· i l 2.1 2.40 o -3 \ 
o-)'\ 1" 5'b l -b 5 2.Z..4'j\ 6 ·33 
0 ·35' b8 41 1-36 z..z. '19 I o.y~ 
6
·31 t;'\ b\ l·t'l 2 ) I {,z_ 0 ·3t 
I Lf 83o 
Date: ~e 'o . \q_ 19'0£ 
Tirre: 3;3o Pl'1. 
Temperature:_..=::L=.:..j._o-'-----------
Lys irreter No. \ 
Layers Main Manometer :, u•.,.R 
and Ref. Manorreter 0. . ~ 
Depths Water Table Vol. z.z._]s-
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four Ex:: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rmtlosem Count 
Shield IH9l 
1 5 11-o 3o o . Z'Z 9oH-
2 15 I 9S' q) I ·32 I '1-l-'\Z 
3 35 1'51- 98 2.33 I 6113 
4 55 132 8r; ;(.)c 131 2.'2.. 
5 75 \ oo 14'1 4-3Z L..o l!-95 
6 95 iS b9 .;{.o3 2Z.o1 Z.. 
7 115 l-5" b3 1 ·'2.5 z.z.z. "Jo 
8 135 {:,g 51 1·5"0 2..2. t"4 
9 155 f,g 32.. o-'1'\- 2) 2.83 





water Table Vol. 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
e.,. em Probe 
o:z.ft 18o 42. 
D·Z:Z. ! q') 63 
O·L ) 1=)-o II ) 
O·Zi 144 loo 
o.)c II o b) 
o -33 I oo f,o 
0
·33 9\ s-:t 
o-3 '\- 15 5t 
o-34 (,8 n 
!D·Y+ '7 1 £1 





Ex:: -1 Neutron 
ITTTihoscm Count e.,. 
141-91 
I· Zf 3'6'\1.. o-23 
I . g') 141 39 0· z. 2 
3>-3.8 lb2~Z 0·24 
2.- ~t ~~~3 \ o-26 
\ 'gc;- I "'f<!') o-2.~ 
1·1 6 2.o 4 31 o.)o 
I. l:r, 2.1)ol 0
·31 
I. b g 2.'2lto3 0·33 
1- :»Z Hl:Jo t 0·3'\-
1-1'1 2. )115" o-)~ 
Date: ~ \:,. 2:2 _ l q?, 




Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. ;2.. I 
Layers Main Manometer '2, \ 2. ":\ Main Manometer 
_3_o o -1:\c 
and Ref . Manometer -.. ,c::.n Ref . Manometer 3o I • :, 
Dept hs Water Table Vol. Cl 0 0 Water Table Vol . I~ OO 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EC -l Neutron Press. Four EC - 1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count e em Probe rrrnhoscm Count e~ 
Shie l d l't~ o5' 14 8oS' 
1 5 '3 9o 41 0 . &3 b \t\ O·lb ) I\ ') '86 l-i b b) \ 0 
2 15 z_ qo 4i \. IS I ) 65'3 o ·'lo 2 I ) l-2. I • <t,') 13?>"9 
3 35 I l-o 91 z .(,l, \bb31> 0·2.1\ I 5'1 li b 3 ·'1 1 lhZn 
4 55 \ 3 2. :33 2 ·1\'t I 3Z.8b D·Zl IL\4 Cj(, z .g'Z. 1 1~11. 
5 75 \ DO I 't& +'>5 z..o)2b 0·30 1\ 0 (, 4 \. 2>0 19 1 11 ) 
6 95 32. 1Z. 2·\'2. 2 \ 9't Z. 0·3l. ~~ S" 1 I ·bZ Zob'6b 
7 115 '15 63 I . 8') 2.Z)bb 0.33 "\l ')l I· £8 2 11 93 
8 135 63 5z. IS3 2.1.') 4-f 0·3 '\ 1-S' S 4 I -5'9 l '2 4S'5 
9 155 61. 32. 0·"J £t 23'S ~b 0·35' t,g 4b \ -35 zzz:tq 
10 175 S'l b3 I ·85' z ) ooo P ·3i S' \ f,z.. I · 8 2.. 2S1z.9 
Shie l d 14 3oo \"\ Zoo 
Comments: 
Date: ~~ \o. 2..1\ - \ '\ t> b 
Tirre: 'i\:oo r~'1 
Terrperature: z_ oc_.. _;~~------------------
Lysirreter No. I Lysirreter No. ).._ I 
Layers Main Hanorreter 
" z..._:, Main Mancxreter 2,_9'15' 
arrl Ref. Hanorreter 'll~· Ref. Manorreter 3oo•4 
Depths water Table Vol. 3t.5 water Table Vol. 1 ':>:LJo 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four Ex:: -1 Neutron Press. Four Ex:: -1 Neutron No. em Probe l'l"'rrhoscm Count e.,. Probe rmtx:>sem Count e.,. em em 
Shield 14 8o\ 11\ & oJ 
1 5 :,t'1 31 I. ~') si11 O •l) iio l't3 - '>'192 0 · 1'\ 
2 15 2.1-0 53 I· I & 12.9)1 O•l'l 21-o 9\ z, ol l)oob 0·19 
3 35 ,q ''\L\ z::)6 Jfo1) c -z) Jl-o 1\1. 3·2 9 iloJ43 0-2~ 
4 55 132 ~s z. )o 1 '6 Jo o o-ii 132 9\ z.6& I~ z_oo o.n 
5 75 (oo I 't-=) 4·32 .z_obZ6 0·30 JIO b\ 1·19 191'14 O•L'j 
6 95 &2 1L. 2- I L 2..1139 0-32. 9\ '>& 1·1\ Zob9"j 0·31 
7 115 t'l b) I ·85 z..Z')qt o-33 Cljl '5'1 '. t,z Z-1 32..1 0·~1 
8 135 b6 51 I•)<> ll'l ) 4 o-5~ '1-5 "'b HS 2.2. 2 Ljl_ 0 ·33 
9 155 bl 3 1 
0 .:'JJ 23')13 o:~,) 63 4t 1·36 Z- Z~12. 0•3 L\ 
10 175· 5"t 'bl I • 3 'l z')lo3 o-31 t;J b\ 1·1~ z )lo9 0 ·31 
Shie ld 1ttioZ l'tln 
COITITE!nts: 
Date: fe\:,.z..£_198£ 
Tine : 8; 3o _£_!_,_\ _· ________ _ 
Temperature : 
Lysineter No. I Lysineter No. 2.. ~ 
Layers Main Manorreter '<, 1\. 8 Main Manorreter 2.99 . I 
and Ref. Manoneter ·wv~ Ref . Manoneter 2.. 'l 'l· ') 
Depths Water Table Vol. 16')0 Water Table Vol. 1_4oo 
Layer Depth Tens io Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron 
em Probe ITdllhoscm Count e em Probe rTITlhoscm Count e.,. 
Shield 11H o') l'\-3ol\-
1 5 - II\ \ . g') 5"1 55" 0 ·I'\ -
'""' 
- 41.11 0· \3 
2 15 3o5" bD I · 2.8 12 3Zc o. I'll 3 o':) '1£ 2. o4 1"2 5"0 3 0 ·\ 2> 
3 35 I S" t 94 2 .1£ lb~'O'I 0·25 I -=to lob 3 ·1"2. 1 (, Lj20 0·24 
4 55 132 SS"" .zSo \8.Z.Ob o.z7 132 91 z . ~3 I 3<>2.S 0·L'1 
5 75 
"\I 1'1-b Lf. <'-9 2.ol-'\'\ 0·3 1 1\o bO \."t 6 I"' bb \ O·L9 
6 95 82 "11 z.o<J 2 1~9) 0·32 "\\ t;b \-{S Z.oll3 0·31 
7 115 1-5 6z. \. 82. 225"49 0·33 
"'l 5£ \. (,5" 2 11'\Lt o-3\ 
8 135 68 c;, \So 22i82 0·3'\ l') S"'3 l.)b 22.£33 o-33 
9 155 b1.. 32 0 ·"\ q. 2.33bb 0·35" 6'6 "\b '·35" 2.2"{oo o-31\ 
10 175 c;, b3 1·35 25"2.5"b ·-31 S"i b\ I ·1'\ 249 48 0·31 
Shield 11\---=\"14 1419Lt 
Comnents: 
Date: ~e b;2_)\ -!){, 
Tine: 3 :3o . ~1 
Temperature : .2.4·S:" C 
Lysineter No. J Lysineter No. :L I 
Layers Main Manometer < u.__b Main Manometer 2_ 'l i:S. '1 
and Ref • Hanorreter 0> 12-. 'l:, Ref. Manometer <.o"\ l'>· ~ Depths water Table Vol. \~')0 water Table Vol. \2Z.') 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EX:: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX:: -1 Neutron 
em Probe rmhosem Coun t e em Probe rmhosem Count 9v-
Shield 141'11 l't"'l'll 
1 5 - l)o 
- '\-6)i ·- 13 - z~(, -- Ll=\ 5' "\ o •\ L 
2 15 345' 6) ' ·4 1\'-b) o-'i 3 45' \ ob \, ~o 1\ ~'1-:) o.\-=\ 
3 35 li-o 9) Z- i4 IH33 o-l.4 1-:::1,-u \of\ -~ o( I ~ 11 11 •-l+ 
4 55 , -, 2. ~0 z_{,) \3 131 o-ii I 44- 69 Z . t.L l'\ o9c o.?.b 
5 75 91 rn If -3 z. . C.069i o -) \ \l o {,o 1•1-b \" 394 o-Z-9 
6 95 ilZ. ~) 1· '11 Z.\6 g9 0-32. 9\ ~b 1-6) l_o "\-13 o.:':> \ 
7 115 l-s- b) I· 3) z:z. 5'46 o -3~ "il ) (, \ .(,') Z.\0~2. o -:)) 
8 135 {,3 51 1-)o z.·s " o5 0 5Jt i-) ')L 1.5'3 ZZ64o 0-33 
9 155 66 )Z 0 ·94 nz6s o)Jt b(;, tt6 1-3 -'1- zz g"\6 0 ·3Lt 
10 175 :)I bl r-1~ Z)zc;z. o-3i .:;-, t,o 1-lb ZA-~'1-'i o.:)t-
Shield i·lli-9£ 1-'\'l-'-\b 
Corrrrents: 
7\6\.\,-c.~ l,).)c..rt:... \ o..v::_c_"'\ 
Date: t''\ (\\'"'C \, .7__ - I c\ gt, 
Time: D: 3o ~~-----------
Temperature : 
Lys imete r No. \ Lysimeter No . 2 I 
Layers Main Manorreter 3 \1 ·3 Main Manorreter -z_q)l 
and Ref . Manometer 
""' ·" 
Ref . Ma nometer Z._"l ±-'" Depths Water Table Vol. 
_1",40 Water Table Vol . 
.3.5. 0 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press . Four EX: - 1 Neutron Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count e em Probe rrrnhoscm Count Elif 
Shield 1~3oz 1 4go2 
1 5 
- 18 1 - 4iz.t O ·IZ. -- 21 o 
-
'-\ ) ol o .\l. 
2 15 3 "!5" l-o I- 43 1\)oo o- 1~ 3<1) 1\ b z-n 1\4'1) 0- 1=\ 
3 35 !:j o l oo 2- "14 lb~)3 o·Z4 f :)o I I 2. 3 ·2 9 I S" "1.2 3 "·2"\-
4 55 13 '2. gl 2-3& 1311 0 o-Zi I 11-'t 'H - Z-16 ql-:S o,z£ 
5 75 loo !4i q.32 .2.o 't"lZ "•3 11 0 b,o 1-:=J b 19"')'\& o-"2.9 
6 95 8 z. 1Z 2.. I Z Z l~3 b "·32 t oo s-1 I· bl) I:Zob2) o.3o 
7 115 --t') 6Lt I, 33 ZZ)S{, 0 ·33 '11 ~1 1-£8 2 o&32. o -31 
8 135 6'6 
.::;z. I.)"') zz 184 o.34 iS"" S"b j.£) 2_2.2C>O "·3) 
9 155 b,8 3 1 O·"\ I lz 3 Z.oo 0 ·311 b8 lfb ,,)) zzi-bo 0 ·34 
10 175 5"1 bl I. 3Z !25"o)o 0 ·3i ')6 bJ I '=J 'J Z-4=1 oo o .3(, 
Shield 14l'il o 
Date: 1'1o.rch+-gC. 
Tirre: 8: ?;,o ? 1'1 . 
Terrperature: :l ' C 
Lysirreter No. 
Layers Main Manorreter 




Depths Water Table Vol . ...3_2.2.5" 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. ern Press . Four EJ: -1 
ern Probe rmnosern 
Shield 
1 5 - 18 1 -
2 15 3 4'5" 13 1·"22 
3 35 Ito '19 2·91 
4 55 132.. gl, 2.5'3 
5 75 41 q6 4 ·~ 
6 95 i) 13 2- ·I') 
7 115 iS bL I . '62. 
8 135 b'& S 2. IS3 
9 155 £2 51 o."\ 














.2.3 11 2. 
2.5o<>D 
Lysirreter No. ,)_ 
Main Manorreter 2'LK· 't 
Ref. Manorreter 
.:t'l 
water Table Vol. 
·2." 8oo 
Tensio 
Press . Four EJ: - 1 Neutron 







0· 11 3 ~ 5' 122 z.. o3 I o9 ')o O· li 
O·L ~ 18D l 09 3 ·21 15"42.0 o . -zj 
o-2.1 lll't 9t 2..· &S I~ 412. 0 .2.(;, 
0·)1 I I o b\ 1·19 I '1 2.3 2. O•L~ 
o .)) 91 58 1-11 2o2.8o 0·3 \ 
0-)) 9\ Si \. bb 2.o=! &2 0·3 \ 
o.y, 63 5~ 1·)9 222 :}II- 0·34-
o.)) 6Z 'It 1·33 2.?..&32. o . 3'~ 
O·)l Sl bl 1 -1~ Z.i\31-1 0.3-=j 
l't)l\o 
Date: Mar c h 4- 198£ 
Time: Z: 3o f~J 
Tempera t ure: _ ____,2;;__J._~~--------
Lysimeter No. I 
Layers Main Manareter 3lL 
and Ref. Manometer 
"<.lo- ~ 
Depths Water Table Vol. _3_.2z__~ 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. Press. Four EX: - 1 Neutron em 
em Probe rriTlhosan Count 
Shield 14 ')4-o 
l 5 lq) ;l.b 0 .-:t{, -gzs-c 
2 15 2 1) 53 l.)b 13'H4 
3 35 I -=J-o \o2. ?, .o 16217. 
4 55 I 32- 8'1 2.. -b z. 11-l-Zt> 
5 75 /0 0 149 4·3Z 2oo5""3 
6 95 32 13 2.. 1) 2.1412 
7 115 iS b2 I .zz. ZZ.ott 
8 135 b& c;2 1-5"3 22.)')o 
9 155 b2 31 D ·9\ 2.2.'1g't 
10 175 - S"i b_2_ 1-85"" '-4910 
Shield I~IJ-18 
Lysimeter No. ::<.. 
Main Manometer L'\'1- l\ 
Ref. Manometer ~'n. 
Water Table Vol . 2. 'il co 
Tensio 
Press. Four EX: -1 
e em Probe mmhoscm 
0•1.1. /9) 3b I, o{, 
o-Z.J /9) 8o z.- 35" 
O·Z4 l&o llo 3-<4 
o.zl 144 l o4 3. ob 
0 --~0 llo (:,2 \. gz_ 
o-32. 91 bl I .l-9 
o-33 '11 '-7 1- I· (,g 
o.>,4 i-'> '0""3 , .)6 
o-)5" b8 41 1-3/l 
o:~l- '71 bO I . 1- b 
Comrrents: 
2.ooo CC. uJere.. a. deled o. <, k...-i Jo.Z•o(\ \:- e_<>-C.~ L:Js;mc.lc:r 




3 1(,_) 0·2.'2 .. 
I )6 1) o.z.z. 
l))ll- o.z.) 
li .SZZ- o.z(, 
j_j_J46 o.z. 9 
2P283 0·31 
2.o 818 0-3\ 
21'19o o-·n 
2.2. '\9 0 c ·3'\ 
Z..'f)J9 0 ·31 
Date: ~1ctrc irl C -8£ 
Tine: 3 :3o ? 1'"\ 
Terrperature '--=z_,__c_=. ________ _ 
Lysineter No. l Lysirreter No. .:t I 
Layers Main Manometer 
. 'Z z.. t Main Manorreter 2.. '19-2 
aOO Ref . Hanomete r ~o9. r, Ref . Manometer 7 q b· 'L 
Depths water Table Vol. 
.Z9'>0 water Tab le Vol. 2.. 45o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron em 
em Prcbe rrrrhoscm CoWlt 9 or em Prcbe rmtloscm Count e., 
Shield ill'\)\ 144::!\ 
1 5 ?, q) 3'\ C>. &3 b3'5'3 o.q 3~ :5' =J-o 1.4~ b \1) o- l"i 
2 15 Z. '\0 46 1·20 1:, J;lo o .(o 2 1\-o it \ ·9) I<, 'Z. s-..q •·'L 
3 35 \ ')i qb z._.zz. l b ) Zb o-l'l 1-:to Ill ::,-26 IS"iP- 0-<A 
4 55 1)2 32 Z-· ~ 1 \g 24Z. 0 -2 t \ j 2 
"'< 
2-t\ i':\- 5'2~ 0 2=1 
5 75 c\ I 143 4· 35 Zo2 ~ 3 o-3\ 1\ 0 (,I 1-t~ 1618_1 o-:g 
6 95 11 1l 2. ·12. 2/61t 0 -~3 91 (,o I · t~ 'Z.oU,) o-3\ 
7 115 t5 t,q 1·&6 2 131'\- • -3') "\I 5o 1-il Z.O~i) o-3\ 
8 135 b~ c;z \.)3 22 05 <>·3'1 1-) '5'b \.b) z.zo '1) 0 33 
9 155 bl 3\ 0 ·9 1 2.3 13o o-'!/5 <;z, 4-6 H -1 n5n o-3~ 
10 175 'li b3 I • g') Z. lt1Z.9 0-36 'Ji bZ. \o8'Z. z.-1\H'::\ o -31 
Shi eld I-Jt331 143~\ 
Cocm-ents: 
Date: Y\~rC~-'1 _ l'l~b 
Tirre: b '. o o P 1'1 
Ten-perature: Z 4 " c_ 
Lysirreter No. I 
Layers Main Manorreter 311.6 
arrl Ref. Manorreter 
_3_ 0 _1, ._<i:_ 
Depths Wate r Table Vol. z 1-bS 
Layer Depth Tensio Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron No. ern 
em Probe rmt1oscrn Count 
Shield 14"1-1 0 
1 5 
- '14 l·lS Lt"\ "12 
2 15 3<> ') bl I ,30 11~14 
3 35 l'>t l b \ 2. .'\ =t l t,2bo 
4 55 13 2 3l- z_.')b lt Zki 
5 75 9\ 1.1.\-g 4· 3) 'Z..o38l 
6 95 1-5' t 2 .z_, \2. l:: l <Jo 2 
7 115 (, '6 tA I • 88 -z..z. las 
8 135 b7.. c;')_ /,)3 2 J_b9\ 
9 155 bl. 3Z. 0 ·94 2 3o<> I 
10 175 4'.i- 63 1·35 ZL\- 5'b-=) 





water Table Vol. 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
9 em Probe 
o. \4- - 1~3 
0 ,,g 5 LJ) II o 
O·l5 1'1-o 113 
o ·Zt 144- 9\ 
0·3 \ 1\ o b\ 
0 ·.)) '11 61 
0 
·34 82 '78 
0·)5 i-) S"A-
0 ·35 66 41-
o-3& 5 1 bL 
2-
2.'1 11 'J, 
'Z.-'14 .9 
.2o')o 










































oa te: ~~o.c c n l o - 1 •:q(, 
Time: b '. <'> o7 
Temperat ure :_,.2..'-4'---"~----------
Lysirreter No. I Lysimeter No . 2 I 
Laye r s Main Manolreter 3 11 ._':\ Main Manorreter z ... ~ ... 
ard Ref. Manolreter '3o&·o Ref . Manolreter 2_ '\4 .') 
Depths Water Table Vol. 2::HS wate r Table Vol. I'\ ')o 
Layer Depth Tensio Te ns i o Press. Four EX:: -1 Neutron Pre ss. Four EX:: -1 Neutron No . em 
em Probe rmtloscm Count e.,. em Probe nrrtlosem Count e., 
Shield ~~~1 0 Wrlo 
1 5 -- 'H· IS:j. 4'\'1') 0 •\1\- -- -- - - '1-=\4 (, 0 ·13 
2 15 3c.') b l I · 3 b ll b49 0 · lg 3'+'> 1\ 0 2 .ql\ 11 3(, \ a. q 
3 35 1) 1 I o I 2. · '11 I b Zi)l 0·( ') I 1o 113 3 · 3 'L 15'blb 0 . 2.'\-
4 55 13 2. n 2. .')(, I~ b)) a-it 1'1-"1 91 2_.b3 11'-\oZ. o.z. (, 
5 75 
"\1 \'\g 4 ·31) 2<> z1z 0 ·31 \10 b\ l·i'\ 1"\IZ.':f 0, '2.9 
6 95 t"> 1-2. 2· 12 2 I 4 <-Z o. J3 91 6 I 1·1 '\ Z.o Z. 6 o o .)\ 
7 115 b& bl\- I· 3g 2 2 I 'liS 0·3'\- lS'Z. ')3 1·~\ 2 o/1 5'3 o, 3'Z. 
8 135 b2. c; z. IS3 2 2 1 2..) o.:,') 15 S't 1· )9 z z.~o'\ 0 •33 
9 155 b2 3 2 u,9)0 v .zq . o .)'> {;, g 41 I • 36 2 2. '\-Z,'> o::A 
10 175 4i b3 I. 7>5 <-4136 0 .)6 5'1 bL I • 6 z. .2.4449 P·>i 
Shield 14- 353 l't 35'3 
Comments: 
ri c \urc-_s ..N c: r c_ \o., 'tC.-e. 't'\ . . --
S o"'< w..:lo - \ ou_n~ \<'I \jS'"' '-' <'< ~ I . 
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. :2 
Layers Main Manareter 31 . I Main Manareter 2.'\1\.<._ 
and Ref. Manometer 
__3_ o.l..:j_ Ref . Manareter V I 3 · 2. 
Depths Water Table Vol. <..41-'l water Table Vol. I S' 1-S 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron No . em 
em Probe ITIT'hosem Count e.,. Probe ITIT'hosem Count e.,. em 
Shield 14'33 '> 14 33'?"' 
1 5 
--
I ')(; - - Lj-)s-5'" o-12 - 2% - '\3'\ll- o· ll 
2 15 
"',.Lj) b~ I -41 \1140 0- \~ )'t) U'l- z .'f-'l I0'\')9 o- li 
3 35 I) i lo 3 3-o:S lbil):j o.l .. ) Ito I o9 3. 2- 1 I )38 \ o-24 
4 55 I L_o 90 z .t,) Ji3bO o.Z$ 13 7... qs- 2- l-9 li-4 2.1- o.2) 
5 75 91 I 52. 'Hi Z..o \44 o-)1 JJO 61 l·i-9 19 1'>8 O-L1 
6 95 1-S 1-3 2- 1) z._ l43o o·33 9\ bO I. i-6 2o2g3 I<'· 31 
7 115 6.; (:,4 I • 8& 27. \=).b 0 ·311- '62 ')6 \. '') 2o3% o . .) 2-
8 135 bL S'"3 J,)b 2..2.)3b 0 -35' (,g 5i- I .{,g zZ.o3o 0 ·)'\-
9 155 67.. 32.. Q·l(l) ·u .. zn o•3'> 62 4i \. 3 g z.z_t;'z.'t o.)) 
10 175 q-=t b::, I • 1,) 2'\-'1 b"' 0 .)6 5'1 bl.. I 'zz_ ztLf'1 2 o.q 
Shield 11\-))1 14'~"'>"1 
Comrrents : 
Date: 
Tirre: I Z.. : 3o 
Ten-perature '---==::.....L--''-'----------
Lysirreter No. I 
Layers Main Manareter 
.., 0· ~ 
and Ref. Manorreter 
..3.o b • 5" 
Depths Water Table Vol. 7 4 oo 
.. 
Tensio Layer Depth Press. Four EX: - 1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rrvrhoscm Count 
Shield 1'\438 
1 5 - - ( bo -- l.j )oq 
2 15 3 45" 12. Z- 11.. 11 2 43 
3 35 11-0 I oZ. 3 -o lbl'\-1 
4 55 
13 2. 2,'3 Z.S'J 1115'3 
5 75 loo 1')2. tt-·41 2.oo 5'4 
6 95 32. l-4 'L·IZ 2. \ 4Z.) 
7 115 15' bb I. '14 2.2 14\ 
8 135 b3 S'3 l -5'b n)t-o 
9 155 62 32 0 · '14 2.lll 4'1 






water Table Vol. 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
8.r em Probe 
0· 12 - - 3 \o 
0
· 11 3 '10 I ~D 
o-2'\- I &o I\ ) 
o-Z.t 14'1- '18 
•·3o l\0 63 
<>·32.. \00 b'L 
o.)) 91 5'"1 
0·311 1'5 51 
0· )'i b3 49 
"·31 5'"1 b2_ 
1. 








z._ . && 
I · &5' 







I 't'F~> g 
'\4-oS" 

























Date: i''lo.rc h 1 4 - t;{, 
Time: 4 : oo p~1 
Temperature: ,z_:r__"_,_ __________ _ 
Lysimeter No. \ Lysimeter No. )_ I 
Layers Main Manometer "< I ? ,q Main Manometer OO ·Z. 
and Ref. Manometer ~{,.'> Ref. Manometer 
_Z_ll._f;_ 
Depths Water Table Vol . 24oo Water Table Vol. 1"\')0 
layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count e em Probe rrmhosem Count e.,. 
Sh ield I '\-3b3 14~b3 
1 5 1'\'\ 23 0 . !,& "\'1bb O·Ib \31. zt:, 0-tb '19 00 O•Zl 
2 15 l)l 2Z 0· 82. lb l\-1& o.z) Ito 38 f.fl. I 61 oo o·2~ 
3 35 I '):-:j \Ob 3- 12 162.'11 o.JS I 2lo 113 3-32- IS"Z'\4 o· Zj 
4 55 132. Z'1 2.. (, 2. q(;:t+ o.z.t \H 94- ;;L.1£ l'i-1'1'\ o.z_(, 
5 75 9 1 l)l 4·41 2oo ~ 2 o-3\ IIO bf ,. ·:v, \"\\JO o.Z-9 
6 95 15' tll 2.\'t, Z.t)lo o.''>) 91 b\ \ ·"+9 '2o2-oo o-31 
7 115 b3 b) I · 8') 22.03b 0·34 82 5"\ 1-14 Zol!ob " ·32 
8 135 (,g 53 \ .)(, ZZS'Ib 0 ·3t 1'5' 56 I ,(,') z. \99 z <>·73 
9 155 bl 32. o. 14 2.2.191 o.3) ~8 49 \-411- 2.Z 38) o-3'\-
10 175 44 (,') t . "' I z..;-4 /o 0,39 41 bz. I ·3Z.. 2.4£ I '=t o.3g 
Shield \"1-'2.'\7.. 
Date: __ fl'\_o.,.._c~_- l_c);__-_1_'\ _?J_b _____ _ 
Ti~: __ l_,_~_o_-'?~~7~~------------
Terrperature:_-=2'---'-----"'-"""------- -----
Lysi~ter No. I Lysi~ter No. )__ 
Layers Main Manareter < 12 ·'l Main Man~ter 3oo 
and Ref • Manorreter 3oC 0 Ref. Manorreter z c t7_• 'I-
Depths Water Table Vol. .2.3 0 0 Water Table Vol . 1300 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EC -1 Neutron Press. Four EC -1 Neutron No. ern 
ern Probe trnhosern Count 9 ern Probe nnt>osern Count e.,. 
Shield 1'14£b ll-\-4bb 
1 5 1'1) 2-') 0·~3 62&) O·~Z 19) Jz_ 0•80 8 2 8C> 0 ·22 
2 15 I )o zr; o.i4 lbolb o·Uf- I t-o 38 I .I z_ l (:,o \~ O•ZA -
3 35 I q4 loo 2.'\ '\ lb&ol 0 ,]_{, 1)0 loZ 3· 0 0 \b O)':\- 0·<'-4 
4 55 \31- 81 2_.)b I 1-14 (, 0 .Zt 141- qc:; z.t,z_ liU'j o . z_(, 
5 75 91 1)2. 4·41 Lo lat ··3\ IIO 61 I, =t 'j 19 I o i- O•l9 
6 95 l) bb I '"\'t- 2 1'\-)h o.'\3 9\ 6z I ·62 Zoi&Z_ 0 ·31 
7 115 lS b4 ,, 82 Z-l'l)l "·Y) 8L c;g 1·11 z.,sq O•)L 
8 135 b3 CJ) I .')o 22-3119 o,) '\- l'> CJi I •b6 Z I ZZ& o . 3) 
9 155 {, l 3Z. u ·94- zzi,{,) o. ~s GZ 48 I •4) Z2 56') 0·34 





Date : t~ c.o.rc \1 1}- 1'\'1.{, 
Tirre: 2 · o o P>'\ 
Ten-perature : 2 • C-
Lys irreter No. I Lysirret er No. 2 I 
Layers Main Manometer 2"\'\- 4 Main Manometer 3 12-·3 
and Ref. Manometer 7_'i . c; Ref. Manometer ",o S. 3 
Depths water Table Vol . ~ \ %') water Table Vol. \ C CO 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rrrrhosem Count 9v_ em Probe llllh:>sem Count e.,. 
Shield \ '\- h2 3 14<> Z3 
1 5 1~0 ~3 0 ·~ 3 f,H') o ·I, )o') '1'\ f. 09 (;£ ~1 o- \~ 
2 15 I q .;-
.n O·b 'l /'j)Zb 0·'2.1 2 •S 4t \. o ~ 13H _) o-Z\ 
3 35 \ '\4 9) z.. +~ lb1fo o.z(, 151 I o I z..q 1(,46 o· z<; 
4 55 132 q zsi, I i 124 o.z1 132. qz_ 2 -i \ 111 35' 0-2~ 
5 75 
"'I !51 'l - ~4 .:Z.oz l\& o-3\ 110 b'L I, liZ. 192'Jo 0 .z. 9 
6 95 32. '13 2. -15 z. I~ I i D·3L q\ b) I · i-9 Z.o 223 o-3 \ 
7 115 l'J C.z. I • \lL 22. o 5o 0
·33 91 s& l·tl 2-oZo'\ ().31 
8 135 b~ ">I I .)o z23Tt o.3'\ 15' S' i {. E,i\ 2. 1 9Jo 0 ·33 
9 155 bz. 32.. 0 ·9 q 2.2. tb& 0·)5' £& '1S lA \ 22 il3~ o.3lj-
10 175 4i b2.. I· 3 Z. 2)299 o.)8 51 63 I. 1, S" 2.'+ 3 1\ 0. 7)1 
Shield l't'LiG. 1'\ Z.lb 
CO!Tilents : 
Date: Y1 qrcb - 19 - I 'I o6 
Time: Z:3o Pl''1 
Ten-perature: 2- • (__ 
Lysimeter No. 
' 
Lysimeter No. 2 
Layers Main Hananeter 
_"l1\• '\ Main Hana'neter 2'1'1· 0 
an::! Ref • Hanorreter '>,o q.') Ref • Hana'neter 2-'\ o. 9 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
.2-o1S water Table Vol. L+OO 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. Press. Four El: -1 Neutron Press. Four El: -1 Neutron em 
em Probe rrrrhosem Count e em Probe rmt>oscm Count e.,. 
Shield IL\5bb '4'l b' 
1 5 3'90 4-4 O•D3 bobi o.\i, :, ~~-~ -=+9 '·49 ':) ,,) o .\ ) 
2 15 240 33 0·33 133oo b,z_o 2-=j-o Go I· 2.8 12 83~ o.\9 
3 35 1'>1- 9(; z..z,z. lb(;-=jS o.z') 11-o I t>3 3 · 0 3 I b 1'13 O•l 4 
4 55 13'2. l)::J 2 -S'b 18 o 4Z o·Z~ 132 90 z. ,t,) 1~15Z o>2.l 
5 75 
"11 1)2 4+\ 2o264 0-3\ llo bO \.4£ 1'9\bb o-2-9 
6 95 l-5 i3 2 -1) 2.1b2 3 o.j) 9\ b\ \ ·:t9 2o3 H 0·~\ 
7 115 jc; {,) 1· 1o 2.2.o6't 0 ·33 91 ')~ 1 ·~ 1 2.o81Z o.::,, 
8 135 {;z, s-3 1.')£ 22Jb6 o-3~ -:t) 5"1- \ .{,6 219oo o•)) 
9 155 (,z. 32 o,q't 22..g2l o.~s 611 '16 1·4\ z..zS6o O•Y\ 
10 175 4~ b2. I • 3{, 2.56o't 0 ·39 S'/ 63 loll) 2 4-£::S <>·31 
Shield 14Z-6o 1 Ljz C:,o 
Comrent s: 
Date : ~111rcb 2. o 
Tirre: 3:3o 
Terrperature: __ ....<...:.~~--------
Lys irreter No. I Lysirreter No . ., I 
Layers Main Mancllreter 2_'1~· 6 Main Manometer 311·1-
ard Ref. Mancllreter ?q .?, Ref. Mancllreter ?, o 4 
Depths Water Table Vol . 
_2_ L'l Water Table Vol. 1 q 6 ') 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No . ern Press, Four IX --1 Neutron Press. Four IX --1 Neutron 
ern PrctJe Imhosern Count e" ern PrctJe nrrhosern Count e.,. 
Shield 1'\4-22 I '\4ZL 
1 5 
-:flo '52 o. 3 t ':) <>35 0 . ''t 34-9 9b I . b 0 5)85" 0 .\') 
2 15 3o5 33 o. 1 3 I Z. o &Z Hi\ 2 '\0 £8 I· ) ) 1?>3 '1'\ 0 ·').D 
3 35 I =to 99 Z- 11 1 )~91 0 ·24 I 5'-'i 110 3·24 1£169 o.l-5 
4 55 132 6Lt 2· '1t 1=!(, 8 z o.z.-:j 1:)2 92 z. i 1 18o3 \ 6 ·21 
5 75 1\ o I .;-z. 4 ·4t 19 no 0 ·2~ 91 b6 l·t b Z.oz:} I o.3 ) 
6 95 91 l-2 Z. .l) 2.o3 +£ 0 ·31 i) bl I· f1 2.\£o3 o.)) 
7 115 82. b'\ I , gg Z.o8f/ 0 ·32 {,g c; g I · t I 2.2 li l o.) ft 
8 135 bZ 5'3 f .){, 2.Z fH o.yt (,z 51 I· b6 z_z 5 34 o.)l\ 
9 155 {,g 32. 
"'·9 4 2.2)3B o .) 4 (,z. 46 , .ij. l 2Z 9(,o o,§ 
10 175 S' l bZ. I ·32 21j- §O o.31 44- (,3 I · 3 5' 2.)b \2. 0 ·3~ 
Shield I L\33(, 1'\ 3 3 b 
COITifent s: 
Date: ~1orcn 2..4-198.b 
Ti~: 2:3o p~1_· __________________ _ 
Temperature: ---"'.2'--'\-'-o---'C=--------------------
Lysi~ter No. I I Lysi~ter No. :2.. I 
Layers Main Manorrete r 3\\. Main Manorreter :L__"L"t·9 
and Ref. · Mano~ter 3oZ.·S" Ref. Mano~ter 2. 8~.-=\-
Depths Water Table Vol. 
_1_?-'\o Water Table Vol. 2. 2.1- ') 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EC -1 Neutron Press. Four EC -1 Neutron 
em Probe mrnhoscm Count e" em Probe rrrnhoscm Count e~ Shield 143?>0 143'3>0 
1 5 
·- 8h I. '\ :) 4i:,o8 o-I'Z. . - IS"'2.. -- L\ 'Z ')b 0 ·1'2. 
2 15 
.2 i-o 4+ \ . ol\ 12..o'>l D· \9 3 4'l 9\ IS"Z. \o1 bl\ o. n 
3 35 l'.)b lo3 3 -o) lb4ob o-2.5" 12>0 I o '\- '3 .ob IS" II 'Z. o-Z3 
4 55 12.0 C!O 2.. (, ') 11'6'\o o-zg 14!\ 9& 2. 3'6 lt Z. I'> o-"'.b 
5 75 91 ISZ tl-'\l- Z.olb3 0·31 1\o b\ I • i-9 1''\Zg:j. 0• 2.9 
6 95 iS" i-2 2.. I 2. 21')o3 <>-3) 
"'I £-z. I· 3Z Z..o'Z'I\ <>-31 
7 115 b8 SA I S"l 22lb0 D-3'\ 82. sG l.fS Zo]_o g o -3'2. 
8 135 b'L S3 I ·)b Z2 )\,3 o --~s b& s-G l.b) Z \949 0-~ 
9 155 G2. 3\ 0·9\ zz.gq.o o-)5 b~ 43 I·'+\ 22422.. o-31\-
10 175 411- {,2. I • g 2.. 2.5""\{,5' o-39 5"1 63 I • 3 ') 24'\oo 0-)t 
Shield 141~'1.. I '1-1=\2 
Comrrents: 
Date '----'---'-='----'=-'-'------'=-.::_=---'-' 9.1..&,.,6,__ _ ____ _ 
Ti~=-~~~~-C->-----------­
Terrperature :_::::.__,'----'=--------- -
Lysi~ter No. I 
Layers Main Manorreter 
_:3_ 0 -~ 
and Ref. Manorreter 3o .""'\ 
Depths Water Table Vol. cl>.5: 0 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. em Press. Four JX: -1 Neutron 
em Prd:Je rrrrhoscm Count 
Shield l43~o 
1 5 - 11 0 \.?,?, 1.\1.\'lb 
2 15 3 '1) 5 7. I ·lb 1\ oil 
3 35 Jl-o lob 3 ·\Z. /boo& 
4 55 132 ~' 2.-{:,6 lfb+l 5 75 91 15"' 2. 'Hi Zo l\b 
6 95 iS" 13 2. - \) 
2. \ ""' 
7 115 {,g b) I .g) zz..,:n 
8 135 (,6 S'::, 1.)<:: 22.4 bo 
9 155 62 32. 0 ·9Lf 22.1\o') 
10 175 41- b'S \. 6 ') z ')o3c3 
Shield IIJZ')') 
COITfl'ents: 
Lysi~ter No. ?... I 
Main Manorreter 29t·b 
Ref. Manorreter 2 8'l·<t 
Water Table Vol. l<j~') 
Tensio 
Press. Four JX: -1 Neutron 
e" em Prd:Je rrrmoscm Count e_,. 
I ~'>i-o 
b·\2 - - - - 'W\>, 0 •\\ 
0 ·11 3 "\o l on z .zz. lo)S"I o ol b 
0·2 '1 \Zo II) 3 ·36 I'\'\ )o o. 'Z3 
o.2.1 I'\'\ lo I z. n lb'l 15" "·2.~ 




bl I · 8 2_ Z o\2.'1 0·3\ 
0,3't '1\ '5' 9 I·H Z.o 6 8, I o.')) 
o-311 1) '51 /. 615 2. \'\'13 0-33 
"' · 35 &z 4g 1-41 2 2 3c8 o.3~ 
0·36 S"l b3 / . 8) 2 't 51(:, "·'>i 
I '\l'>) 
Date : 1'1 a r c h 2.9- 3 
Ti!T'e: 3 :ooPI'1 
Temperature: __,2=----L_. """"-----------
I 
Lysi!T'eter No. I Lysi!T'eter No. 
_2 I 
Layers Main Manorreter 
..3. •" ·* Main Manorreter 2 c l "4 • b 
and Ref. Mano!T'eter < 
" 
Ref . Mano/T'eter ~b·b 
Depths Water Table Vol. ':'-, ·o Water Table Vol. I "')co . o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio 
No. em Press . four EC - 1 Neutron Press . four EC - 1 Neutron 
em Probe rnmhoscm Count e.,. em Probe mnhoscm Count 8v-
Shield 1'\3':\o i'\-3~o 
1 5 
- - '41 -- 41 &4 0· \1 - - - . - 3 691\ o- 1 0 
2 15 3"\o b \ I. o 1. l o&)z o• lb " '1-"t II\ I. 35 '\ qo \ 0·1) 
3 35 1+0 ill 3 .2.b iS''\36 o-2 '\- 195 12.2. 3-'5 '1 1/t b Zo 0•2.2 
4 55 137.. ~1- 2. ·"+ \ I 1-4 3o O·Zt 144 l o2 3 -o \b3..Sz o -Z.b 
5 75 9\ I )2. 'Hl \C\'1 b'\· <>·31 1\ o G l '·1:9 l stLto o·:Z. 9 
6 95 l') tl. Z -1 '2.. l \3o / t>·33 
"'I 
b3 l· l\5 19'1 )2. D·3\ 
7 115 15 b3 ,. 35' L \9 311 c·33 91 5 9 1·1'\- 2o)oZ 0•)\ 
8 135 £:3 5 3 I. '){, 'Z.V¥\'7 o•:, '\- 15' sb I· bS' 2. \ bOO 0·33 
9 155 b'L 32. 0
·94 ZLii)o 0·35 63 ll 6 1·'\-1 2 'Z.Z.ot 0 '34 
10 175 
'11 b) \.3') Z'i I o2. 0 ·33 5'1 bZ. l ·6 z. 2."\- 43'\ o.q. 
Shield 142.3'\ 1'\- 2.3 1\-
Comments : 
Date: t--'\1\rcbzq-1"\'C,h 
Tirre: s-· 3 0 m-----------
Temperature: 
Lysirreter No. I 
Layers Main Manorreter 
_3 
and Ref . Manorreter 3oo·' 
Depths Water Table Vol . 
_.>, 0 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four EC - 1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count 
Shield 14 Z.o3 
1 5 \=!- <> 2L o.b") 'l o43 
2 15 qo 2.:) o.t.8 1 )4~ 3 
3 35 lio "\ ) 2-19 I )923 
4 55 132. 'P- 2·tl li'tl9 
5 75 loo \)2. 4·'11 199 o4 
6 95 32 1-2 2 -1 2 Z. II 33 
7 115 ~) (,~ I -35 Z. i 55o 
8 135 b3 53 1,)(, 2.2. 1'\b 
9 155 (,z. )2. 0·"\ ~ 2.7. S''l3 






Water Table Vol. 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
9v- em Probe 
o.z~ 11o .:L3 
o-l4 I 8o 33 
0·24 13o I I 't 
o.zt I 'l<t- l oo 
0•)0 ll o 6 1 
o-3 2. 91 b3 
o-3) 91 5~ 
0·'4 l) S{, 
o-:,S - ~ ~ 43 
O· )Z '7! (:,z. 
3o<>o CC lrr;~.v;::l o (\ vJ.,.rc o..dJ.<d \::. co.c\~ \J S I~.c.kr· 





EC -1 Neutron 
nrnhoscm Count 8v-
\4- Zo 3 
o-66 8"]o5' o .Z~ 
0 ·'1=1- 1-) \ ') b o.z>_, 
3.")) l b'FH o .z) 
Z. ·H 181)0 o.Z., 
I · 1-1 2._o io l- 0 .l.'J 
I .g) 2.o '+I) <>-3\ 
I·H 2. \ 1 3o J0·3\ 
I ,f,) z1"n o.)) 
I · Lt I Z2.3o3 o.)~ 
I .gz_ Z 4qo '~ o.f+ 
Date: 1''\o.rc \.\ :, o - I 'I gf, 
Till'e: 3-;3c2 p t1. 
Terrperature:_--=2.=>-__,_0 ~---------
Lysimeter No. I 
Layers Main Hanareter 31:L·S 
and Ref. Hanareter 2-...':l..':l.·_l!_ 
Depths Water Table Vol. 12.40 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em Probe lllltlosem Count em 
Shield 144-13 
1 5 ;2\'S" J..'t O•bO 1-)Z~ 
2 15 I 3o 22 o-~5 153211 
3 35 151 
'TI 2-9\ 11:,513 
4 55 1"32.. 89 2· b z I -:j. 9 Db 
5 75 
"\\ 15""2.. 4-·4-1 2.o\2.b 
6 95 j.) l-1 2· 0~ 2 1443 
7 115 66 62 I · 6 2.. 22151 
8 135 66 )l IS3 22.45"5" 
9 155 bL 3\ 0 •'\i 22.83 2 
10 175 S"'l b2 1·32.. 2 42{,(, 
Shield I l\32..\ 
COITll"ents: 
Lysill'eter No. 2. 
Main HanOil'eter 29'\-3 
Ref • Manorreter ZRb· 
water Table Vol. 3')0 
Tensio 
Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron 
8.r em Probe rrrnhoscm Count e.,. 
I 4-413 
0·2.1 ;2 i-o 3b o.&o b9b1 o-19 
0-23 1'6o 3~ \100 14-:t82 o-2.3 
0· 2) 1-:to liLt- ~-3') 15")oo o.zl* 
0·2.1 IL\4 ~5 2.-=t"\ ll-oll' o...z(, 
0
·31 1\0 '?'\ 1·14-- 1'\o)Z. D•Z9 
D.)3 <=\\ 59 I ·1-4 "2.o\3) o-3\ 
0-3~ ~I s~ \·it 2o-:j.(,o 0·3\ 
0·3 11- l-) SA 1 S9 2.1'\8) "·33 
o.35 b8 41 I ·3g 2.2 '1- Z..'t "·3'\ 
o.f) t;'l b2.. I · 3L. z'tS'l't D·)i 
I 432.1 
Date: 1'-\ yx--', \ I 'I g £ 
Tiire: 4 ~ o o _ rJ'-'-'---------
Temperature:_""z:.::Lo--'~----------
Lysiireter No. I 
Layers Main Manorreter 
_3_1\. 'I 
and Ref. Manoireter 
_z_qq .? 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
__3_ C) 0" 
Layer Depth Tensio Press . Four EX: - 1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rmlhoscm Count 
Shield I 't"\5i 
1 5 3o') 3(, o·=n b531 
2 15 \ qs- 25 0 ·l't 1'-\ 320 
3 35 IL\-'+ loo 2. 44 !(, 'VI) 
4 55 131.. 89 2.£ 7_ 111'1) 
5 75 9\ 15\ 4·i1'-l l<>o !l 
6 95 l'> 12 2. 11_ 21 '\-11. 
7 115 c;g {,7_ 1·\l'Z. Zlo l) 
8 135 t,g c;l IS3 z:z.4£) 
9 155 £7. 3\ 0 ·"\\ Z.Zt21 
10 175 ')b b3 \ . ?,') 23'\S'I 
Shield 1'\-139 
COITlllEnts: 
Lysiireter No. ,).. 
Main Manorreter 29 ~.~ 
Ref. Manoireter 
..Z_!lS-4 
Water Table Vol . 
.2.__<i_fi 
Tensio 
Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron 
e em Probe rrmhoscm Count e.,. 
1'-\'-1')_± 
0· 1& ) '1-9 £_)2._ 0 ·'\8 s'1-'IS 0 •1) 
0. 2.1. 2'\0 43 I, o1) 13323 o ..Zo 
o.z(, lio IlL. 3 ·'2. 9 15') g') D-2 1\ 
o.i=) I '14- "10 z_. 6') I 1 15'1 O· Lb 
0·3l 1\o bl 1.':\'1 19143 o- Z.\ 
0·33 91 61 1·~9 2.oloS 0·~\ 
o. 311- 9\ <; 6 \.iS z_o) "12 0·3 \ 
0
·3tt 15 <S"'4 \·59 2 !6'-\-o 0·3) 
o.35 bl\ 41 I ·33 224'5') 0·3'-\-
o.3t, S'i b3 I· 35' 2 lj4o3 o.'f\ 
I 't 18 '\ 
Date : [\ yr-; \ 
Tirre: 3' oo 
Lys irreter No. \ Lysirreter No. 2 I 
Laye rs Main Manometer 
_2\\ ._'t Main Manometer " '1 & . 0 
and Ref. Manometer 2. '1%·) Ref. Manometer :z_ &4 · b 
Depths Water Table Vol. ::z.&s-o Water Table Vol. Z_-:j_ o o 
Laye>: Depth Tens io Tensio 
No . em Press. Four EX: -1 Ne utron Press . Four EX: -1 Neutron 
em Prd:>e rrarhosan Count e" em Prd:>e rrntlosem Count e., 
Shield 1'\-5"63 14 ) b3 
1 5 3 '\9 "\ b 0 ."=\i )3 \0 •- 1) - b"\ \. 1) 4~51\ o ·I ) 
2 15 2 4o 3 \ 6. '"~ 1:,)39 0·20 z. +o 5 '- I · Ll\ 1 2.. Z lo 0· \9 
3 35 \ ) t "16 z.. z z. I ~=Jo l o.zs 12>0 1\ ~ 3 '-It I ') 4 o') 0·23 
4 55 I :'> 2. 
'\ \ 4·41\ 1':1"!1 2. o,z ). 144- "\ 0 z . t, ) n f~ '> o.z(, 
5 75 I Oo I 5'\ z. . b"\ . .2 0 0 )S' O·) o 1\ 0 (,z. I · a2 l\f~34 0· 2.~ 
6 95 i 5 "'\\ J. ·o"'\ Z l:>lo o.:,) '1 1 (:,o l ·i" 1.0'2.1\ 0 31 
7 115 +5 t,) l:_g_3 2. 1491 u03 9 1 <)8 ,.11 z.o q 3 o-31 
8 135 (:,l> ;-z. 1.S·30 z.639 0.31\ l) ) 4 I .59 2.. \ Zi'>) 0 )3 
9 155 6'2. 3 \ (} ·9 \ z.z_g 1'\- o:35 (:,8 49 \ .Ljq Z ZLJ39 0. :.tr 
10 175 ')b b \ I · i- 9 2'\-" S1 0·% Sl t,z. I . 3Z. 2 ~41.~ a .;;t 
Shield II.\ I'\) I 1\ 1'\ 3 
Convrents: 
Date: Grr;\ -CJ"- 86 
Time: c;~;,op M 
Ten-perature : _ _,:2=---L·____,c"----------
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. 2_ 
Layers Main Manometer 3 \ .2 Main Manometer ~--1 
ard Ref. Manometer 2-~ Ref. Manometer 7 11.' ,q Depths Water Table Vol. Z.Boo Water Table Vol. 
-"'> 0 0 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron Press. Four EX: -1 Neutron No. em 
em Probe rmhosem Count 9.r an Probe ITIT'Ilosem Count e.,. 
Shield 1'\-':>-1) 1'\'5"'1:> 
1 5 +Z-o b2. I. o 3 '~b o.\'f - \00 1-q 4 -=f\9 0 ·I) 
2 15 2.1-o 31 0 .z 2. 12132. 0.11 3'\J b) I• ot} 11'\:n o.11 
3 35 151 I o 3 3 .o 3 lb'tto 0-2) 1 Zo I '- C, 3. -=19 15'393 o.z.s 
4 55 132 .n 2-)~ '+n'> o-z-=l 144 qz. Z -11 11-~H o.Zb 
5 75 \DO 1)2. 4-41 Zc iS't 6-3o lib bl z _G8 I ~z.l-(, o?j_ 
6 95 1'5 '41 2-<> ~ 2. 1)31 0·33 91 ')~ 1-H 2_o 4 )) 0-31 
7 115 6Z (,z I, 82. 22..2)1 o. 3'\ 8Z ')' I'(,') Z.o9o) 0-3 z. 
8 135 (,Z c;z iS3 2 z.4b6 o·31j- 7-f 54 l.q 2.Z. I 3\ o. 3 s 
9 155 (,2 32 o·'l't 2- 2'lo1- o·35' 6g t9 I ·44- 2.Z.bo9 0· )'\-
10 175 ">6 £3 I · Z') 2.4o5''j o -3(, 4-"t b~ 1-~) 2 4916 <>-~& 
Shield 
Comrents: 
oa te '---+=BL:i'L:"'_.:.:' \C,_!I)L.,_-==-''-'l-'-t>"-6,_ ____ _ 
Time : 4 :3"' ?n 
Temperature :_:z~·_,_~----------
Lys imeter No. I Lysimeter No. 2 I 
Layers Main Man<Jrreter 310. 9 Main Mancxreter 2_ "f'J. · 9 
and Ref. Mancxreter ? <\6",<:;'" Ref. Mancxreter 2 87."' 
Depths water Table Vol. 2.J.,c;o Water Table Vol. 2 1 .:;-o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press. Four EJ: -1 Neutron Press. Four EJ: -1 Neutron No. ern 
ern Prcbe IT'Ifhosern Count ev ern Prcbe nrrhosern Count e.,. 
Shield 1'1 35"6 1'135'"bb 
1 5 
- g) l.)o lJ-to? 0·\) - I'-\ 7_ z ·3 i- L\o5"o o.Lg 
2 15 3o5'" 4Z o.39 l 2o(/) 0 ·16 39o lz. I . Z.o \ob't2 o.:j') 
3 35 151 lo3 3·o3 lb 3 /<j 0·1) il\O \22 3 S'l '4" "6 \.o<) 
4 55 13 z. 92 2..1/ ili)l o.Zi I '\4 "\3 2. '1-'+ 111Z.3 \. 20 
5 75 91 tt>o 4-·41 .2ooi-{, 0 ·31 1\o (,o l·tb 19 oS'"(, 1·33 
6 95 f) fl 2. -01 2. !2. =t I 0·)) 91 sz l ·i l Z.o 326 \.'\ 2 
7 115 l" (,o '·16 Z. lol5 0 33 ~7_ '.Jq 1·'>9 2ol)3 J.'\5 
8 135 r;'g ')2. 1·)3 Z.ZZ.b z. o.3')- I:,& 54 I. ) ') Uo 4~ I.J~ 
9 155 6 2. 31 0 ·91 2. 2.ti"J 0.)';' b2. '-1~ I ·4\ 2'2.'>21 l· f8 
10 175 5'1 b3 j, 3) 23"19) 0·31 'It b3 I, g c; 2 '\b)j 1·l2. 
Shield I 'fl. 19 1'-\- '- 19 
C0111rents: 
~i cW.ns wc.<-< 17.t::-ol'\. 
Date : [\ ij?r-\ \ 1 Q - U, 
Time: I • o 0 i'V'! 
Temperature : ·--'2'---'-->-- --------
Lysimeter No. I Lysimeter No. 2. I 
Layers Main Manometer ?. I o · ":\ Main Manometer 2 "1 ,J,_ 
a nd Ref. Manometer z q L , o Ref. Manometer z gz.o 
Depths Water Table Vol. 7 '"0 Water Table Vol. I '\ o o 
Layer Depth Tensio Tensio Press . Four Er: -1 Neutron Press. Four Er: - 1 Neutron No . em 
em Probe mmhose m Count 6 u- em Probe nTflhoscm Count e,. 
Shie l d 11442"1 1'1'1-2.1 
1 5 - l a3 - '15)3 0• 12. - - 1'J2 - 391) 0· 11 
2 15 3 o') S o 0 C,'!J 11 {,&c, 0·18 3'\a 31 I ·3') 1 a 55'S' o. 16 
3 35 li-o \ o3 3 ·o3 \ bZLo 0-ll\- lq) 128 3-% 1'1-=ll'i o,zz 
4 55 132 qf:, z .gz_ \ "':1-=i 'tb 0·<'1 \'\4 '1) z.19 lllo4 O•'l.b 
5 75 91 1')Z 4 .tt 1 2.o 3oi 0·31 \1 0 61 1·1 9 \ '1 Z.o I O· Z'\ 
6 95 15' -=/ I L·O'f 2 1) '1 ') o -3) q\ 5'3 l·ll 2o33'S 0·) \ 
7 115 1 5" bO I ·i' 22 13'\ o.3') 82 s q. I ·5'9 2..':1~ "-32. 
8 135 E,g .:;-z. I .)3 Z.Z.b40 "'·) '\- 1'> S'q tS9 2.2.\ ol, "·3) 
9 155 62.. 3 1 O·'" 22.~ &3 o.::,r:; (,g, Lt3 I •4\ 221 2.8 0 ·34 
10 175 .;- t, \:,3 I .?,t;' Z~oo"j 0 -3(, 5 1 (:,3 I ·8) ~"i-Z.> 0 ·3t 
Shie l d 11+442. 
Comrrents: 
Date : [1, (lr- j \ 1 0 8 {, 
Time: ---..3_;_.!.\s::._tl::,__ ______ _ _ 
Temperature : _ _:2=--.!4-_._,C'""-----------
Lys imete r No . \ Lysimeter No . 2 I Layers Main Manorreter 
_21;>. Ma i n Manomet e r 2 :1 9 . 8 
and Ref. Manometer zq ,_::~ Ref . Manomete r <'- ~z. 
Depths Water Tab le Vol . _2_<c"c-~ water Table Vo l . 
_l _ q 0 0 
Layer Depth Tensio Te nsio Press . Four EC - 1 Neutron Pre s s . Four EC - 1 Neutron No . em 
em Probe mmhoscm Count e em Probe mmhosem Count e.,. 
Shield I '\'l-oft 14'\-o 4 
1 5 15 b 18 oS3 q -z.1 Z O·Z) Jl o 32 C'. q '\- 'iit-3 ~ 0 ·'-!\ 
2 15 \ '}b 19 oSb lb 1 34 O·l) 1"1o n 0·19 I '> 8_3b 0. 24 
3 35 1) 6 \6 \ 2.. 9i 1(,5'25 o.zS I go 13 1 ~d') 
'"' 86/ 
o -2) 
4 55 I 3 '2. 39 z_.t, 2 11 'i!Zo o:2i 14'\ Zo z )5' lio"\'1Lt o·?b 
5 75 c\ \ \ ') I 4-'1'1- Zo Zo) " ·31 \lo f,o J, 1 6 ' m i:. o - 2 ~ 
95 3Z. l\ : '1 1 SIS I-i I o·3 I 6 z_ .o9 Z l 3 '1- 2. Q, 32. z 6 3)'J 
7 115 15" ~0 \ .i (, 2?. 139 0·)3 82 SA IS9 2-o 9 o I 0 •32. 
8 135 £8 .:;2 I ·53 z_Z.b4o 0-3~ 15 SA- 1 - ~ 22 \ o8 D• 3) 
9 155 bl. 3 1 D· '\\ 2l 9 &~ Oo)') bZ 4'6 I · 4 1 2zf Z& 0 -).lj 
10 175 '::> J b3 I ,?,') Zl\ 1)9 0 ·3l 51 63 I , 8:) Z_fiz3 0 ·3t 
Shield 14 ) 91 l't31 1 
Comments : 
To e~ c_ 'n l'j s il"'\ ~cr 3 oo o c__ c__ 
Date: Arri\- \1- z(, 
Tirre: q · "-,o 





















Lysirreter No. \ 
Main Manorreter ...::._ , z..') 
Ref. Manorreter 2.9<;'. 'i" 
Water Table Vol . 2 -oo 
Tensio 
Press. Four EC -1 Neutron 
em Probe mmhoscm Count 
14338 
jqS"" I<) 0·44 6Z&l. 
Ito 12. 0·3) li,ooo 
144 q.8 2. -~Z 1'1115"' 
J2o '10 z.b) 13o<J't 
<Ji I '5 I 4·4-4 Z.o3og 
lS' l-o 2.-ob 2. \ Z.~S' 
68 b\ I •t9 zz.o')6 
62. ')2 I ·'5'3 zZ33 \ 
6z 32 6 ·'\4- Z l.tLI 
5'1 b3 \. 3 ') 2 '11-)b 
1 'tZ.9o 
Lysirrete r No. 
Main Manometer 
Ref. Manorreter 
Water Table Vol. 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
e" em Probe 
o-Z Z. z,.:;- 41 
o.zt IZo 3o 
0 -2(, ItO lo') 
o ·Zt, 144 "li 
o-3/ 1\0 6t 
o-33 'i\ '73 
0·3"t 8Z. .;& 
o-3t b3 5'3 
o ·J') 6z. n 





EC -1 Neutron 
rrrnhoscm Count 
I LI )l[ 
o·'l l f))/ 
0 33 1)1~3 
3 ·0~ 1)'/3 ) 
2 -35' It 1")'/-
1.1~ l cfo )Z 
I .lJ 2.oZ.3i 
I. 'b) 2o864 
/. )b ZZc3 ~ 
1·38 z-z.i 1') 
















Date: /4 prj\ 13 - I 3 gC, 
Time: 9•30 y~J. 
Temperature:_2.."--'4_0_,C~-----------
Lysimeter No. I 
Layers Main Manomete r 3 I Z.. I 
and Ref. Manometer 2...~ 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
.Z_'l,)o 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four EX:: - 1 Neutron No. em Probe rrvnhosem Count em 
Sllield \ 1Hi3 
1 5 
.2 It;" 22. 0-S) ::j 3D"j 
2 15 18o 2 1 o .b2. lq 3S" 
3 35 1<'\4 ell z-68 I )-I 4'\-
4 55 13'2- 36 2..)3 i-=)'145 
5 75 9 \ I 5' I 4-44 .."2.o iS"''".f 
6 95 BZ. 69 2 ·03 2 11 39 
7 115 15" 63 I ·85' 2 195& 
8 135 £g 5'3 l,)b 22.541 
9 155 bl 3 1 0 '91 22. i-o) 






Water Table Vol . 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
e em Probe 
0 •'2.1 3"\D 5"" '! 
<>•23 2. 1') 34 
o.z(, 1-=\o l o I 
o ·Zi 144 83 




o-33 82 ')8 
o-Y!· b3 S'"z 
0-~5' b3 41 





















6 0 1\ 























Date : {J.p.--; 1 IS""- 1 '1 
Time: 1 · 3o _£_t1__, ________ _ 
Temperature : ___ .s,_:Z.L"---'~---------
Lysimeter No . I 
Layers Main Manometer 
_3_\ • 
and Ref . Manometer 7 '\ ll. . 0 
De_pths Water Table Vol . 2.' oo 
Layer Depth Tensio Press. Four EC -1 Neutron No . em 
em Probe mmhosem Count 
Sh ield ''\4)~ 
1 5 5 '\ ') 32 oS3 b z.gl 
2 15 2 1) 2 (, o.)g 13 391 
3 35 14 4 9 ) Z ~'t lb94'J 
4 55 I Z.o 8£ .z.)) I l\o l ) 
5 75 9 1 I ) ~·4 "\ Z.o "t)i 
6 95 if b9 Z-o3> 2 1'71(. 
7 115 1'> 63 I ,g) zt'1=n 
8 135 bZ 5'3 I S6 ZZ4S\ 
9 155 bZ 
.3 1 o-9 Z.l.b'1) 
10 175 S" l b3 1. sS" Z..lj-lo\ 





Water Table Vol. 
Tens io 
Press . Four 
8 em Probe 
o-lt l.2co is' I 
o. 2.) Z1o 46 
O·lb Ito 114 
o.zg 144 bO 
<>·31 1\o bZ 
0·33 ~ I c;g 
o-33 91 '?Z 
0. 3'\- l-'J 4- Z 
0 ·)5 Gz b3 
D-3~ S"l 
z.. 
.z alL .">" .z. g~ 
\\ 
EC - 1 
rrrnhoscm 
I :,') 












/ l ))'t 
i)S'h 3 




Z. l9 t£ 
2..Z.:S'llf 















Date : {A y.-j \ 
Tirre: 8· 3o 
Temperature : 
Lysirreter No. I 
Layers Main Manorreter .., 
and Ref. Manorreter 21_7. L 
Depths Water Table Vol. 
_L I c:;'() 
Layer Depth Tensio 
No. em Press. Four EC - 1 Neutron 
em Probe mrnhoscm Count 
Shield I 'to/\"\ 
1 5 
- ">~ 0· 9 4 43') 
2 15 3 '\ 5 Lj Z. D·i ll )o J 
3 35 1'6o 99 2 ·9' l )l?. i-
4 55 1.1\4 36 2 .')3 11341 
5 75 1\ 0 I 5 1 4-44 19134 
6 95 '1 1 tl z .o'j 2. o')_st 
7 115 gL bi 1·19 .2 1ol9 
8 135 (,g S3 1- )b 2222 1 
9 155 b{) 3\ 0 ·9\ 22.Lf4b 






water Table Vol . 
Tensio 
Press. Four 
ev em Probe 
o- IL - -
o-!3 Z:jo bZ. 
0 -23 144 123 
o.z.b \2..0 "! I 
0·2 'I '11 be 
o-:)1 lS" ')b 
(j.~z_ t,Z 53 
0·34 b'L £3 
0 ·31\ b2 4t 
o.:,=J Sl b3 
2 
.2 "1 . 'j 
:2. ~z ·b 






.2. .6 ~ 
I · i.£ 
\ .f:S 







I ;' ZZ.3 





























The neutron meter readings indicate that 
equilibrium water contents were present in the middle part 
of the column after a 3000 cc irrigation. These data were 
used to develop the neutron meter calibration for the soil 
columns. 
The steps followed were: 
1. Find elevation, i.e. water manometer board reading, 
of the water table. 
2. Find elevation of three points up the column where 
neutron meter readings were taken . 
3 . The elevation difference between the water table 
and the measuring points was taken to be the 
capillary pressure at those points. 
4. Use the water retention curve of the soil to get Pv 
at these capillary pressures. 
Using the above data, the neutron meter calibration 
curve was computed as follows: 
level he m Pv 
1 176.55 1.7655 0.2675 
5 106.55 1.0655 0.2976 
6 086.55 0.8655 0.3050 
7 066.55 0 .6655 0.3126 
10 006.55 0.0655 0.3484 
Using linear regression 
level ljl m Pv y Ratio 
5 1.0655 0.29 76 
6 0.8655 0.3050 
7 0.6655 0.3126 
Pv = A + B (Ratio) 
B 0.1201 
A 0.1250 





1.250 + 0.1201 (Ratio) 
for level 1 
Pv 0.2675 0.1250 + Bl (0.67) 
Bl 0.2127 
Pv 0.1250 + 0.2127 ((Ratio) 
for level 10 
p = 
v 0.3484 o.l25o + s 10 ( 1.69) 
3 10 = 0.1322 
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